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Summary 
In high-volume products, costly investment in design and development is 

spread over a large production quantity. The result is high-quality, low-cost 

engineering. In contrast, products produced in low volumes (batch sizes of less 

than 50 units) often appear to offer inferior value for money. 

This thesis describes the development of a design theory for economic low

volume production. The focus of the research is on identifying design techniques 

which reduce the cost while maintaining or improving the functional and 

aesthetic qualities. 

Research into three design case histories of low-volume rehabilitation products 

for disabled users has supported the development of the method. Four re-designs 

covering seven different configurations have been analysed. 

The research suggests that the level of value in a low-volume product is linked 

to the proportion of "Pre-packaged technology" it contains. Pre-packaged 

technology is high-volume systems, assemblies, components, materials, 

information or techniques which are subsequently incorporated into a low

volume product. Thus, in order to minimise cost in a low-volume product, the 

proportion of pre::-packaged technology should be maximised. 

A series of re-design tactics have been identified and linked into a coherent 

strategy which provides a "design for low-volume production" method. This is 

intended to support the re-design of a prototype into a product suited for low

volume production. 

The re-design method has been tested in two case studies. The method was used 

to assess the scope for cost reduction in a product and then suggest design 

changes to reduce the cost. Results showed that the method contributed to cost 

reductions of over 25% whilst maintaining the level of function and appearance. 

Design-led component selection charts have also been developed to support the 

selection of bought-in components for use in low-volume products. Charts for 

electrical energy sources and rolling element bearings are described. 
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1 . Introduction 

Ford Motor Company is estimated to have invested 10-12 million man-hours 

and $6.3 billion into the development of the Mondeo car [Rand le, 1995]. In such a 

high-volume product, this costly investment in design and manufacturing is 

spread over a large production quantity. The result is high-quality, low-cost 

engineering. In contrast, products produced in low volumes often seem to offer 

inferior value for money [Harmer, 1994]. Many rehabilitation devices for disabled 

people, for example, appear either relatively expensive or comparatively 

unrefined in comparison with consumer devices of a similar level of technology 

[Jones, 1995]. " 

This thesis explores the reasons behind the poor value apparently offered by low

volume mechanical and electro-mechanical products and documents the 

development of a design theory for low-volume production. Using product case 

studies and examples, a strategy for reducing cost in low-volume products is 

proposed, illustrated and tested. 

1 . 1 Low-volume products 

Low-volume products are defined in this thesis as "products manufactured in a 

batch size of less than 50". For example, the Spyder Arm Supporter for a disabled 

user, shown in Plate 1.1 is manufactured in batches of 25 at a time. 

However, within this broad definition, low-volume products can be classified 

along two dimensions (Figure 1.1). The first is the degree to which the product is 

cost-driven as opposed to performance-driven. Formula One racing cars are low

volume products but the chief motivation for a new design is better 
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performance. Low cost is secondary. In contrast, the priority in a low-volume, 

cost-driven product like the arm supporter is acceptable performance at lowest 

cost. 

Low-volume products 

Professional 
sports equipment 

Craft products 

Small scale 

Small-s~ale, cost 
driven low

volume 
products 

Arm supports, Page 
turners 

Performance driven 

t 
Fl cars 

Luxury, high 
performance cars 

Houses 

Kit cars 

Cost driven 

Satellites 

Manned 
space craft 

Military aircraft 

Large scale 
Airliners 

Ships 

Oil rigs 

Figure 1.1 : Two dimensions of low-volume products. 

The second dimension is the scale of the product. Large scale, low-volume 

products like ocean-going liners require a different design approach from a small 

scale product like the arm support. For example, in costly large scale projects 

[Hills, Barlow et al., 1993; Murdoch, 1993] even small percentage cost savings are 

valuable, but this is not the case in a small scale product. 

The focus in this work is on design methods for small scale low-volume 

products that are primarily cost-driven. They appear in the bottom left hand 

quadrant of the Figure 1.1 and are distinguished by these characteristics: 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

• Small batch sizes (less than 50 units) and hence small annual production 

volume; 

• Small scale product - typically "household" devices; 

• Modestbudget for the design project, especially for capital expenditure; and 

• Minimum cost is a primary design objective. 

Small scale, low-volume cost-driven products are found in many market sectors, 

for example, niche markets and specialist hobby eq~ipment and rehabilitation 

equipment for disabled people, the setting for this work. 

Low-volume rehabilitation products 

Many disabled people have specialised requirements not catered for by 

mainstream consumer products and this has created a number of openings for 

low-volume products. 

Low cost is paramount in this market for the following reasons: 

• Rehabilitation products increase their users' independence and can 

significantly-improve their quality of life. Lower costs bring this benefit to 

more people; 

• Rehabilitation products are viewed by their users as essentials, not luxuries; 

• Disabled people do not generally have increased funds to match their 

increased need for equipment. 

This market therefore offers opportunities and challenges for low-volume 

product designers and for these reasons was chosen as the setting for this work. 

The market for rehabilitation products 

A 1989 UK census [Meltzer, Martin et al., 1989] revealed that six million adults 

are registered disabled in one way or another. Furthermore, the majority (70%) of 

people in the European Community with disabilities are over 60 years old, and 

on the strength of current trends, one in four Europeans will be over 60 by 2020 

[Lindstrom, 1993], creating a potentially huge market. . 

3 
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Wolff saw this as the signal for a new industry producing "tools for living" for 

this growing number of elderly and disabled people who will "require what are 

essentially consumer products to compensate for their failing physical, sensory 

and perhaps even mental powers" [Wolff, 1980]. 

A cross section of the rehabilitation equipment industry can be seen at NAIDEX, 

the UK's largest exhibition of equipment for disabled people. However, a visit to 

NAIDEX '95 showed that Wolff's vision is still some way from fulfilment 

[Howard, 1995]. There are a number of products which are manufactured in 

medium to high volumes, but these only cover the ,sectors where a single kind of 

product can suit people with a wide range of different physical conditions. 

Examples include wheelchairs, bath lifts and person hoists. Table 1.1 classifies the 

types of products on show at NAIDEX '95. 

Category Example mechanical products 

Beds and Bed accessories Bed trays, Bed tables 

Chairs Adjustable chairs, raisin~ blocks, footstools 

Communication aids Pa~e turners, writin~ aids, pen holders 

Eating and drinking aids Cutlery, crockery, feeding trays, robot f eeders, manual feeders , 

" drinks dispensers, arm supports 

Hoists and lifting equipment Portable and fixed person hoists, ceiling hoists, stair lifts, lifts 

Leisure Specialised craft equipment 

Personal toilet WCs, support rails, commodes 

Personal care Bath seats, bath lifts, rails, showers 

Transport Bicycles, tricycles, converted cars, tail lifts 

Walking aids Frames, tripods, standing aids 

Manual wheelchairs Self-propelled and push chairs 

Wheelchair accessories Controllers, wheels, tyres 

Electric wheelchairs Powered, indoor, outdoor chairs, scooters, stair climbin~ chairs, 

Household equipment Kitchen utensils, trolleys, stools, reaching aids, tap turners 

Children's equipment Toys, protective equipment, wheelchairs, harnesses. 

Table 1.1 : Classification of mechanical products exhibited at NAIDEX 95 with examples (Low 

volume prod1lcts in italics)[Howard, 19951. 

More specialised equipment often has a very small market, in some cases less 

than 100 units per year. Many of the low-volume products on show at NAIDEX 

(shown in italics in Table 1.1), for example feeding aids and page turners, appear 

4 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

poorly engineered and finished in comparison with high-volume devices. A 

greater disparity, though, is seen in the apparent value for money which low

volume products offer. This is explored in the next section. 

Comparing high and low-volume products 

A comparison of products with a similar level of technology and construction 

illustrates the poor value offered by low-volume products. 

Mechanical equipment 

The CED Arm support, a low-volume product (Figure 1.2a), is designed to carry 

the weight of the user's arm while allowing free movement in the horizontal 

plane. It contains only common mechanical components but costs £235 (1995). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.2 : (a) CED Ann Support (CED Ltd.), (b) Ergo rest Ann Support. 

The Ergorest (Figure 1.2b), is designed to alleviate Repetitive strain injuries (RSI). 

The potential market of users with RSI is very large (a proportion of the number 

of computer users) and so the Ergorest is manufactured in high volumes. While 

performing a very similar function to the CED arm support, the Ergorest weighs 

half as much and can be purchased for less than half the cost (Table 1.2). It also 

has superior aesthetics. 

5 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

Product CED Arm Su££ort Erxorest Arm S~££ort 

Number of components 46 28 

Weight 1.0 kg O.4kg 

Production volume Low H~h 

Cost (1995) £235 £95 

Table 1.2 

Electrical equipment 

A similar disparity is observed in the case of two simple electrical devices. The 

single input switch (Table 1.3) is designed as an input device for products used by 

disabled people and is produced in low-volumes. Its construction is very simple 

as it contains only a single micro switch. 

The 4-socket extension is of a similar level of technology but a far more complex 

product containing more than three times as many components. However, 

because it is mass-produced it costs half as much as the single input switch. 

4 socket extension Single input switch 

Product 

Number of corn onents 37 11 

Wei ht 500 rox.) rox.) 

Production volume Hi h Low 

Cost (1995) £12 (a rox.) £25 

Table 1.3 

Summary of the problem 

In comparison with high-volume domestic products, small scale low-volume 

products often appear to offer inferior value for money. Furthermore, for every 

low-volume product which reaches the market, many more products with small 

potential markets never go into production. A prototype may work effectively 

and meet an important need but the commercial inducements to produce in 

6 
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low-volumes are poor [Grossfield, 1980] and so they are viewed by potential 

manufacturers as uneconomic to develop further. 

1.2 Preliminary study 

A first analysis of the market for low-volume rehabilitation equipment revealed 

four approaches which may help reduce the cost of buying rehabilitation 

equipment [Harmer, 1994]: 

• Charitable and government grants; 

• Voluntary one-off designs; 

• European initiatives and standards; and 

• Legislation. 

Charitable and government grants 

Funding from disablement charities is often available for research and 

development of specific products. 

For example, in Sweden, a government funded body selects a number of 

products each year and helps bridge the gap between a prototype and serial 

production through advice and funding [Lundman, 1993]. 

Voluntary one-off designs 

REMAP, a voluntary organisation of engineers in the UK, specialises in 

designing and making one-off aids for disabled people at little or no cost to the 

user [REMAP, 1995] . This service is particularly valuable for very specialised 

needs. 

Student projects run by schools and colleges also offer a route for obtaining one

off pieces of equipment for disabled users [Collingsworth, 1992; Knapp and 

Nejhad, 1993] . However, in such projects there is a risk of raising the expectations 

of the potential user without being able to meet them. 

7 
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European initiatives and standards 

Increasing the size of the "pool" is one objective of the European Community's 

TIDE initiative which recognises that "single member economies have not 

allowed economies of scale that could deliver products incorporating up to date 

technology at reasonable prices" [Communities, 1993]. By establishing pan

European standards and encouraging international collaboration, a wider market 

can be created. 

Legislation 

Governments can stimulate a market for otherwise uneconomic products 

through legislation. For example, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 

which became US law in 1992, aims to prevent discrimination against disabled 

people. After its introduction, sales of equipment for disabled people started to 

grow by 17% per annum [Jackson, Chakrabarti et al., 1994]. 

1 .3 Research project 

While each of the approaches above contributes indirectly to reduced costs in 

rehabilitation pro~ducts none of them reduces the manufacturing cost directly. 

The need for a method for directly reducing the cost of small scale low-volume 

products is the motivation for this research project. Three questions prompted 

the work: 

Research questions 

Why is there a significant disparity in value for money between high and 

low-volume rehabilitation products? 

Is this always the case, and what measures can be taken to offer well 

designed low-volume rehabilitation products at affordable prices? 

Can improved design methods lead to increased value in low-volume 

rehabilitation products in particular, and low-volume products in general? 

The rest of this thesis describes research carried out to develop a cost-effective 

"design for low-volume production" strategy. The focus of the research is on 

identifying design techniques which reduce the cost while maintaining or 

8 
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improving the functional and aesthetic qualities of low-volume products. Figure 

1.3 shows the progression of the research during the project. 

Observations of low-volume products suggested the hypothesis that the level of 

value in a low-volume product is linked to the proportion of bought-in material 

it contains. The concept of "Pre-packaged technology" was proposed as a measure 

of this quantity in a low-volume product. 

Design data 

Observations of low
volume products 

Retrospective case 
histories 

Re-design case studies 

Development of research 

Propose hypothesis, 
develop theory and 
performance metric 

Test hypothesis 

Identify cost reduction 
tactics 

Propose method 
based on theory and 

observed tactics 

Validate method 

Figure 1.3 : Research approach. 

In order to test this link between the level of pre-packaged technology and cost, 

three case histories of low-volume rehabilitation products were collected. Four 

re-designs covering seven configurations were analysed. By relating design 

changes which reduced the cost to changes in pre-packaged technology, the initial 

hypothesis was validated. 

Since most low-volume rehabilitation products (and many low-volume 

products in general) are initially developed as prototypes to prove the concept, a 

method is required which can be used to refine an existing prototype for 

economic low-volume production (the same principles will also usually apply to 

a new design). 
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By observing how design changes in components and manufacturing methods 

affect the cost of the product, a series of re-design tactics which can be applied to 

reduce the cost of an existing product have been identified. These tactics have 

been linked into a coherent "design for low-volume production" strategy, 

intended to support the re-design of a prototype into a product suited to low

volume production. 

The proposed strategy has been tested in two case studies to establish its validity. 

Results showed that in both cases the method contributed to cost reductions 

whilst maintaining the level of function and appearance. 

Structure of the thesis 

The thesis is divided into three sections (Figure 1.4). 

Introduction and context 

Chapters I, 2 and 3 introduce the work and set it in its context within 

engineering design research and the economics of low-volume production. 

Core theory and method 

The central "design for low-volume production" theory is introduced and 

expanded in Chapters 4, 6 and 7. These chapters contain the techniques and 

tactics for re-designing low-volume products to reduce cost. Chapter 9 describes 

the testing of the method. 

Supporting chapters 

Chapters 5 and 8 describe aspects of the work which support the central theory. 

Chapter 5 deals with "transferred" components while Chapter 8 reviews current 

techniques for component selection and introduces a new approach. 

Conclusions 

Chapter 10 draws conclusions from the work and discusses directions for future 

research. 

10 
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2. The problem of low volume 

The apparently excessive cost of rehabilitation equipment for disabled people has 

been highlighted in Chapter 1. However, in most cases this is not due to high 

profits going to manufacturers, as some would suggest [Jones, 1995], but because 

the products in question are produced in small quantities. This chapter explores 

the economic basis of cost-effective manufacturing, comparing low-volume and 

high-volume manufacturers. 

2.1 Product Costs 

Constituent costs of a product can be broken down in various different ways 

(Figure 2.1). From a manufacturer's point of view, it is helpful to divide the total 

cost of making a product into total fixed costs and total variable costs. 

Discount 

Profit 

I 
Indirect 
costs 

1 
Selling expenses 

Cl Overhead 
, 

0 

~ Fixed costs Selling - price If) Tooling + Total 
~ costs 

Manuf. 
Labour costs 

Direct 
costs Variable 

Purchased parts costs 

Material l 
Figure 2.1 : Product cost breakdowns ([Ullman, 1992]). 



Chapter 2: The problem of low-volume 

Fixed costs are the overhead or capital associated with manufacturing a product. 

In the short term they can be viewed as one-off expenditure. They include: 

• Tooling; 

• Capital machinery; 

• Administration; 

• Depreciation; and 

• Maintenance [Koutsoyiannis, 1983]. 

Tooling cost is spread over a number of units, so is classified as a fixed cost 

although usually specific to a particular product. 

Variable costs are directly related to the product and consist of: 

• Materials; 

• Bought in parts; 

• Direct labour; 

• Running expenses, fuel etc. [Koutsoyiannis, 1983]. 

Clearly, the total cost to a manufacturer increases with the number of units 

made. Total fixed and variable costs for a single manufacturing system can be 

represented by Figure 2.2. (Empirical studies suggest this shape of line 

[Koutsoyiannis, 1983] .) The manufacturer, however, is interested in the cost per 

unit produced. This is given by dividing the total cost by the production quantity. 

Again, the unit cost can be separated into fixed cost per unit and variable cost per 

unit. Figure 2.3 shows how the fixed and variable unit costs vary with 

production quantity. 

Per unit of production, "variable costs" remain constant (contrary to the name) 

while the "fixed costs" fall with increasing production quantity. Thus the fixed 

costs determine the size of the economy. The most economical production is 

obtained close to full capacity (at the lower end of the curve). Beyond this output 

level, increasing the output does not reduce the unit cost noticeably, i.e. little 

further economy is obtained. 

14 
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Again, the unit cost can be separated into fixed cost per unit and variable cost per 

unit. Figure 2.3 shows how the fixed and variable unit costs vary with 

production quantity. 

Per unit of production, "variable costs" remain constant (contrary to the name) 

while the "fixed costs" fall with increasing production quantity. Thus the fixed 

costs determine the size of the economy. The most economical production is 

obtained close to full capacity (at the lower end of the curve). Beyond this output 

level, increasing the output does not reduce the unit cost noticeably, i.e. little 

further economy is obtained. 
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Total costs 

Cost 

costs 

~----~--------
Total fixed costs 

Production quantity 

Figure 2.2 : Total fixed and variable costs. 

Unit Cost 

Total unit 

I----------..::...~-------------Unit variable 
cost 

Unit fixed cost 

Production quantity 

Figure 2.3 : The variation of unit fixed and unit variable costs with increasing production volume. 

However, that applies to a single manufacturing system. As demand increases 

beyond a certain production quantity, a company may buy a larger 

manufacturing system to increase output and gain further economies. 

Alternative manufacturing systems. 

In practice, different companies will choose the manufacturing system with the 

optimum output level they estimate will be required to meet demand. A larger 
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plant costs more initially (fixed cost) but has a higher output, giving a lower 

overall unit cost. Unit cost curves for three different sized manufacturing 

systems are shown in Figure 2.4. 

If we assume that available technology includes many different sizes of 

manufacturing system, each suitable for a certain level of output, then an 

envelope can be drawn showing the minimum cost for producing a given level 

of output (Figure 2.5) [Koutsoyiannis, 1983]. 

Total 
unit cost 

Production quantity 

Figure 2.4 : Unit cost curves for three manufacturing systems: (a) Small, (b) Medium, (c) Large. 

Total 
unit cost 

Cost curves for a number 
\--~ 

of manufacturing systems 

Envelope of cost curves 

Production quantity 

Figure 2.5 : Envelope of cost curves. 
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A similar envelope of cost curves should be observed in a product which 

develops from low-volume to high-volume production as demand increases 

beyond initial predictions as in the case study below. 

Case study comparing high and low-volume production 

The Bottom Wiper (Figure 2.6) is a success story for the Bath Institute of Medical 

Engineering where it was developed. Designed to assist disabled users with 

toileting, sales of the product have risen significantly since its launch (Figure 2.7). 

Figure 2.6 : Configuration 5 of the Bottom Wiper (Bath Institute of Medical Engineering). 
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Figure 2.7 : Sales of the Bottom Wiper (Bath Institute of Medical Engineering). 

To keep pace with demand, the product developed from a low-volume device 

made in batches of 5 or 10 to a high-volume product whose main components 

were injection moulded in batches of 1000. Functionally, the product did not 

change, but higher volume production techniques had to be employed to allow 

greater economies over longer production runs. 

Production cost curves for the 6 different versions of the product (each made 

with a different manufacturing system) are shown in Figure 2.8. A logarithmic 

scale is used to clarify the comparison. 
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For any given production quantity, one method of production is cheapest. The 

early manufacturing methods using manual machining and vacuum forming 

(Configurations 1,2) are most economic for quantities of less than 50, while the 

latest version (Configuration 5) which uses injection moulding and automatic 

machining is only economic for very large quantities. 

10000.00 - - - Config. 1 

---Config. 2 

- - - - -Config. 2a 

- - - - - - Config. 3 
1000.00 

- - - -Config. 4 

,.-... 
---Config. 5 

4:j 
'--' 
4-' en 
0 100.00 u 
4-' ..... 
~ 

;:J 

10.00 

Labour rate £15/hour ----------

1.00 +-----t-----t-----t------t------i 

1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 

Production quantity (units) 

Figure 2.8 : Production cost curves for the development of the BIME Bottom Wiper. 

This development provides an interesting example of the contrast between a 

high and a low-volume methods of manufacturing a product. Table 2.1 compares 

Configuration 2, the first production version, and Configuration 5 the latest 

version. 

Configuration 2 has a unit cost of £15.06 when manufactured in a quantity of 3D, 

while Configuration 5, manufactured in a quantity of 15,000 would have a unit 

cost of only £1.86. 

Thus the benefit of high-volume production lies in being able to manufacture at 

the far right hand end of the envelope of cost curves where the unit cost of the 

product is smallest (Figure 2.9). 
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Confi uration 2 

Handle: manual cut, bend in jig, 

plastic powder coat, glue. 

Head: vacuum form, cut, glue. 

£100 (est.) 

500 (est.) 

Confi uration 5 

Handle: Automatic lathe chamfer, 

part, bend in jig, plastic powder coat. 

Head: Injection mould x2 (handle 

moulded in), ultrasonic weld. 

£5400 

15000+ 

T ical batch size 10 1000 

£15.06 ( 30 off) £1.86 (15000 off) 

Table 2.1 : Configurations of the Bottom Wiper produced in low and high volumes. 
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Figure 2.9 : Product cost curves for Configuration 2 (low-volume) and Configuration 5 (high-volume) 

of the Bottom Wiper (Bath Institute of Medical Engineering). 

However, this requires large initial investment in tooling and sometimes capital 

investment (although not in this case). The manufacturing system is therefore 

less flexible since it cannot be re-configured easily (or inexpensively). 
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On this basis, low-volume manufacturing does not compare well. The next 

section will explore the constituent costs which contribute to this disparity. 

2.2 High and low-volume manufacturing costs 

The main economy with increasing production volume comes from spreading 

the fixed costs over a larger quantity. Fixed costs can be divided into three areas: 

• Product development (Market research, R & D, design, test, quality); 

• Manufacturing process development (Manufactllring and assembly systems, 

tooling design and manufacture); and 

• Overhead (Management, sales, maintenance, depreciation, salaries etc.) 

The strategies of high and low-volume manufacturers in each of these areas of 

expenditure are compared below. 

High-volume product development 

High-volume manufacturing has a "product focus" [Krajewski and Ritzman, 

1996]. Key objectives are: 

• Low product cost; 

• Short lead time (as little re-design as possible); and 

• Consistent product quality. 

In order to accomplish these objectives much effort and resource is committed to 

product development. For example, Ford invested £146 million alone in the 

development of a gearbox for the Mondeo family car. 

Such a product is optimised to a high standard and the product development is a 

complex activity involving a wide range of technical specialists and computer

aided tools, because even small percentage savings are valuable. Shaving only 

ten pence off the unit cost yields a saving of £50,000 over a run of 500,000 

gearboxes for example. Design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA) techniques 

are used to optimise the design for economic production using the chosen 

processes, and rapid prototyping and rapid tooling techniques can be used to 
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speed up the design of critical or complex components. The result of Ford's 

investment, for example, was a manufacturing cost of only £49 per gearbox. 

Low-volume product development 

In contrast, low-volume manufacturing has a "process focus" [Krajewski and 

Ritzman, 1996]. That is, product development must take account of the available 

production resources. Product development activities are also carried out on a 

much smaller scale. For example, simple prototypes can be used to assess 

feasibility and refined as the design progresses. In the low-volume process 

several cycles of test and re-design may be used to co'mpensate for the lack of 

resource available to "get it right first time". Rapid prototyping and tooling 

technologies are generally too expensive to justify. 

Where possible, standard materials, components and designs are bought off-the

shelf and used. More emphasis is placed on flexibility and customised products. 

Spyder Engineering, for example, are able to offer over 10 variants of their Arm 

Supporter product (See Chapter 1) and tailor-made versions if required. Table 2.2 

summarises typical activities in high and low-volume product development. 

High-volume: Product focus Low-volume: Process focus 

• Market research to elicit customer requirements • Informal market research 

• Technical research into the feasibility of new • Construct prototypes 

technologies and concepts, using prototypes to 

test and refine concepts 

• Design product using advanced tools as required: • Paper and pencil, CAD. Existing solutions 

rapid prototyping and tooling, CAD, FEA etc. used where possible 

• Design to own requirements • Buy~in standard solutions 

• Design optimisation of parts and whole product • Refine design through iteration 

• Testing and validation, production ramp up, • Test, redesign and re-test cycles 

using prototypes and systematic testing 

Table 2.2 : Typical product development activities in high and low-volume companies. 

High-volume manufacturing process development 

For high-volume production with its product focus, the manufacturing system is 

often designed concurrently with the product. High volumes can also justify 

more capital intensive manufacturing systems such as dedicated machines and 

automated assembly. 
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Consistent product quality is maintained through the manufacturing system 

using techniques such as statistical process control with 

management based on "total quality" [Clausing, 1994]. Manufacturing plants can 

be widely spread geographically to make use of favourable labour conditions and 

transport costs then become a consideration [Krajewski and Ritzman, 1996]. 

Low-volume manufacturing process development 

In contrast, a low-volume product is designed to suit the manufacturing systems 

available (a "process focus" [Krajewski and Ritzman~ 1996]). Operating on a much 

smaller budget means that any capital investment will have to be paid off over a 

number of different products. Thus the design of anyone product will not have a 

significant influence on the choice of manufacturing system and generalised, 

flexible machines with low tooling costs are most likely to be chosen. Processes 

which require expensive tooling which must be paid off over a single product 

(like injection moulding) are unlikely to be viable. 

Computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines are often viable for low

volume processing especially via a sub-contractor who can spread the capital cost 

over many jobs. 

Minimising the manufacturing cost for a low-volume product is likely to rely 

more on the individual skills and experience of the designers and 

manufacturing personnel. The two approaches are summarised in Table 2.3. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

High-volume: product focus Low-volume: process focus 

Optimisation with DFMA tools • Experience of designers 

Dedicated capital intensive processing • General purpose equipment 

equipment 

More automated production, less labour • Manual or CNC processes, flexible 

intensive workforce, more labour intensive 

Automated assembly where appropriate • Manual assembly 

Specialised tooling • Little or no specialised tooling 

Statistical process control • Inspect and test 

Multiple manufacturing sites • Single manufacturing site 

Table 2.3 : Typical manufacturing process development activities in high and low-volume 

companies. 
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Overhead 

A high-volume manufacturer is likely to have a more vertically integrated, 

formal management structure to manage the complex design and manufacturing 

operations [Krajewski and Ritzman, 1996]. The factory layouts are usually 

arranged around the flow of the product manufacturing line. 

Low-volume companies are managed on a more informal basis. Facilities are 

usually laid out according to the process (Table 3.4). 

High-volume: product focus Low-volume: process focus 

• Large scale management structure • Informal management 

• Facilities laid out to suit product • Facilities laid out by process 

Table 2.4 : Typical overhead strategies in high and low-volume companies. 

Economies from variable costs 

Variable costs per unit can be divided into three areas: 

• Labour (not part of overhead); 

• Bought-in material (materials, standard parts etc.); and 

• Running expenses of machinery. 

As these costs are attributable to the product rather than the manufacturing 

system, there are few direct economies with increasing production volume (i.e. 

actual reductions in the resources used). However, pecuniary economies arise 

from the increased "purchasing power". A high-volume manufacturer can 

command quantity discounts when purchasing material and parts. Other savings 

in labour and running expenses accrue from managing and operating plant on a 

larger scale [Koutsoyiannis, 1983]. 

In comparison, purchasing small quantities of material is simply more costly per 

product. The economies of scale cannot be achieved. 
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2.3 Summary 

The benefits of high-volume production derive from spreading 'the fixed costs 

over large production quantities and to a lesser extent from purchasing material 

and parts in larger orders. Costly investment in product development is justified 

and the manufacturing system can be designed specifically to suit the product. 

Low-volume manufacturing, in contrast, relies on using general purpose 

resources and manufacturing systems. Products are designed to suit the available 

manufacturing facilities. 

The two approaches are summarised in Table 2.5. The chief disparity in costs 

between high and low-volume production arises from the fixed costs and this is 

where the best opportunities for cost reduction lie. Variable costs per unit are 

much less dependent on production volume. 

Typical approach in high- Typical approach in low-

volume production volume production 

Fixed Costs Prod uct focus Process focus 

Product Development Design the product to own Use standard solutions where 

requirements possible 

, Systematic testing and Iteration, prototypes 

optimisation. Higher cost if it is 

not right first time 

Manufacturing process Design manufacturing system to Design the product to suit the 

development suit product available manufacturing system 

Continuous flow Jumbled flows 

Specialisa tion Flexibility 

Overhead Structured management Informal management 

(Management, factory Product flow layout Process flow layout 

layout) 

Dedicated General purpose 

Variable Costs 

Labour, bought-in material, Exploit economies of scale in Economies of scale not possible 

running expenses purchasing 

Table 2.5 : Summary of high and low-volume production strategies. 
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A great deal of the value of systematic approaches lies in the fact that they ensure 

that we only make ... mistakes deliberately and after due consideration. 

M.J. French 

3. Review of relevant literature 

This chapter reviews the historical development of research into engineering 

design methods. Current and proposed design techniques relevant to low

volume products are then discussed and the final section reviews appropriate 

manufacturing techniques for low-volume production. 

3.1 Origins of engineering design research 

Until the eighteenth century, traditional societies in Europe were primarily craft

based and all man-made products were made in "low volumes". "Designing" 

was not really separate from "making". There was usually no prior activity of 

drawing or modelling before the activity of making the artefact [Cross, 1989]. 

Craftsmen passed on their skills empirically from one generation to another 

through the craftsman's apprentice system. Only over a long period, could the 

design of an artefact be observed to change. Innovators like Leonardo da Vinci, 

who were designers in the modern sense of applying physical principles and 

reasoning to create new products, were the exception rather than the norm. 

However, over many years this process could produce artefacts such as violins 

and fine furniture which were both beautiful to the eye and close to the 

functional optimum. Similarly tools, developed in a gradual fashion. Generally 

there was one accepted way of making an item and a well suited set of tools for a 

job. 
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Today, though, these traditional" design methods" are considered uneconomic 

for everyday products and are generally restricted to creating items which are 

sold as works of art. This transformation finds its roots in the Industrial 

Revolution of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

Effects of the Industrial Revolution 

The Industrial Revolution brought about major and permanent changes in the 

way products were created and the market for them. The real breakthrough for 

manufacturing was the introduction of mass-production methods. By using 

newly available machinery, standardising products and dividing labour into task 

oriented groups, the price of many formerly luxury items was lowered to such an 

extent that they became within the means of ordinary people - a mass market. 

The craftsman designer could now no longer keep up with the pace of technical 

change. New design methods were needed to create original products and new 

manufacturing methods were required to make them in higher production 

quantities. "Design changes and improvements which had been a luxury in the 

days of hand labour became a matter of necessity" [Kivenson, 1971]. 

One who recognised the shift of emphasis was Reuleaux, a professor of 

mechanics at Zurich and Berlin. In 1874 he wrote: " ... the fundamental idea of 

alteration or extension was improvement, a word which says much in itself of 

the nature of the process. Now, on the other hand, we have a direct production 

of new things, a sudden bringing into being of .. . completed machines." (Quoted 

in [Dimarogonas, 1993].) 

With his two "ground rules" of mechanical design [Reuleaux, 1854], Reuleaux 

could be considered to have laid the foundations of a new research field, the 

modern study of systematic design methods: 

• The design must provide a uniform satisfaction of the design requirements . 

• The form of the design embodiment must have the highest possible 

symmetry. 

With their emphasis on abstract design principles and problem solving as 

opposed to evolutionary craftsmanship, these rules are reflected in many 

modern design methods. Two "axioms" of design suggested in the 1980s [Suh, 

1990], independence of function and minimum information content, for 
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example, perhaps find their roots in Reuleaux's principles. Maximum symmetry 

is also a fundamental rule of modern "Design for Assembly" (DF A) techniques 

[Boothroyd and Dewhurst, 1983]. 

3.2 Systematic design methods 

With the changing role of the designer from craftsman to draughtsman and 

innovator, further theories of design emerged. Beginning in the 1960s research 

into systematic design progressed rapidly and today a whole range of systematic 

design methods and models are available. For examples see: [Marples, 1960; 

Asimow, 1962; Glegg, 1962; Matousek, 1962; Glegg, 1972; Hubka, 1980; Glegg, 1981; 

Roth, 1982; French, 1985; Cross, 1989; Pugh, 1990; Suh, 1990; Ullman, 1992; Pahl 

and Beitz, 1996] . 

Many models are based on the author's experience [Blessing, 1993] and prescribe a 

systematic method for how products ought to be designed (examples are: [Jones, 

1972; Hubka, 1980; French, 1985; Pugh, 1990; Pahl and Beitz, 1996]). Others attempt 

to describe an actual design process, for example: [Marples, 1960; Hales, 1987]. For 

an extensive overview of design process methodologies see [Blessing, 1993]. 

Four broad phases can be identified in most prescriptive models (typified by 

Wallace's model in Figure 3.1 [Wall ace, 1993]), and they suggest that designers 

will benefit from setting about their task in this order: 

• Task clarification resulting in a product specification; 

• Conceptual design resulting in a chosen design concept; 

• Embodiment design resulting in a general assembly or layout drawing; and 

• Detailed design resulting in manufacturing instructions for the product. 

Proponents of systematic design methods assume that, on average, the results 

from following a systematic process will be better than otherwise. Pahl and Beitz 

for example, assert that "Systematic design alone can produce a truly rational 

approach and hence ... solutions that can be used again and again" [Pahl and 

Beitz, 1996]. 

A general benefit from following a systematic method is, of course, difficult to 

prove conclusively [Finger and Dixon, 1989], but there seems to be a consensus 

that a structured way of proceeding through a design is advantageous. 
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French suggests that systematic methods in general may help: 

• "by increasing insight into problems, 

• by diversifying the approach to problems, 

• by reducing the size of mental step required in the design process, 

• by prompting inventive steps, and reducing the chances of overlooking 

them, and 

• by generating design philosophies for the particular problem in question." 

[French, 1985]. 

CLARIFICA TION 
OF THE TASK 

CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN 

EMBODIMENT 
DESIGN 

ACTIVITIES 

MARKET NEED 
(OR IDEA) 

SPECIFICATION 

CONCEPT 

LAYOUT 

MANUFACTURING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

RESULTS 

Figure 3.1 : Model of the design process ([Wallace, 1993]). 

Clearly no model will completely describe all the activities and interactions 

associated with the design of a product, but managing the complex process is 

assisted by breaking it down into a series of steps and phases [Pahl and Beitz, 

1996]. 
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This has been recognised in standards for product design and product quality 

which specifically require a systematic approach to product development 

together with clearly defined product documentation [British Standards 

Institution, 1987-91; British Standards Institution, 1989; VDI, 1993]. 

Adopting a systematic approach to design is therefore likely to benefit designers 

of low-volume products in general [Hartman, 1993], although some studies 

suggest that few small firms have embraced them [Jakobsen, 1993]. 

Design for X methods 

Alongside broad design methodologies lie specific tools and methods focusing on 

a particular aspect of product design such as quality, reliability or assembly. 

Grouped as "Design For X" (DFX) techniques, they are intended to apply at a 

particular point in the design process, and complement an overall systematic 

approach by subdividing the overall task into more manageable steps [Ulrich and 

Eppinger, 1995]. The author is unaware of any specific "design for low-volume 

production" method. A number of DFX methods are described in [Huang, 1996]. 

Summary 

Historically, all design was for low-volume production by craftsmen. With the 

rapid development of new technologies and products, starting in the Industrial 

Revolution, the role of the designer as innovator and creator of new products 

became important and the role of the craftsman diminished. 

In response to this change, much research has been carried out to determine the 

best approach to product design. The result is a profusion of systematic design 

methodologies which aim to support and guide designers by offering a structured 

way of proceeding through a design project. They may be usefully applied to low

volume products, but no specific "design for low-volume production" 

methodology has been identified. 

3.3 Research relevant to low-volume design 

A recent survey of companies developing new small-scale, low-volume products 

in the medical field revealed a feeling that "many design methodologies ignore 
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the needs of small companies working within very tight budgetary constraints" 

[Glen and Lord, 1995]. 

While the design of large scale or complex low-volume products has received 

much attention in the literature, for example [Hills, Barlow et al., 1993; Murdoch, 

1993], comparatively little research has been carried out specifically related to 

small-scale, low-volume products where minimum cost is a primary objective. 

A possible reason for this is that the resources for research into this area are 

relatively small within anyone company. Although no coherent approach has 

been identified, this section outlines techniques which are specifically relevant to 

design for low-volume production: 

• Modular design; 

• Design with standard components; 

• Design through prototype iteration; 

• Value analysis; and 

Design guidelines are also a useful source of past experience for low volume 

designers and their use is described here. 

Modular design 

Modular products are built up from distinct building blocks or modules common 

to several designs. They can help reduce the number of different parts across a 

range of products and "provide a favourable technical and economic solution 

whenever all or some different products are required in small batch numbers 

only"[Pahl and Beitz, 1996]. 

Electronic and software modular systems 

Once the set of modules has been defined, modular systems also lend themselves 

to a degree of design automation. This is well established in the electronics 

industry where the fundamental elements (components) are modular and easily 

modelled. Layout design and simulation is readily performed in software. This 

reduces the overhead cost for the circuit design. Similarly, in software 

engineering, object-oriented languages allow limited sections of code to be 

automatically generated from a set of modules once an overall program structure 

is defined [Ward, 1985]. 
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Mechanical modular systems 

Everyday examples of modular mechanical systems within a particular 

application include hydraulic, pneumatic and plumbing, and storage systems. In 

a wider domain, however, modular mechanical systems are more difficult to 

develop because of the diversity of physical functions and possible components. 

Biittner and Birkhofer describe software which automatically selects and 

configures modular profiles and connectors to create completed structures from 

only a rough 3D sketch [Biittner and Birkofer, 1995]. 

Trade off with weight 

Pahl and Beitz note that "weights and structural volumes of modular products 

are usually greater than those of speCially designed products". Modules are 

designed to suit a number of different products and this leads inevitably to some 

degree of redundancy. The trade-off between modularity and weight is well 

illustrated by Remploy, a wheelchair manufacturer, who, in 1995, introduced a 

new range of wheelchairs based on a modular system [Howard, 1995]. A single 

type of chassis with a range of modular options and attachments replaced a 

number of different chairs, reducing manufacturing costs and improving 

response time to orders. However, in order to maintain low weight, lighter 

alloys for the frames had to be used. 

Design with standard components 

Perhaps the most established technique for cost-effective low-volume design is to 

use standard components wherever possible [Vogwell and Culley, 1991; Culley 

and Webber, 1992; Pahl and Beitz, 1996]. Standard components are usually 

procured from specialist manufacturers via a catalogue and are also described as 

catalogued, bought-in or bought-out components. By buying a standard 

component, a well designed, quality assured component such as a roller bearing 

is procured inexpensively without the cost and effort required to develop and 

make it in-house. These are particular advantages in low-volume production 

where capital expenses must be kept to a minimum. 
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Readily available, off-the-shelf "functional" components or products are also 

advocated as a way of cost reduction during value analysis of a product [Gage, 

1967; Miles, 1972]. Such components are interestingly divided into two categories: 

• Those that most designers expect to buy; and 

• Those thaf although they often satisfy a needed function at low cost, are not 

commonly considered as items to be bought-in. 

The idea of using existing but unconventional bought-in components is 

pertinent to low-volume design and is explored further in Chapters 4 and 5 

where components "transferred" from other applications are introduced. 

Methods for selecting standard parts are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Design through prototype iteration 

The best historical designs were the result of stepwise refinement over 

generations of craftsmen and iteration is still seen throughout engineering 

design. In markets where short lead times are critical to the success of a product, 

unanticipated iteration can have a detrimental effect on the success of a product 

[Smith and Eppinger, 1993]. Elsewhere, planned prototype iteration can be the 

most cost-effective and swift route to a successful product. 

A prototype can be defined as "an approximation of the product along one or 

more dimensions of interest" [Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995]. Some are "focused 

prototypes" [Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995] of only a part of a product while others 

are full-scale prototypes implied by the everyday meaning of the word. Focused 

prototypes are often used in pairs: one models how the product will work and 

the other how it will look. Scale models, for example, are often used to model 

the appearance of large products. 

For low-volume products, a prototype can be an inexpensive alternative to costly 

analysis tools. The key trade-off is between the cost of obtaining enough 

information to model or analyse the design theoretically and the cost of building 

a prototype to provide the same information empirically. It follows that 

prototype iteration is most useful when: 

• the prototype is cheap to build; and 

• the function it models is complex or poorly understood. 
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Human interfaces are an example of a complex interaction often poorly 

understood. Human interfaces are invariably tested by building a prototype, 

either physically or "on screen" in software to see how it "looks" or "feels" to a 

user . 

Human interface design with prototypes 

The human interface in a product for a disabled user is even more complex 

because every user is unique. Designers of low-volume rehabilitation products 

often construct a series of prototypes which are tested with potential users and 

refined in a cycle of iteration [Orpwood, 1990; Brown and Wright, 1992] . 

Orpwood, for example, starts from the premise that "the initial prototype is 

likely not to work too well" [Orpwood, 1990] and proposes a design methodology 

which builds-in prototype iteration (Figure 3.2). 

Human Interface 

Build IJal Rough 
Prototype 

Problem Definition 

Compile teclficatlor 

Define Hulan Interlace 

Supporting Feature~ 

~ 
Normal Design Procedures 

r- Modify or R~ild DevicE 

Test DeVice ) 

~ Re-assess Ideas 

, 
Integrate with supporting 

Features 

j 
Final Product 

Figure 3.2 : Model of the design process for rehabilitation products £Orpwood, 19901. 
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Because problems that arise "usually concern the user interface" [Orpwood, 1990], 

these aspects of the design are separated off and designed iteratively using 

prototypes before integration with the remainder of the product. 

Value Analysis 

Value analysis (or value engineering) is a systematic approach for re-designing a 

product or process to reduce its cost. Pioneered by Miles in the 1950s, it aims to 

improve value in a product by achieving "the total function for lowest overall 

cost" [Miles, 1972]. This is accomplished by breaking down the product into 

functions, objectively analysing each function and attempting to find new ways 

of achieving the same function at lower cost. 

Miles characterises value as a relative measure which is a function of 

performance and cost: 

• "Value is always increased by decreasing costs (while of course maintaining 

performance) . 

• Value is increased by increasing performance if the customer needs, wants, 

and is willing to pay for more performance." [Miles, 1972] 

The core of value analysis is the "Blast, Create, and Refine" technique: 

• "Blast to isolate function. 

• Create alternative ways of accomplishing function. 

• Refine one of these into a successful innovation." [Gage, 1967] 

Blast, create, refine 

"Blasting" is the process of identifying each function in the product. Alternative 

methods of achieving the same function (in isolation) are then" created" and 

listed with their prices. The alternatives do not have to be compatible with each 

other, they are purely to provide an indication of the cheapest available means of 

achieving those functions . If an existing product is being blasted, then the known 

costs of achieving each function can be written alongside. The "blasted" value is 

usually well below the cost of making the product and so, should indicate where 
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cost savings might be made. The alternatives may also suggest a route to the cost 

reduction and the most promising ones can be "refined" into usable ideas. 

For example, if a bicycle light were being blasted, the cheapest ways of performing 

each function (in isolation) might be those listed below: 

Function of bicycle light 

Provide light 

Focus light 

Contain two batteries 

Switch off power 

Attach to cycle 

Cheapest way of achieving same Cost (£) 

function 

candle 0.20 

fresnel reading lens 0.25 

standard battery box 0.35 

two twisted wires 0.05 

G clamp 0.75 

Total "value" of bicycle light function: 1.60 

Table 3.1 : "Blasted" functions of a bicycle lamp. 

The method relies on being able to clearly define the functions and obtain 

meaningful estimates of the various costs. The level of detail at which the 

functions are defined can affect the value obtained and the value of many 

aesthetic and ergonomic functions is difficult to estimate. 

Although it highlights where cost can be saved, value analysis does not, as a rule, 

propose how this might be achieved. The real benefit of the method is in 

encouraging an objective critique of a product. 

For low-volume products the method is attractive for two reasons. Firstly, it is a 

method for cost reduction, an important objective of low-volume design, and 

secondly, many low-volume products progress to the final prototype stage but 

never advance to production because they are too costly. This creates a re-design 

problem ideally suited to value analysis. 

Design guidelines 

Guidelines, rules or principles are a widespread means for passing on the lessons 

of past experience and previous designs to later designers. For example, Glegg 

suggests that "Prototypes need a clear head, a stout heart and about three times as 
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much money as you thought." [Glegg, 1981]. Thus, in a few words a guideline 

embodies many years of experience. 

In their broadest sense, guidelines can vary in their level of detail from the 

abstract "Minimise information content." [Suh, 1990] to the very detailed 

"Clearance holes for bolts, studs, etc. should be 1/32" larger than the nominal 

diameter of the bolt or stud." [Wallace and Bales, 1987]. More abstract guidelines 

are better defined as design principles. 

Generalised design principles 

Aguirre collected 3492 guidelines from 77 of the most referred-to design 

publications and formed them into a guidelines database [Aguirre-Esponda, 

1992]. From this work he identified three fundamental design principles: 

simplicity, clarity and unity. These three abstract principles are described and 

illustrated below (Figure 3.3). 

Principle of simplicity 

"The number of elements in the configuration of a technical system should 

be the minimum necessary for its correct operation." 

Corollary 

"Unwanted redundancy or superfluous elements should be removed from 

the configuration of a technical system" 

Improved simplicity 

Figure 3.3(a) : Improved simplicity. 

Principle of clarity 

"The degree of independence between the physical and functional 

relationships defining the configuration of the technical system should be 

the minimum necessary for its correct operation." 
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Corollary 

"Functional and physical relationships that exceed the minimum necessary 

for the correct operation of the technical system should be eliminated." 

Improved clarity 

Figure 3.3(b) : Improved clarity. 

Principle of unity 

"The relative contribution that each element in the configuration of a 

technical system makes to the correct operation of a technical system should 

be equal." 

Corollary 

"Unwanted disparity between the relative contributions made by the 

elements of a technical system should be eliminated." 

Improved unity 

Figure 3.3(c) : Improved unity. 

Other authors have also attempted to provide generalised principles of design. 

Pahl and Beitz suggest simplicity, clarity and safety as fundamental principles of 

embodiment [Pahl and Beitz, 1996]. Suh proposes two "axioms of design", 

functional independence and minimum information content [Suh, 1990]. 

A drawback of such abstract design guidelines is that "their formulation is often 

open to several interpretations" [Aguirre-Esponda, 1992]. With hindsight it is 
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easy to see how the principles hold, but faced with a design decision it can be 

difficult to see how they should be applied. 

Principles do however give a unifying theme onto which more detailed 

guidelines and methods can be attached. The principles of simplicity, clarity and 

unity, for example are the basis of a method for "building-in" reliability in 

mechanical systems during the design stage [Stephenson, 1995]. 

Context of a guideline 

One of the benefits of experience is knowing when to apply a particular 

guideline. Nowack proposes a context sensitive guideline database which aims to 

supply guidelines at the right time in the right place. He defines a guideline 

more closely as "a recommendation for a context sensitive course of action to 

address a design issue" [Nowack, 1996]. A context model for guidelines supports 

this approach (Figure 3.4). This highlights where context influences the use of 

guidelines to address a design issue. In the meantime, the usefulness of 

guidelines databases is chiefly limited to searching and browsing to expand 

knowledge. 
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Figure 3.4 : Model showing C01ltex t influences in the use of design guidelines [No'Waclc, 1996]. 
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Guidelines for low-volume design 

This section concludes with a selection of guidelines taken from Aguirre's 

database. There were no specific guidelines for low-volume production but the 

author has chosen those which, though general in scope, have particular 

relevance to low-volume design. 

Abbot, W. (1954) 
Standardised parts should be incorporated. 

Abbot, W. (1954) 
Materials and methods of fabrication must be the cheapest acceptable. These are interlinked ... the 
designer must therefore acquaint himself with the general technique and relative cost of 
production. 

Andreasen M. M. (1983) 
Avoid tolerance demands on components so that production costs are reduced. 

Bolz, R. W. (1977) 
Each production method has its economical minimum production level below which quantity cost 
per piece may be excessive. 

Bolz, R. W. (1977) 
Determine the best production method or fabricating process. Tailor the product to specifically suit 
the production method or methods selected. 

Bolz, R. W. (1977) 
Standardise to the greatest extent possible. Use standard available parts and standardise basic 
parts for one product as well as across a maximum number of products. 

Chase, H. (1944) 
Design for minimum tooling costs consistent with economical production and with other results 
required. 

Furman, T. T. (1981) 
Standardise and reduce the variety of materials and components. 

Harrisberger, L. (1966) 
Standardise! Choose a configuration that will use off-the-shelf, high-volume production 
components. Don't custom design when you can buy ready made! 

I Prod E (1985) 
Design-to-cost checklist . . Production: 
- Can the specification be changed to effect a cost reduction? 
- Can less expensive materials be used? 
- Can the number of different materials be reduced? 
- Is a material available with tolerance and surface finish that could eliminate machining? 
- Are all the machined swfaces necessary? 
- Are the tolerances closer than they should be? 
- Will a coarser swface finish be adequate? 
- Does the design permit the use of standard cutting tools? 

Kivenson, C . (1971) 
When using standard parts, the designer is constrained by inherent geometrical considerations. 
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Kivenson, G. (1971) 
As it comes to the user, a standard form represents a considerable energy input. Construction from 
standard parts is therefore an economical means for obtaining the benefits of high energy processes. 

Pahl & Beitz (1984) 
Determine what essential auxiliary functions are needed and, where possible exploit known 
solutions (such as repeat parts, standard parts, catalogue solutions). If this proves impossible, 
search for special solutions, using the procedures already described. 

pye, D. (1982) 
To economise in all kinds of making. When designing for production by skill, use as little skill as 
possible. 

Rolt, F. H . (1948) 
The use of the maximum number of standard components leads to the maximum reduction in 
production and inspection costs, and the maximum simplicity in servicing. 

Trucks, H. E. (1976) 
Analyse materials. Select materials that will lead themselves to low-cost production as well as to 
design requirements. 

Trucks, H. E. (1976) 
Determine the best production method. Seek the help of a production engineer to design for the 
most economical production methods available with consideration for their inherent producibility 
limitations. 

Two themes for cost-effective low-volume design can be identified running 

through these guidelines: 

• Where possible, materials, components and designs should be standardised 

for economy; and 

• The processing required should be simplified as much as possible (for 

example through avoiding tolerances). 

Later chapters will develop these themes further. 

Summary 

Five techniques have been identified from the literature, which, applied in the 

appropriate situation, can assist designers of low-volume products in keeping 

costs to a minimum. However, as the selection of design guidelines suggest, 

manufacturing is an equally important factor in reducing costs. 
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3.4 Design for manufacture 

Even a 11 good" design concept can be embodied in a way that is uneconomic to 

manufacture at low production volumes. This section discusses approaches to 

choosing the most economic manufacturing method and then reviews processes 

suitable for low-volume production. 

Optimising the combination of material, shape and process 

The most economic way of manufacturing a component depends on the 

optimum choice of material, shape and production process [Ashby, 1992]. The 

overall function of the product usually determines the initial choice of material 

and shape but unfortunately for designers, not every shape can be produced by 

every process in every material. For example, turning can produce concentric 

shapes easily but not square sections; and aluminium can be extruded very easily 

but ceramics cannot. There is an interdependence between material, shape and 

production process to achieve the required function (Figure 3.5 [Ashby, 1992]). 

Once anyone has been determined, the choice of the others is constrained. 

Working within these complex constraints and interdependencies to obtain 

economic products is the objective of design for manufacture methodologies. 

Figure 3.5 : Relationship between junction, material, shape and production process fAshby, 19921. 
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Concurrent engineering 

One of the aims of "concurrent" or "simultaneous" engineering methods is to 

make the design team aware of manufacturing issues early in the design process 

[Whitney, 1993; Clausing, 1994]. Usually, the product and the production system 

are designed simultaneously and manufacturing engineers work within the 

design team to guarantee the product will be economic to manufacture. The 

principle applies for low-volume designers, since an awareness of 

manufacturing issues is crucial to achieving a cost-effective design. 

DFM and DFA 

Another way to ensure manufacturability, is to apply a "Design for Manufacture" 

(DFM) technique during the design [Boothroyd, Dewhurst and Knight, 1994; 

Lucas, 1994]. They aim to "design out" features which are expensive to 

manufacture. Design for assembly (DFA) techniques operate in a similar way to 

shorten assembly times. DFM and DFA methods and tools often apply checklists, 

questions and measures to a design to assess its suitability for manufacture or 

assembly. The result may be a relative "manufacturability" rating [Arimoto, 

1993], indicating the ease (and hence cost) of manufacture, or an actual cost 

estimate. 

This type of approach was pioneered by Boothroyd and Dewhurst [Boothroyd and 

Radovanovic, 1989; Dewhurst and Blum, 1989] who examined the physical basis 

of processes like machining to see how each feature of a component affected the 

processing time and, therefore, the cost. The efficacy of such methods is now 

widely accepted in industry (For example see [D'Cruz, 1992]). 

The early DFM methods were specific to a particular production process like die 

casting [Dewhurst and Blum, 1989; Poli, Sunderland et al., 1990], machining [Ott 

and Hubka, 1983; Boothroyd and Radovanovic, 1989; Dewhurst and Boothroyd, 

1989; Ehrlenspiel and Schaal, 1991; Ullman, 1992], or injection moulding [Poli 

and Escudero, 1988; Mileham, Currie et al., 1993], and offered designers a way of 

rating the ease (and therefore the cost) of manufacturing a component by that 

process. For example, Poli classifies stamped components with a six digit 

hierarchical code [Poli, Dastidar et al., 1991]. Each digit corresponds to a relative 

cost for constructing the tooling die and is derived from features which affect the 

cost: die level of detail; part size and peripheral complexity; and so on. The 
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method highlights the cost heavy features of a stamped part, allowing the 

designer to redesign for lower cost. 

However, this kind of approach does have drawbacks: 

• The method cannot be applied until the detailed features of a component 

have been defined, i.e. at the detail stage of the design process; 

• Alternative processes, which may be cheaper, may not be considered; and 

• Designers are not always familiar with the physical process parameters 

which determine manufacturability. 

For low-volume designers, saving a small percentage on the cost of a component 

using these methods is less worthwhile than for a high-volume manufacturer. 

However, the ideas of eliminating "cost heavy" features and designing the part 

with the manufacturing process in mind, are clearly important whatever the 

production volume. 

Cost based ranking of processes 

Rather than optimise the design to suit a particular process, other authors 

attempt to compare the cost of production by a number of competing processes 

[AlIen and Swift, 1990; Zenger, 1993; Esawi, 1994]. Esawi and Ashby, for example, 

suggest a two stage approach to choosing the cheapest process once the material 

and shape are chosen [Esawi, 1994; Ashby, 1992]. 

Firstly, processes which are incompatible with the chosen material and shape are 

eliminated. Secondly, compatible processes are ranked according to the cost of 

manufacturing the required quantity. The system uses charts of key process 

attributes such as the one shown in Figure 3.6 to eliminate unsuitable processes 

and make the final selection. This type of approach shows promise as it can be 

used earlier in the design when only rough estimates of part size, complexity, 

surface finish and so on, are known. 

This kind of method offers a potentially powerful means for systematically 

selecting the most economic manufacturing process from the increasing array of 

available options. However, choosing the most economic process for a low

volume manufacturer is, in some ways, easier. This is the subject of the next 

section. 
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Figure 3.6 : Process selection chart: Tolerance range vs. surface roughness [Ashby, 1992J. 

3.5 Process, shape and material choice for low
volume manufacturing 

There are many references covering the technical and economic aspects of each 

production process (for example [Kalpakjian, 1984; Bralla, 1986; Demaid, 1986; 

Schey, 1987]). These should be consulted for a detailed treatment of the topic. 

This section discusses in turn the choice of processes, shapes and materials 

suitable for economic low-volume production. 

Processes suited to low-volume manufacturing 

A glance at a typical low-volume mechanical product would suggest that various 

kinds of machining and fabrication are the most popular processes. The reasons 

for this are explored below. 
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Minimum economic batch size 

For any process, there will be a "minimum economic batch size" [Bolz, 1977] 

below which the cost per piece is regarded as excessive, where the batch size is 

"the number of units produced in an uninterrupted run" [Schey, 1987]. Low

volume production is defined, in this work, by batch sizes of fifty or smaller. 

Common processes with economic batch sizes of fifty or less are tabulated below 

using data from [Bralla, 1986; Schey, 1987]. 

Primary processes Composite p.and lay up 

Turning (manual or Computer Band sawing 

Numerical Control (CNC) lathe) Metal spinning 

Shaping, planing Fabrication processes 

Drilling Welding 

Milling (manual or CNC) Brazing 

Bending / pressing Adhesive bonding 

Grinding Soldering 

Punching (manual or CNC) Finishing processes 

Vacuum forming Painting 

Flame cutting Anodising 

Laser cutting Plastic powder coating 

Sand casting 

Table 3.2 : Common processes with a minimum economic batch size of less than 50 units [Bralla, 1986; 

Schey, 19871. 

Capital and tooling cost 

The cost of turning a component, for example, is determined by the capital cost of 

buying the lathe, the cost of the tool, the cost of the material and the labour cost 

for the machinist [Ashby, 1992]. At low volumes, the two main fixed costs, capital 

and tooling, are the dominant factors in deciding which process to use. 

For example, a lathe is a relatively cheap machine tool and the tooling is readily 

available as standard, hence its popularity with low-volume manufacturers. If, 

however, the part were to be injection moulded the capital cost of the machine 

would be significantly higher and a costly, specialised tool would have to be 
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made for each part. Thus injection moulding can only be justified for a 

production volume of several thousand parts or more. 

Sub-contracting 

Processes which have a high capital cost, but require no specialised tooling, such 

as laser cutting may also be made viable for a low-volume manufacturer via a 

sub-contractor. A company specialising in laser cutting can spread its capital costs 

over many jobs, making the process attractive even for small quantities. This can 

only be the case if the tooling cost is small. 

This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.7 which shows the capital and processing 

costs for a number of processes. Processes which have a low capital and tooling 

cost (in the bottom left region of the chart) are likely to be viable for a low

volume manufacturer to use in-house. 
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Figure 3.7 : Capital and tooling costs for different manufacturing processes (Data derived from 

[CMS, 1995]). 
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Processes wIth a higher capital cost but a low tooling cost may be viable at low

volumes via a sub-contractor. Processes towards the top of the chart with a high 

tooling cost are rarely viable at low-volumes. 

Suitable shapes for low-volume processes 

For each production process there are certain shapes which are straightforward to 

produce, others which are possible, but difficult (and hence costlier) and some 

which are beyond the technical scope of the process [Bralla, 1986; Esawi, 1994]. 

Turning, for example, can easily produce concentric ·diameters and, with more 

difficulty, eccentric diameters, but square shapes are beyond its normal scope. 

Several authors have attempted to classify shapes to aid the task of matching 

processes to shapes [Kusy, 1976; Schey, 1987; Esawi, 1994]. However, the 

significant cost-influencing shapes are different for each process and a generic 

classification does not always make clear which features are important. Other 

shape classifications like the Opitz system [Opitz and Wiendahl, 1971] for 

machined shapes, are specifically tailored to a particular kind of process. 

For each low-volume process listed earlier, Table 3.3 lists preferred shapes, 

possible shapes and infeasible shapes based chiefly on data from [Bralla, 1986; 

Demaid, 1986; Schey, 1987]. 

Standard section shapes 

By using a standard section the choice of material and shape is combined in a 

mass-produced, semi-finished form. Many authors advise using standard 

materials wherever possible: Ashby, for example, suggests that "parts that can be 

made from standard stock (sheet, rod, tube) are usually cheaper than those 

requiring non-standard shapes" [Ashby, 1992]. This is clearly relevant to low

volume manufacturers . 
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Process Preferred shapes Possible shapes Infeasible shapes 

Turning (lathe) Concentrics Spherical, threads, Non circular sections 

eccentric cylindrical 

ShaEing, Elaning SimEle Erismatics Non-Erismatic 

Drilling Shallow holes DeeE holes Non-cylindrical holes 

Milling Prismatics, Most (CNC mill) 

Bending / pressing Any from thin section Thicker sections Very thick sections 

and sheet, tube, bar etc. 

Grinding Trimming and deburring Inaccessible parts of the 

workEiece 

Punching Simple profiles from Profiles in plate thicker Non planar 

thin sheet than lOmm 

Vacuum forming Hollows from thin Complex hollow Overhangs 

sheet. 

Flame cutting Profiles, big radii Smaller radii Fine shaEes 

Laser cutting Profiles, thin sections Thick sections Non Erofiles 

Sand casting Any without enclosed Any with enclosed None 

cavities cavities 

Composite hand Any hollow, wall Small radii; Large 

lay up thickness >l.5mm changes in thickness; 

Thick sections 

Band sawing Straight cuts, large Profiles Non planar cuts 

radii Erofiles 

Metal spinning Concentrics, thin Thicker walled Non concentric 

walled 

Welding Straight lines Any, Eroviding accessible 

Brazing Easily accessible Any, providing accessible 

to heat source 

Adhesive bonding Shear stressed, not peel Any, providing accessible 

or tear stressed joints 

Soldering Easily accessible Any, providing accessible 

to heat source 

Table 3.3 : Processes suited to low-volume and the shapes which they can produce. Derived from: 

[Bralla, 1986; Demaid, 1986; Schey, 1987J. 
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Tolerance and surface finish 

Tolerance and surface finish are two geometry related factors which can have a 

significant impact on the processing cost. In general, the loosest possible 

tolerances and the coarsest allowable surface roughness should be specified for 

the lowest cost [Schey, 1987; Pahl and Beitz, 1996]. It has been shown empirically, 

that "cost tends to rise exponentially with tighter tolerances and surface finish" 

[Schey, 1987] (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8 : Tighter tolerances can only be obtained at increased cost fKalpakjian, 1984]. 

For each process there is a combination of tolerance and surface roughness which 

can be obtained without additional finishing operations (and additional 

expense) . These were shown previously in the chart in Figure 3.6. Where 

possible, the specified values for a component should lie within these ranges to 

minimise cost [Esawi, 1994]. 

Materials selection for low-volume production 

In the ideal case, material selection is governed solely by the performance 

requirements of the design, such as minimum weight or cost, and this is a topic 

covered extensively in the literature (For examples see: [Kusy, 1976; Dargie, 

Parmeshwar et al., 1982; Ashby, 1992]). 

In practice, material selection must be considered in conjunction with shape and 

process. For minimum cost, materials need to be: 

• easy to process by the chosen method [Bralla, 1986]; and 

• readily available [Bralla, 1986; Ashby, 1992]. 
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This kind of information can be found in manufacturing and design handbooks 

(for example: [Bralla, 1986; Schey, 1987; Kalpakjian, 1984]). Alternatively, a 

material - process compatibility matrix (such as the first stage of Esawi's process 

selection method [Esawi, 1994]) can be used to eliminate unsuitable 

combinations. Compatible materials for some low-volume processes are 

tabulated below (Table 3.4). 

Production Process 

Primary processes 

Turning (lathe) 

Shaping, planing 

Drilling 

Milling 

Bending / pressing 

Grinding 

CNC punching 

Vacuum forming 

Flame cutting 

Laser cutting 

Sand casting 

Composite hand lay up 

Band sawing 

Metal spinning 

Fabrication processes: 

Welding 

Brazing 

Adhesive bonding 

Soldering 

Finishing processes: 

Painting 

Anodising 

Plastic powder coating 

Materials most commonly processed 

Any except ceramics 

Any except ceramics 

Any except ceramics 

Any except ceramics 

Sheet metals 

Any (not soft materials) 

Any except ceramics 

Polymers 

Steels 

Any except ceramics 

Steels (not tool steels), aluminium, 

copper, zinc alloys 

GFRP / CFRP / Kevlar FRP 

Any except ceramics 

Mild steels, stainless steels, 

aluminium alloys 

Mild steels, aluminium alloys 

Metals 

Any 

Most metals 

Nearly all 

Aluminium 

Most metals 

Table 3.4 :Low-volllme processes and most commonly processed materials [Bralla, 1986; Schey, 

19871. 
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Low-volume manufacturing summary 

The heart of design for manufacturing is the selection of the most economical 

combination of material, shape and production process for each component. It is 

important to consider these issues during the design stage. For low-volume 

products, the chief constraint is the limited number of processes which are 

economic for small batches. 

For each viable process there are a number of materials and shapes which can be 

readily processed. For maximum economy, easily processed combinations should 

be chosen rather than those which lie close to the limits of the process. 

These principles generally apply to design for low-volume production but the 

final choice of the most economic material and process combination will also 

depend on local conditions [Esawi, 1994]. 

3.6 Concl usions 

This chapter has reviewed the literature relevant to the cost-effective design and 

manufacture of small-scale, low-volume products. Although the number and 

range of low-volume products and manufacturers is vast, current research rarely 

addresses this area of design specifically. 

Systematic methods offer general principles for structuring and proceeding 

through a design task and this kind of approach is increasingly important for 

companies seeking registration for design and quality standards. 

Four techniques have been identified which have particular relevance to the 

development of low-volume products at minimum cost. 

• Modular design: From a limited number of modules a range of different 

low-volume products can be constructed. Ideally, the modules can be made 

in larger quantities, providing lower cost solutions. 

• Design with standard components: Through buying-in standard materials 

and components, the benefits of mass-production can be incorporated into a 

low-volume product. 

• Prototype iteration: A series of well chosen prototypes can increase insight 

into the design problem and validate solutions. 
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• Value analysis: This well known method for cost reduction can help some 

low-volume products proceed beyond the prototype stage into production. 

Design guidelines, another source of experience on low-volume design, 

highlight the importance of design for manufacture in making a viable low

volume product. 

Conventional simultaneous engineering and DFM methods offer the best results 

in high-volume manufacture where small percentage savings are worthwhile. 

However, for low-volume manufacturing, there is no coherent strategy beyond 

applying the basic principles of design for economic production: 

• Make the design appropriate to the required production volume. In this case 

it must suit the available processes with a small minimum economic batch 

size; 

• Use standard combinations of shape, material and process, i.e. easily 

processed materials and simple shapes; 

• Use standard sections such as tube, strip and rod; and 

• Specify the loosest tolerances and coarsest surface finishes allowable (From 

[Bralla, 1986]) . 

In conclusion, this review of literature suggests that although many techniques 

exist which can be applied to low-volume product development, there is 

currently no coherent "design for low-volume production" strategy. 
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4. Theory of design for low-volume 
production 

In this chapter, a theory of economic design for low-volume production is 

introduced based on the concept of "pre-packaged technology". The theory is 

illustrated with examples from low-volume rehabilitation products, and a 

measure for the level of pre-packaged technology in a low-volume product is 

developed. 

4.1 The manufacturing sequence 

Most products are the result of a sequence of processing and assembly operations 

progressing with increasing complexity from raw-material through semi

finished material to components and assemblies (Figure 4.1). The material may 

pass through several companies before it reaches the company who's name 

appears on the final product. At each of these stages, the value of the resulting 

material or parts increases i.e. value is added to the product. 

Clearly, in order to achieve the greatest economy, it is an advantage to process 

the maximum quantities possible at every stage (Figure 2.3). This is readily 

achieved in high-volume production because the quantities of the final product 

are large and so material can be processed in high volumes at every stage. The 

result is that high-volume products are very economical compared to low

volume ones. However, as the next section shows, economic small batches can 

be found in certain industries. 
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Figure 4.1 : Schematic representation of the stages in the manufacturing sequence of a product. 

4.2 Agile manufacturing 

Motorola's plant in Boynton Beach Florida produces competitive electronic 

pagers in "lot sizes of one" [Strobel and Johnson, 1993]. Each is specially tailored 

to the customer's specification. This is an example of an agile manufacturing 

system which can economically manufacture a range of different products in 

low-volume batches (even as small as one). 

A closer look at a simplified agile manufacturing sequence (Figure 4.2) reveals 

that the economic lot sizes of one can only be achieved if the overall production 

volume is large. Most components and materials are manufactured in high 

volumes elsewhere before being delivered to the agile manufacturing plant. 

The agile part of the system is primarily in the later processing and assembly 

stages. The sections, components and sub-assemblies coming into the plant 
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effectively form a kit of parts from which a variety of broadly similar products 

can be formed. Only the final stages of processing and assembly are carried out in 

the plant - by computer-controlled machine tools and assembly robots which can 

produce a range of different products without needing to stop for re-tooling. This 

is effective because information processing is cheap even for complex processing. 

In Motorola's Boynton Beach plant, the whole process from receiving a customer 

order to assembling the final product is co-ordinated by computer. 

Customised 
product 

o Bought-in material 

Raw materials 

Semi-finished 
materials 

I 
Components 

Sub-assemblies 

Assemblies 

Product 

~ Parts processed in high-volumes - design specified by agile manufacturer 

o Parts processed and assembled in small batches by agile manufacturing plant 

Figure 4.2 : Schematic of an agile manufacturing sequence. 
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However, if the incoming parts were not produced in high volumes (or the total 

output level was lower) then Motorola would not be able to produce customised 

pagers economically. An analogy can be drawn with low-volume manufacturing 

where the objective is also economic manufacture in small batches. 

4.3 Low-volume manufacturing 

Two features contributing to the success of agile manufacturing have significance 

for low-volume manufacturing: 

• Designing different products to make use of a common range of parts and 

materials; and 

• Using simple, flexible computer controlled processing and assembly which 

are suited to low production volumes. 

The first is a kind of modular design. The agile manufacturer specifies the design 

of the "modules" which are produced in high-volumes. Obviously, low-volume 

manufacturers cannot afford to mass-produce materials and components. Instead 

they must make use of existing or standard designs. 

The second parallel relates to manufacturing. As with agile manufacturing, the 

amount of processing and assembly required in a low-volume product (whether 

carried out in-house or sub-contracted) should be kept to a minimum. Few low

volume manufacturers can justify a fully computerised finishing and assembly 

line but there is a further parallel here. By making use of computer control, 

much of the effort of processing is carried out in software rather than manually. 

This kind of saving can be realised by low-volume manufacturers who use 

computer controlled (CNC) processing and assembly where it is justified. 

The an?-logy suggests that the best policy for designing a low-volume product is 

to buy-in the highest possible proportion of mass-produced technology and to 

minimise the processing and assembly required for those parts which cannot be 

bought-in. Computer controlled processing and assembly, where it is justified, 

can contribute to minimising processing cost. 

This approach can be observed in effective low-volume products. The 

manufacturing sequence for such a product, the Indispense 2 drinks dispenser 

(described in detail in Chapter 6), is shown in Figure 4.3. The device is designed 

for people who cannot lift a cup, and pumps a metered quantity of fluid to the 
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user's mouth. A large proportion of the components and sub-assemblies are 

bought-in and very little processing is carried out by the manufacturer. 

o Material and parts processed and assembled by suppliers 

CSj Material and parts bought-in from suppliers by low-volume manufacturer 

D Parts processed and assembled by low-volume manufacturer 

Raw materials 

I 
Semi-finished 

materials 
I 

Components 

I 
Sub-assemblies 

Assemblies 

Product 

Figure 4.3 : Manufacturing sequence for the Indispense 2 drinks dispenser (Indispense Ltd.). 

Summary 

Agile manufacturers achieve small batch sizes economically by using high

volume parts and materials and computer controlled processing and assembly. 

Low-volume manufacturers can achieve similar economies by buying in off-the

shelf high-volume parts and materials, minimising the amount of production 

processing and making use of re-configurable CNC processes. 
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4.4 Theory of design for low-volume production 

This section develops these preliminary observations made so far. The concept of 

"pre-packaged technology" is introduced and the key elements of a theory of 

design for cost-effective low-volume production are outlined. 

Pre-packaged technology 

Purchasing standard components such as rolling bearings is a well established 

method for minimising costs: "use of widely available materials and off-the shelf 

parts enables the benefits of mass-production to be realised by even low-unit

quantity products" [Bralla, 1986]. 

In this way, the purchaser acquires the result of a large investment in design and 

development by the bearing manufacturer. To design a rolling bearing from 

scratch might involve satisfying more than 50 interrelated design requirements, 

but a suitable bearing can be selected from a catalogue by specifying as few as five 

parameters: load, speed, life, shaft diameter and breadth for example. 

Furthermore, the bearing manufacturer makes a wide range of different bearings 

and manufactures in high volumes. Thus the costly investment in design and 

manufacture is spread over a large production volume making the standard 

bearing much cheaper than a specially designed equivalent. By using a standard 

component, designers obtain complex technology in a "pre-packaged" form. 

Pre-packaged technology is therefore defined as: 

"High-volume systems, assemblies, components, materials, information or 

techniques which are subsequently incorporated into a low-volume product." 

It is proposed that pre-packaged technology is the key factor in economic design 

for low-volume production and this forms the basis of a hypothesis for low

volume design. 

Low-volume design hypothesis 

The central hypothesis of this work is that: 

Increasing the proportion of pre-packaged technology In a low-volume product 

leads to a reduction in its cost. 
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Chapter 6 specifically tests this hypothesis. The rest of this Chapter examines 

techniques observed in cost-effective low-volume rehabilitation products which 

use pre-packaged technology, and then derives a measure for evaluating the 

level of pre-packaged technology in a low-volume product. 

4.5 Techniques for incorporating pre-packaged 
technology 

Standard components 

The use of bought-in standard components is strongly advocated in the literature 

[Bralla, 1986; Culley and Webber, 1992]. In theory, vendors keep a range of 

standard components which are "close enough" to most requirements that a 

suitable standard can usually be found. There is often a degree of compromise in 

the match, but this is usually outweighed by the economy achieved through 

standardising. 

Domains that are particularly well covered by standard solutions include rotary 

and linear motion, power transmission, pneumatics, hydraulics and other 

energy transformation systems. Many kinds of sensor are available off-the shelf, 

as are an extensive range of fasteners and fixtures. This provides a valuable 

resource for low-volume designers. In the Indispense 2 drinks dispenser (Figure 

4.3), for example, over 75% of the components are bought-in. 

Components transferred from other applications 

Mass-produced but non-standard mechanical components are often used in new 

applications where their shape and properties make them suitable. The stalk on 

the Indispense, for example, (Figure 4.4) was originally designed as a coolant hose 

on a machine tool, but its shape and functions (carrying fluid and adjustable 

shape) make it suitable for use in the drinks dispenser. 

Components transferred between applications like the coolant hose combine the 

benefits of standard and modular components: they are high-volume and 

suitable for more than one application. Again, they provide technology in a pre

packaged form and can lead to considerable cost savings in low-volume products. 

Some also fulfil different functions in their new applications [Gawrysiak, 1993; 
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Harmer and Wallace, 1995]. Transferred components are discussed more fully in 

Chapter 5. 

Figure 4.4 : Machine tool coolant hose "transferred" to the Indispense 2 drinks dispenser. 

Specially designed components 

Many components in a low-volume product can be bought off-the-shelf, but a 

proportion have to be designed specifically for the product. These are defined as 

"specially designed" in this thesis, meaning that their design originates from the 

low-volume designer. Their manufacture may, of course, be sub-contracted 

where appropriate. 

Minimal production processing 

The analogy with agile manufacturing suggested that low-volume 

manufacturing and assembly should be kept to a minimum. Manufacturing 

handbooks also suggest that simplicity is the main principle of economic 

manufacture [Kalpakjian, 1984; Bralla, 1986; Schey, 1987]. For example, in the 

Spyder Arm Supporter (Figure 4.5), described in Chapter 2, the processing 

required on many of the specially designed components is kept to a minimum 

(Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.5 : The Spyder Ann Supporter (Spyder Engineering). 
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(1) Top clamp bush 

(sectioned view) 

(2) Location screw 

(4) Clamp top 

o 

(6) Primary Arm 

(3) Height adjusting 

screw 

(5) Channel pin 

Figure 4.6 : Specially designed components in the Spyder AnnSlIpporter (not to scale). 
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Standard sections 

Producing a hollow tube in steel may be expensive in small quantities using a 

manual lathe but over the hundreds of metres produced by a large scale tubing 

manufacturer on an automatic machine, the cost per metre is small. The 

technology can then be bought inexpensively as a "pre-packaged" section. Many 

standard sections are available off-the-shelf (see Figure 4.7 for examples). 

0 0 0 
Tube Round Square tube Strip 

L ~ U 
Angle T U channel 

Figure 4.7 : Examples of standard sections 

Of course, nearly all material available to low-volume manufacturers is supplied 

in standard sections like bar, strip, tube, round and sheet. The degree of benefit to 

designers from the pre-formed shape depends on how it is used to form a 

component. 

A component only makes effective use of a standard section if its shape and 

properties contribute significantly to the shape and properties of the finished 

component. For example, simplicity is achieved in many of the Arm Supporter 

components, through making use of pre-formed standard sections (Figure 4.8) . 

Bush Dowel pin 

o 

Primary Arm 

Figure 4.8 : Effective use of standard sections in the Spyder Arm Supporter. 
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Transferred sections 

As well as conventional section shapes, many other shapes manufactured for 

specific applications can provide economic solutions. Some examples are shown 

in Figure 4.9. 

D 
U 
u 

Drain pipes and gutters 

(uPVC, ABS) 

c 
Automotive window 

seals (rubber) 

Electrical conduit (uPVC) 

Figure 4.9 : Transferred section shapes. 

Clearly, judicious use of available sections is a further route to economical 

manufacturing for low-volume designers, but for complex components, they are 

not always the most economical approach. 

CNC Machining 

Most designers are familiar with the basic manual machining processes used to 

manufacture the Arm Supporter such as turning, drilling and milling. CNC 

machining processes add a further dimension because the software control yields 

a different set of design rules for economic processing. 

Simplifying manual machining equates to reducing the geometrical complexity. 

For example, designers will commonly minimise the number of different 

diameters on a turned component. This reduces the number of finishing cuts 

required and the time to set up each run. However, as Pitts points out, this kind 

of rationale is quite wrong for a CNC machine: 

"The economic facts of CNC are that, in most instances, geometrical complexity 

only adds slightly to the cost, providing that the workpiece does not require re-
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orientation in its . fixing and provided that there is adequate access for the tool. 

The main costs in CNC production are the amount of metal to be removed and 

transfers between machines" [Pitts, 1985J. 

Rather than designing to simplify the geometry of the components, for CNC 

manufacture the chief concern is the number of changes between machines 

(including re-orientations in the same machine). If components cannot be 

completed on one machine only, a design which requires only one transfer from 

say mill to lathe rather than from mill to lathe to mill and to lathe again is 

preferable. 

For example, the retaining pin in Figure 4.10 (b) is cheaper to produce on a CNC 

machine than the geometrically simpler one in Figure 4.10 (a). The former can be 

made at one time on a CNC lathe while the latter requires a transfer for further 

drilling. With conventional manual machining, (a) would be cheaper to make as 

a standard section can be used. 

(a) 
(0, /0 CO 

""7 
Bores for roll pins 

-

(b) [.----~««) 
/ 

Groove for circlip 

Figure 4.10 : Alternative designs for a retaining pin (a) Simple design for manual machining; 

(b) Cheaper design for CNC machining. 

In the Spyder Arm Supporter, a complicated threaded adjuster is CNC machined 

at a lower cost than a geometrically simpler channel pin which is manually 

machined (Figure 4.11). 

Threaded adjuster Arm support channel pin 

Cost to CNC machine: £0.71 Cost to manually machine: £1.00 

Figure 4.11 : Comparison of components from the Spyder Ann Supporter produced by manual and 

CNC machining. 
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Pre-packaged features 

CNC machining is economical because much of the information processing 

which previously required the time of a skilled machine operator is carried out 

relatively cheaply by computer software. To turn a diameter on a shaft, the CNC 

operator simply specifies the diameter and the tolerance, while the manual 

operator has also to determine how many rough cuts and finishing cuts to make 

and carefully set up each run. With the CNC process, the various machining 

features such as "diameter", "thread" and "hole" are pre-packaged for the 

operators, thus saving time. Of course, if the CNC part is more complex than a 

manual equivalent (as in Figure 4.10), there may be s,ome additional cost 

upstream in the design of the part. 

In summary, CNC machining offers a cost-effective means for producing 

complex machined shapes at low production volumes. For CNC machining the 

cost is determined not by the geometrical complexity of the piece per se, but by 

the quantity of material removed and the number of changes of orientation or 

machine required. For maximum economy the number of changes should be 

minimised. 

Summary of design with pre-packaged technology 

This section has suggested five factors for cost-effective low-volume design: 

• Using standard components; 

• Using parts transferred from other applications; 

• Minimising the complexity of the processing required to manufacture 

components which have to be specially designed; 

• Using pre-formed standard sections rather than processing to achieve the 

required shape and properties; and 

• Using CNC machining to produce complex shapes. 

The common thread running through each is the concept of using "pre-packaged 

technology" to minimise cost. By buying-in standard and transferred parts and 

standard sections, designers gain the benefit of investment in expensive design 

and tooling without the development cost incurred by the manufacturer: 
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The technology required to design and manufacture the part is obtained In a pre

packaged form. 

For manual machining operations, standard sections offer pre-packaged shapes 

to reduce the amount of processing needed. With CNC machining, features of a 

component like "hole", "slot" and "thread" are pre-packaged and stored in 

software, thus again saving time. 

Increasing the proportion of pre-packaged technology 

Thus, the proportion of pre-packaged technology can be increased by: 

• Increasing the amount of bought-in material; 

• Decreasing the amount of processing and assembly; or 

• A combination of the two. 

The hypothesis proposed in this chapter is that increasing the proportion of pre

packaged technology in a low-volume product leads to a reduction in its cost. 

This can be validated by analysing whether a product re-design which increases 

the amount of pre-packaged technology leads to a reduction in cost. That is the 

subject of Chapter 6, but first a measure of the level of pre-packaging is required 

in order to evaluate any design changes. 

4.6 Evaluating the level of pre-packaging in a 
product 

In order to evaluate improvements, a straightforward measure of pre-packaged 

technology is required. This section examines two possible measures. 

Investment Contribution 

One way of viewing pre-packaging is through the proportion which the finat 

low-volume manufacturer in the chain contributes to the overall investment in 

the development of the product. This is best illustrated with an example. 

A low-volume company uses a standard roller bearing in its Arm Support 

product. The company makes batches of 50 units and so buys in 50 bearings at a 
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time. The bearing is manufactured in batches of 10,000 per year and the low

volume manufacturer therefore contributes approximately the proportion 

50/10,000 (0.5%) to the total investment in the manufacture of the bearing 

(Assuming the bearing manufacturer recovers the investment through sales). In 

the Arm Support, the bearing can be said to have an Investment Contribution of 

0.5%. 

Clearly this figure is approximate. It does not take into account the profit on the 

bearing or the period over which its development cost is paid off. However, it 

offers a simple indication of the economy achieved by buying-in rather than 

manufacturing in-house. 

How does the measure apply to other types of component? For a specially 

designed component manufactured entirely from raw material, the company 

contributes almost 100% of the total investment required to develop the 

component (or adds nearly all its value) as the raw material costs are usually 

negligible. (This assumes that capital expenditure will not be influenced in the 

short term by a low-volume product.) 

For a component processed from semi-finished material, the Investment 

Contribution will be somewhere in between the two extremes outlined above. It 

is given by the weighted sum of the contributions for the materials bought-in 

and the processing cost. Similarly, a CNC processed component will usually have 

a smaller Investment Contribution than a manually processed equivalent 

because the processing cost will be less. 

If 11. is the production volume of the bought-in material or parts and q is the 

quantity purchased then the Investment Contribution for any component is: 

Component Investment Contribution = 

where: 

Cm = Component bought-in material cost 

Cp = Component in-house processing cost 

The low-volume manufacturer contributes 100% of the in-house processing and 

so the factor q/n which would be associated with Cp in the numerator is 1 (not 

shown) . 
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The Investment Contributions for some components from the Spyder Arm 

Supporter are shown in Table 4.1 A lower Investment Contribution indicates a 

higher level of pre-packaged technology. 

Component Component type Batch size of Bought-in Processing Investment 

bought-in material cost (£) Contribution 

material (Est.) cost (£) 

Top clamp bush Specially designed 108 0.12* 1.48 93% 

~:;;:;~:~ 
Guard tube/lower clamp Specially designed 108 0.13 0.27 68% 

from standard 

( 0 section 

Location Screw Specially designed 108 0.17 1.03 86% 

@)])D 
from standard 

section 

Threaded adjuster Specially designed 108 0.05* 0.66 92% 

[(((((ITrrm ((@ITmmr (((((ro 
(CNC machined) 

Cage bearing Standard 104 0.98 0.00 0.5% 

~ 
Handwheel Standard 104 0.82 0.00 0.5% 

~ 
Adjusting tilt/ glide foot Standard 105 0.075 0.00 0.05% 

• 
Table 4.1 : Percentage Investment Contributions for components from the Spyder Arm Supporter. The 

batch is taken to be 50. (Spyder Engineering. *Estimated from standard section data.) 
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Simplifying assumption 

For low-volume products, the production volume of the product (q) is usually 

very small in comparison with the production volume of a bought-in 

component or section (n). The quantity q/n is therefore negligible and the 

Investment Contribution for a component can be approximated by: 

Investment Contribution = Processing cost x 100% 

(for a component) Bought-in material cost + Processing cost 

The Investment Contribution for a whole product or assembly can then be 

calculated. It is given by the weighted sum (by their cost) of the Investment 

Contributions of the individual components across the product. The assembly 

costs are also included in the sum. The final expression is therefore given by: 

Investment 

Contribution 

(for a product) 

= L (Component processing costs) + Assembly cost x 100% 

E (Total component costs) + Assembly cost 

Worked example 

The Investment Contribution for the Spyder Arm Supporter (Figure 4.6) can be 

calculated from the data in Table 4.2: 

Total component processing cost: £19.00 

Total bought-in material cost: £6.32 

Total assembly cost: £23.80 

Investment Contribution = 19.00 + 23.80 x 100% = 87% 

(6.32 + 19.00 +23.80) 
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Name Quantity Material Processing Assembly 

cost (£) cost (£) cost (£) 

Primary arm assembly 

Primary arm 1 0.07 1.76 

Arm support bush 2 0.10 0.90 

Cage bearing 2 1.96 0.00 

Assemblz cost* 4.58 

Secondary arm assembly 

Secondary arm 1 0.07 1.76 

Arm support bush 1 0.05 '0.45 

Cage bearing 1 0.98 0.00 

I Sec. arm spigot washer 1 0.01 0.00 
't Dowel pin 1 0.02 0.18 

Assemblz cost* 6.10 

Clamps assembly 

Clamp bottom 1 0.30 2.51 

Guard tube, lower clamp 1 0.13 1.19 

Location Screw 1 0.17 1.03 

Threaded adjuster 1 0.06 0.65 

Handwheel 1 0.82 0.00 

Adjusting tilt/ glide foot 1 0.08 0.00 

Locking nut 1 0.05 0.00 

Clamp (top) 1 0.30 0.98 

Top clamp bush 1 0.12 1.48 

Starlock cap 1 0.03 0.00 

Height adjusting screw 1 0.10 0.50 

Adjuster / locking spacer 2 0.10 0.66 

Assemblz cost* 11.29 

Channel assembly 

Arm support channel 1 0.40 2.35 

Arm support channel pin 1 0.20 0.80 

Cushioned pad 1 0.20 1.80 

Assembly cost* 1.83 

Total (per arm support) 6.32 19.00 23.80 

Table 4.2 : Component cost data for Spyder Arm supporter. (*Assembly cost includes finishing and 

fabricating operations) 
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Pre-packaged Technology Index 

An alternative view of pre-packaging is gained by considering the fraction of the 

overall cost which pre-packaged technology contributes in a product. 

Pre-packaged technology is technology produced in high-volumes which is 

bought-in. If the cost of a part is divided into bought-in material costs (including 

components) and processing cost (including assembly) as above, then a 

straightforward indicator of the level of pre-packaging is the proportion of the 

cost which bought-in material contributes in a completed component or 

assembly. (This assumes that the bought-in material is 'manufactured in higher 

volumes than the product it is used in.) 

Such a measure is defined as the "Pre-packaged technology index" and is 

calculated for a component as follows: 

Pre-packaged technology index = Bought-in material cost x 100% 

(for a component) Total component cost 

A standard component which requires no further processing is completely 

"bought-in material" and scores 100% whereas a specially designed component 

with complex processing may score less than 1%. Table 4.3 shows the costs of 

some components from the Arm Supporter and the proportion of bought-in 

material in them. 

Potential for cost reduction 

The level of pre-packaging in ,a component also indicates the potential for cost 

reduction through increased use of pre-packaged technology. Lower values of the 

Pre-packaged technology index indicate greater scope for cost reduction. It may be 

possible, for example, to re-design a component with a low score such as the "top 

clamp bush" (Table 4.3) to reduce cost. The standard handwheel, on the other 

hand, has a score of 100% and the scope for cost reduction is limited to finding a 

less expensive supplier (assuming the overall concept remains unchanged). 
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Component · Component type Bought-in Processing Pre-packaged 

material cost (£) cost (£) technology index 

Top clamp bush Specially designed 0.12* 1.48 8% 

!;;;:~;:;~ 
Guard tube, lower clamp Specially designed 0.13 0.27 33% 

from standard 

C 0 section 

Location Screw Specially designed 0.17 1.03 14% 

cID]]]))J])) 
from standard 

section 

Threaded adjuster Specially designed 0.05* 0.66 8% 

~((((((((((((@IT(((((((((((((((~ 
(CNC machined) 

Cage bearing Standard 0.98 0.00 100% 

~ 
Handwheel Standard 0.82 0.00 100% 

W 
Adjusting tilt/ glide foot Standard 0.075 0.00 100% 

• 
Table 4.3 : Pre-packaged technology index for components from the Spyder Arm Supporter. (Spyder 

Engineering. *Estimated from standard section data.) 

Pre-packaged technology index for a product 

The Pre-packaged technology index can be calculated in a similar way for the 

whole product or assembly. Here the material costs for each component are 

summed and divided by the sum of the total component costs. This is 
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mathematically equivalent to a weighted sum (by cost) of the Pre-packaged 

Technology Indices across the components in a product. Assembly cost for the 

product is included and added to the processing cost. The Pre-packaged 

technology index for a product is thus defined as: 

Pre-packaged = L (Bought-in material costs for each component) x 100% 

technology index L (Total component costs) + Assembly cost 

= Total bought-in material cost 

Total product cost 

x 100% 

Worked example 

The Pre-packaged technology index for the Arm Supporter can be calculated 

using the data from Table 4.2 (shown earlier) as follows: 

Total component processing cost: £19.00 

Total bought-in material cost: £6.32 

Total assembly cost: £23.80 

Pre-packaged technology index = 6.32 x 100% = 13% 

19.00 + 23.80 

Relationship between the two measures 

The two measures of pre-packaged technology are related (subject to the 

approximation made earlier) in this way: 

Pre-packaged technology index = CM X 100% 
(proportion of bought-in material) CM + Cp 

Investment Contribution = Cp x 100% 
CM+Cp 

where 

CM = Total bought-in material and parts cost for the product 

Cp = Total processing cost for the product (including assembly) 
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Therefore: 

Investment Contribution + Pre-packaged technology index = 100% 

Both measures give an indication of the level of pre-packaged technology in a 

low-volume product. The Pre-packaged technology index will be used for 

evaluation in this thesis as it is a more intuitive, positive measure. 

4.7 Relating pre-packaged technology to cost 

The theory suggests that higher levels of pre-packaged technology in a product 

should lead to reduced cost. The exact relationship, though, is indirect and 

complex. For this reason, the Pre-packaged technology index is most useful as an 

indicator of the scope for further cost-reduction in a product rather than a 

method for estimating its cost. This section explores the theoretical relationship 

between a product's cost and the level of pre-packaged technology. 

Very low Pre-packaged technology index 

It is difficult to conceive of a low-volume product manufactured without any 

bought-in material. However, if every component were specially designed and 

manufactured using primary processes like casting and moulding, its pre

packaged technology index could be much less than 1% and the cost would be 

extremely high. This is equivalent to investing in manufacturing on a high

volume basis but only producing small batches. 

Examples are found in the aerospace industry where even normally standard 

components like micro-switches are specially designed from scratch in order to 

guarantee the use of certified materials. 

Very high Pre-packaged technology index 

i If a product were 100% bought-in, it would be, in effect, a high-volume product 

and would therefore have a relatively low cost. A more realistic situation is a 

product whose components are entirely bought-in and the only low-volume 

operation is assembly. A truly modular system would have these characteristics. 

In this case its Pre-packaged technology index would be close to 100%. For 

example, modular push-fit plumbing systems [RS.Components, 1995] allow 
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complete assemblies to be constructed from mass-produced standard fittings and 

lengths of pipe. 

Pre-packaged technology curve 

Taking the Spyder Arm Supporter as a datum, the hypothetical cost of producing 

a similar arm support product at different levels of Pre-packaged technology can 

be estimated. Three examples for 0.1 %,90% and 100% are shown in Table 4.4. 

The theoretical costs are plotted with the Spyder Arm Supporter in Figure 4.12. 

As the level of pre-packaged technology increases, the ,cost is reduced, but the 

relationship follows a curve of diminishing returns: at higher levels of Pre

packaging a reduction in cost is harder to achieve. This is similar in shape to a 

Pareto curve. 

Product Estimated cost Estimated 

(£ per unit in a Pre-packaged 

batch of 50), technology index 

Arm supporter manufactured 1000.00 0.1% 

using high-volume processes 

but in small batches 

Arm supporter assembled from 35.00 90% 

modular standard components 

Arm Supporter 100% bought-in 25.00 100% 

(i.e. mass-produced) 

Actual datum: 

I Spyder Arm Supporter £49.10 13% 

Table 4.4 : Theoretical estimates of the variation of cost with Pre-packaged technology index. 

The precise shape of the curve will depend on the particular product and its level 

of technology. However, two general features can be identified for a given design 

concept: the curve is asymptotic to the cost (vertical) axis as the Pre-packaged 

technology index tends to zero; and the cost tends to a "theoretical minimum" 

when the Pre-packaged technology index = 100%. This minimum represents 

what the cost would be if the product were produced at high volumes, i.e. in the 

most economical way regardless of production volume. The same shape of curve 
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would be expected if the product progressed through several re-designs, each 

increasing the level of pre-packaged technology. 

Product 
cost 

Negligible bought-in material 
(theoretical) 

Actual datum: 
Spyder Arm 
Supporter 

All components 
standard 

(theoretical) 

Themetical \ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _0:""'---0 

minimum cost 

0% 50% 100% 

Pre-packaged technology index 

All bought-in 
material 

(theoretical) 

Figure 4.12 : Schematic of the variation of cost with Pre-pac1caged technology index. 

Thus the scope for cost reduction depends on where a product lies on the curve 

in Figure 4.12. If it is towards the left-hand side, then small increases in the Pre

packaged technology index will yield considerable savings. If it lies towards the 

right-hand side, the effort required to produce a saving is likely to outweigh the 

benefits. 

4.8 Summary 

In this chapter the concept of pre-packaged technology has been introduced as the 

underlying basis for cost-effective design for low-volume production. By 

designing with pre-packaged technology the benefit of other companies' 

investment in design and development can be gained at a low cost in a low

volume product. 

Factors which increase the level of pre-packaged technology have been identified 

and the Pre-packaged technology index has been proposed as a measure of the 

level of pre-packaged technology in a low-volume product, assembly or 

component. The measure also gives an indication of the scope for further cost 

reduction in a product. Low values of the index indicate greatest scope for saving. 
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5. Transferred components 

This chapter discusses the use of transferred components and their benefits to the 

designer of low-volume products. A framework for categorising transferred 

components is proposed and an approach to support their selection is outlined. 

5. 1 Introduction 

The idea of using inexpensive available components in a new way that they were 

not originally intended for is familiar in many situations. Everyday examples 

include making a radio aerial from a coat hangar and using a wine bottle as a 

candlestick. The concept is not confined to the re-use of household objects. In the 

design of new low-volume products where development budgets are small, 

"transferring" mass-produced components to new uses is an effective means of 

obtaining high quality, low-cost technology. 

For example, manufacturers of low-volume sports cars and kit cars make 

extensive use of components and assemblies from mass-produced family cars. In 

the case of the "Onyx Firefly" sports car, the whole engine and drive train are 

taken from the mass-produced Fiat Panda [Anon, 1994]. 

The benefits of using transferred components in low-volume products include: 

• High quality: High-volume manufacturers like Ford invest heavily in 

achieving product quality. This is passed on to the low-volume purchaser of 

their components. 

• Low cost: The development costs have already been spread over a large 

production volume, making transferred components inexpensive. 
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• Availability: many transferred components are available ex-stock. 

Manufacturers of high-volume products have also recognised the potential 

market for their components in other products. Both Ford and Volkswagen have 

subsidiaries specifically to market their automotive components for use in other 

engineering products [Ford, 1995; Volkswagen, 1995]. 

5.2 Transferred components 

A transferred component is defined as follows: 

/lA mass-produced component used in a new application where its 

properties (and shape) make it suitable with little or no further 

processzng. /I 

The "application" in which the component is used is its immediate 

surroundings or context. The application of the Onyx Firefly drive train, for 

example, is a car. A new application might be as the drive train in a boat. 

Classes of transferred components 

Transferred components can be classified by the way they are used and the 

applications they are transferred between. Three categories of use have been 

identified, though there is clearly some overlap between them: 

Same function, similar application 

E.g. Drive train from Fiat Panda used in Onyx Firefly sports car. 

Same function, different application 

E.g. Glove box catch from Ford Escort used in the overhead locker on a Boeing 

747 aircraft [Ford, 1995]. 

New function, different application 

E.g. Chainlink trunking used as the arm in a mobile arm support for a disabled 

user (see later in this chapter). 

The three kinds of transfer can be illustrated by a wine bottle (Figure 5.1). In its 

original use its function is to "contain fluid". The function is unchanged in the 
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first two types of transfer: first to a similar application as a bottle for home 

brewed wine; and then to a different application as a water bottle. In the third 

type of transfer, however, it performs a new function - supporting a candle. 

Use: Original use Transferred Transferred 

Type 1 Type 2 

Same function Same function 

similar novel application 

application 

Function: Contain fluid Contain fluid Contain fluid 

Application: Wine bottle Wine bottle Water bottle 

Figure 5.1 : A wine bottle as a transferred component. 

Identifying a good transferred component 

Transferred 

Type 3 

New function, 

new application 

-~ 
o 

Support candle 

Candlestick 

In theory, therefore, any high-volume product, assembly or component can 

potentially be transferred. In practice, though, not every component is suitable. 

Some have a very short shelf life, for example consumer electronics, and others 

are too expensive to consider. 

A good transferred component is one which is available, cheap and suits the 

requirement. In assessing the kinds of components which might be suitable for 

transferring (or including in a database of transferred components), these issues 

are important: 
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• Availability: Is the component readily available? For how long will it be 

available? 

• Cost: Is the component competitive in terms of the function it performs and 

its cost? This will be true of most mass-produced items. 

• Specification: Is the component well specified? Can its functions be tested 

and quantified? Are the manufacturing tolerances, etc., known? 

• Safety: Is the component robust? 

The last two issues are especially important when the component is used in a 

new way. If it was not designed to perform the new function, testing may be 

necessary to confirm fitness for purpose, since the original specification is not 

necessarily valid for the new application. 

Sources of transferred components 

The conditions outlined above suggest that the best sources for transferred 

components are stable, mass-produced products with a reasonably long shelf life 

(perhaps five years or more) . Engineering components suppliers like RS 

[R.S.Components, 1995] carry a wide range of such products and are an obvious 

starting point. Automotive suppliers like Ford and Volkswagen are also an 

extensive source of inexpensive components. Some other possible sources are: 

Hardware suppliers; 

Building suppliers; 

Plumbing suppliers; 

Maintenance and cleaning suppliers; 

Stationery suppliers; 

Office suppliers; 

DIY stores; 

Packaging suppliers; 

Kitchen utensils and suppliers; 

Garden suppliers; 

Electrical suppliers; 

Bicycle components; 

Photographic and other instrument stores; and 

Household appliance components. 
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These provide a starting point for finding a suitable component. In many cases, 

though, the manufacturers or wholesalers will be cheaper than a local store. 

5.3 Approaches to selection 

This section discusses the selection of transferred components including current 

approaches which rely on experienced designers or sales personnel. The difficulty 

of selecting for a new use or new application is highlighted. 

Selection using experience 

Ford Power Products markets a range of over 100,000 automotive components 

for use in other new products. The components are illustrated using "exploded 

assembly" drawings in a catalogue, one for each model of car or truck. However, 

these drawings contain limited information and selection currently relies 

heavily on the experience of sales personnel. This can be time consuming and 

the range of components that can be successfully marketed in this way is clearly 

limited. 

In selecting a transferred component, both the original application and the new 

application need to be considered. Potential components need to be described in a 

way that allows, and indeed encourages, their use in a new way and a different 

application. The successful selection must blend the intention of the original 

designer with the intentions of subsequent designers seeking to transfer the 

component. 

In general, the more novel the transfer the harder it is to find a suitable 

component as Figure 5.2 illustrates. Re-using wine bottles for home made wine 

is perhaps an obvious and economic option, but to see the use of a wine bottle as 

a candle stick requires some "lateral thinking". 

In terms of selection, two groups are important: 

• Those components which are similar to standard components - performing 

the same (or an obvious) function in their new application (Type 1 and 

some Type 2 components in Figure 5.2); and 

• Components used in a novel application or performing a novel function 

(Type 3 and some Type 2 components in Figure 5.2). 
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Easier ------ Ease of selection 

Same function, 
New application 

New function, 
New application 

Same function, 
Similar application 

------- Harder 

Figure 5.2 : Three types of transferred component. 

Straightforward transfers 

Most transferred automotive components, for example, are used in similar 

applications, or at least perform the same function in their new application (Type 

1 and 2 components). Often they are variations of standard catalogue 

components such as bearings and motors and their selection is performed in a 

similar way. In general the class of component required is known, for example, a 

motor to drive a particular load or, at a more abstract level, a rotary power 

source. Approaches to this type of problem are reviewed in (Chapter 8). 

One promising approach is the methodology underpinning the Cambridge 

Materials Selector [Ashby, 1992; Cebon and Ashby, 1992] which uses charts of 

material properties to make a selection. It is particularly suited for use early in 

the design process. An extension of the method allows standard sections to be 

selected [Weaver and Ashby, 1996], and a further development to cover 

engineering components has been proposed [Harmer, Weaver et al., 1996] and is 

documented in Chapter 8. "Design-led" selection charts like these are well suited 
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for selecting transferred components if the broad category of component (e.g. 

electrical energy source) is known. 

Novel transfers 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that designers use a combination of memory, 

browsing information sources, experience, and opportunism to discover a novel 

transferred component. Successfully locating a component can involve many 

hours spent perusing catalogues, consulting contacts and visiting stores. Miles, 

who proposed the use of available but unconventional bought-in components as 

a value analysis technique, suggested the following search steps: 

• Learn and clearly understand the desired function; 

• Search trade directories of manufacturers; 

• Search appropriate trade shows; 

• Search trade magazines; and 

• Contact competent individuals in related businesses [Miles, 1972]. 

These steps still rely on the experience of designers in locating suitable 

information sources and require time to be spent browsing through catalogues, 

trade directories and so on. The rest of this chapter outlines an approach to assist 

designers in selecting transferred components for use in a new way or a new 

application more quickly. 

5.4 Selection strategy 

This section first examines how the requirements for a novel transferred 

component may be described. A selection strategy is then proposed based on a 

functional description of the requirements. 

Identifying the requirement 

A typical starting point in searching for a transferred component is to describe 

the characteristics being sought in the form of a requirements list. Sample 

requirements for eight transferred components are listed in Table 5.1 together 
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with the components which fulfil them. These are not exhaustive lists, but 

represent the kind of descriptive summary which might be used by designers. 

Both qualitative and quantitative requirements can be seen. 

Selection on function and shape 

It appears from the descriptions that desired transferred components divide into 

two categories according to the primary selection criteria: 

• Those selected primarily by their function; and 

• Those selected primarily by their shape. 

The former include mechanisms, transducers and other energy transformation 

systems, while the latter are usually single components or very simple 

structures. Functions need to be considered at the conceptual stage of a new 

design project, while shapes cannot usually be determined until the embodiment 

stage. 

Of course, selection by either shape or function does not imply that the other is 

unimportant, but merely that one is the primary criterion in selection. More 

precisely, both categories are selected by their function but in the latter case, the 

function would usually be described by the shape, for example, a "hook". In 

contrast, the function of a motor would not generally be described by its 

cylindrical shape. 

The aim of a selection system is to assist designers to quickly locate a shortlist of 

potential components which they can evaluate further. In both cases, the 

problem is to describe potential transferred components in a database in such a 

way that they can be located using a list of requirements (like those in Table 5.1) 

as inputs. The next section discusses how potential transferred components can 

be categorised to allow this . 
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AJ11l for mobile armrest 

Allow planar (2 DOF) motion 

Rigid out of plane 

Secure attachment at ends (to 

out-of-plane tubes) 

Carry weight of resting arm: 

Skg 

Low friction in movement 

Durable 

Low wei ht 

Stalk for drinks dispenser 

Carry fluid / hollow for pipe 

Flexible 

Holds shape 

Approx. length O.5m 

Approx. diameter <20mm 

Non conducting 

Low weight 

Secure connector at end 

Plate warmer heater 

Heat plate sized area to 50°C 

Flat 

Electrically powered 

Low-voltage «24v) 

Hot air source for portable bidet 

Blows hot air 

Electrically powered 

Low voltage «24v) 

Fan 

Beating element 

Size: handheld 

Wei ht: less than lkg 
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Chain link trunking 

Coolant hose 

Knee support for child's buggy 

Shape: curved to take knee, half 

cylinder 

Rigid 

Durable 

Looks good 

Size to take a knee: approx. 

120mm across 

Low weight · 

Secure attachment 

Switch housing 

Box shape 

Approx. size of 2 matchboxes 

Lid which opens 

Hinged lid 

Rigid 

Durable 

Looks good: smooth 

No protrusions 

o a ue 

Wallbar Clamp hook & shaft 

Hook shape 

Thread approx. M12 

Length approx. 150mm 

Rear view mirror heater Strong - metal 

low voltage 

hairdryer 

Easy grip pen 

Tapered tube shape 

Length of a pen approx. 

Internal thread 

Cap with thread connector 

Matching threads 

Table 5.1 : Description of requirements for eight transferred components. 

Gutter support 

Ink pad box 

Hookbolt 

Hose nozzle 
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Describing transferred components 

A database of standard components will typically contain a description of the 

main functional parameters, for example, speed, torque and so on, for a motor. 

But this description is incomplete when applied to transferred components 

because the important functional properties of a transferred component may be 

different in its new application. An example illustrates this difficulty. 

A length of chainlink trunking is used to provide planar movement in a mobile 

arm rest (Figure 5.3). Its original function was to provide a flexible shield for 

cables inside it, and parameters such as impact strength and corrosion resistance 

were important. In the new application, though, previously unimportant 

structural properties such as stiffness and bending strength are significant. So 

while the original functions are still important, a more comprehensive 

description of potential transferred components is required. 

Figure 5.3 : Chainlink tnmking transferred for use in a mobile ann rest (Bath Institute of Medical 

Engineering). 

Pictorial descriptions 

Pictures of possible components are the primary triggers when browsing 

catalogues. They can be assimilated and compared with the desired functions 

more quickly than textual descriptions. This is the approach taken in the RS 

Electronic Catalogue [RS.Components, 1995] which displays a picture of each 
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component found by a search and is highly effective once a shortlist of 

components has been selected. However, with a potentially large database, the 

"first cut" selection may need to be made in a more effective way. 

High level and low level requirements 

In the selection of many standard components, two levels of requirements are 

seen. Generally the high level requirements are used in the initial selection, and 

the detailed, low level ones to verify a particular choice. When selecting an 

electric motor, for example, the key selection factors are shown in Table 5.2. 

Type of load: torque 

Drive geometry 

Direction of rotation 

Speed 

Electrical supply 

Environment 

Commercial 

Table 5.2 : Factors affecting electric motor selection [Hurst, 1994]. 

The primary, high level requirements on which a shortlist of possible motors 

can be chosen include: torque, speed etc. But equally important in the final 

selection are some detailed requirements associated with the drive geometry, for 

example shaft diameter and tolerance. These detailed requirements often 

concern the interfaces between the component and its environment. 

Thus while the primary requirements are high level descriptions of the whole 

component, the secondary, detailed requirements are clustered around interfaces. 

A similar pattern is seen in the requirements for transferred components, (Table 

5.1), and can be used to aid the selection process. 

Categorising according to function 

As Table 5.1 illustrates, the primary consideration when looking for a 

component is its function. This may be used to categorise potential transferred 

components. Two approaches to a complete functional categorisation are: 
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• Top-down approach. Describe every possible high level function. For the 

chainlink trunking, for example, planar motion; flexible shielding; hollow 

channel; and so on. 

• Bottom-up approach. Describe the fundamental properties of the 

component on which all others depend: dimensions, shape, material, etc. 

Both approaches are found in the literature. An equivalent of keyword searching 

is used by the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TIPS) system [Devoino, 

1995] which accesses a large database of design solutions derived from patents 

using a matrix of keyword categories. 

At a low level, feature recognition and searching systems (see [Chen, 1996] for 

review) use a set of fundamental features such as "hole" and "slot" to describe 

components. Others describe products using a fundamental set of "generally 

valid functions" [Roth, 1981; Aguirre-Esponda, 1992]. For example, Figure 5.4 

shows the functional elements of Aguirre's model [Aguirre-Esponda, 1992]. 

illIIIIJ-- Source -0- Storage 

Gill}- Sink ---)2f- Valve 

~ Converter * Dissipator 

Junction 
CJ Channel -C 
00 Insulator '--

Interfaces 
LSJ Transformer 

-H-
-H-

IDDI Insulator at interface \ 
---Ir--

I . 

Figure 5.4 : Generally valid functions [Aguirre-Esponda, 1992]. 

At such an abstract functional level, the nature of the embodiment becomes 

ambiguous. The channel element, for example, can be used to describe a number 

mechanical elements at different levels of detail including tie bars, cantilevers, 

housings, enclosures, linings, studs and cables. This is in addition to channels 

from other domains such as fluid, heat and electrical. For this reason generally 

valid functions tend to be unsuitable for classifying transferred components. 

The top-down approach is analogous to compiling a keyword index for the 

sections of a reference book where particular keywords are used to search for 
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sections within the text. The lower level approach, on the other hand, puts every 

word of the book, except the headings, in the index. Clearly, each approach has its 

drawbacks. To use a keyword index, the searcher needs to know the right 

keywords and, in more complex instances, the word meanings and associations 

that the original author intended. Searching every word in the book, on the 

other hand, is. additionally complicated because words like "and" and "of" are as 

significant as chapter headings. 

Similarly, searching for a transferred component purely by the high level 

function relies on correctly describing the function and on making the same 

associations between the component and its possible, functions as the compiler of 

the database. Alternatively, describing every fundamental detailed dimension 

and tolerance of each component makes searching more tedious than it need be 

and may in fact disguise the key properties for matching. A fundamental 

description of the chainlink trunking, for example, is unlikely to suggest as 

directly its use in a mobile arm rest as the keyword phrase "provides planar 

motion". But conversely, a keyword search on "arm rest" would be unlikely to 

find the chainlink trunking. 

Combined approach 

In practice, the reader of a reference book would search the index using suitable 

keywords to find a shortlist of potentially interesting sections in the book and 

then look at the detailed text in each section to determine the most relevant one. 

In the same way, a combination of the top-down and bottom-up approaches 

appears to be most desirable for selecting a transferred component. 

High level descriptions of a component's function can be used to identify a 

shortlist of potentially interesting transferred components, and low level 

properties such as dimensions and tolerances can be used to verify suitability. 

This hybrid approach matches the combination of key low-level requirements 

with the more obvious high-level requirements observed in the requirements 

lists for transferred components (Table 5.1). 

Illustration of proposed selection approach 

The proposed approach can be illustrated using the example of the mobile arm 

rest (Figure 5.3). Its designer may have summarised the basic requirements for 
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the main mechanism (eventually fulfilled by the chainlink trunking) in the 

following way: 

"The mechanism should allow free motion in the horizontal plane but be stiff in 

the vertical plane. It should have low weight. It must be able to carry the weight 

of the user's arm (~5kg max.). It needs secure attachments at either end to 

vertical shafts ." 

An initial keyword type search on the main function, "allow free planar motion, 

while stiff out of plane" (or" allow planar motion with 2 degrees of freedom") 

would ideally produce a shortlist of items, perhaps: artist's pantograph, angle 

poise lamp linkage, chain link trunking, door closer linkage, bicycle chain, and 

adjustable monitor stand. Some of these may be unsuitable: too big; too small; 

not stiff enough and so on. 

The final selection requires a closer examination of each option. In this second 

stage of the search, detailed properties, often associated with interfaces are more 

important. These are usually numeric parameters and can be evaluated 

manually or accessed using a graphical selection method such as CMS [Cebon 

and Ashby, 1992]. The shortlist might also trigger further ideas for searches: 

"support"; "linkage"; and so on. 

Associative search methods 

The main drawback of keyword searches has been highlighted already: the right 

keywords must be used to yield a successful search result. An improvement on 

keyword searching is to use an associative search method [Charlton and Ball, 

1996]. This mimics the iterative process of using the first results to yield new 

keywords for further searches. 

A pattern of associations between significant words in the component 

descriptions (in this case) is built up and used to extend the search beyond the 

initial keywords. For example, when searching for components which "allow 

free planar motion" it may be found that "planar" and "surface" often occur 

together in the component descriptions. This strong association is then used to 

extract further component descriptions which mention "surface", but do not 

contain the word "planar". In this way, variations of word endings such as 

"plane" and "planar" are also included. 
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Summary of selection strategy 

A two stage strategy has been outlined for selecting transferred components: 

• First, identify a shortlist of potentially interesting components using 

associative search methods to scan a database of keywords and phrases 

describing the functional properties and applications of transferable 

components . 

• Second, verify the appropriate detailed properties, either manually, or using 

a suitable selection tool. 

Currently, the strengths of computer tools lie in the repetitive tasks of storing 

and rapidly processing large quantities of data. Computers can, at best, 

archive past innovative ideas and associations and later suggest them at the 

appropriate moment. The strengths of designers, on the other hand, lie more in 

creativity and innovation. The selection strategy outlined matches the selection 

tasks to the appropriate processor. 

This approach, it is hoped, will remove much of the effort of browsing through 

catalogues to trigger ideas, but still include the designer in the selection process. 

Validation of the selection strategy is beyond the scope of this work, but the 

following section suggests a possible route for implementation. 

5.5 Selection properties 

This section discusses the high-level and low-level properties a database of 

transferred components should contain and suggests an outline structure for the 

data. 

Low level properties 

Hubka [Hubka, 1980] in his extensive classification of the properties of a technical 

system (Figure 5.5) defines the fundamental properties as the "design properties". 

These are the defining characteristics of the technical system from which all 

other properties can be derived (Table 5.3). 

Low level properties are required to verify a selection but usually not all of them 

will be required. The example descriptions in Table 5.1 suggest two areas where 

Iow-level properties are required: 
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• Key dimensions. For example, external dimensions, wall thickness; and 

• Properties at interfaces: For example, shaft diameters and tolerances, 

fastener sizes. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 
MAKES DEMANDS ON THE Space 
TECHNICAL SYSTEM Reliabilit.:t-_--__ Requirements 

Durability 
Life 

Wastes 

Price 

Operational 
Costs 

Functionally 
Determined 
Properties 

Function 
Organ 

Component 

Strength 

DESIGN PROPERTIES 

Dimensions 

Manufacturing 
Methods M . I atena s 

Delivery 
& Planning 
Propertie. 

Operation 

Surface 
Quality 

Colour 

Appearance 

Codes of Practice 
Delivery Deadline 

Figure 5.5 : Relationships between classes of properties [Hubka and Eder, 19881. 

Design properties of a technical system [Hubka, 1980] 

Shape (geometry) 

Size (dimensions) 

Tolerance 

Surface finish 

Material 

Manufacturing method 

Layout/structure (for assemblies) 

Table 5.3 : Fundamental properties describing a component or technical system. 
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Although key dimensions are required, they are primarily to give an idea of scale 

and comprehensive dimensioning is not usually necessary for the first stage of 

selection. Interfaces, though, are often key to verifying a selection. 

One approach to this kind of description, used in the Cambridge Product Data 

Model (PDM) [Murdoch, 1995] is to denote interface points as "points of interest" 

to be described in more detail. Examples might include, shafts, ports, fastening 

points and joints. In this way detailed descriptions at points of interest are used 

for selection and extensive descriptions of other areas are not required. 

High level properties 

High level properties can be classified in many different ways. Hubka lists over 

fifteen useful classification criteria for technical systems including: 

• by function (and purpose); 

• by type of flow being operated on: material, energy or signals etc.; 

• by working principle; 

• by operating conditions: power, speed etc.; 

• by form; 

• by difficulty of designing; and 

• by manufacturer [Hubka and Eder, 1988] . 

He notes that classifying by function is "especially appropriate where buyers are 

searching for a means to fulfil a certain purpose", but that "a unified 

classification of parts, elements and constructional groups (e.g. sub-assemblies) 

can only be achieved with difficulty in most fields of engineering .. . because the 

range and variety of items is generally too large." Ford Power Products, for 

example, offers 100,000 different items. 

An all-embracing classification is not the objective here because not every 

category of property is significant in the selection problem. For example, the 

"difficulty of designing" and "manufacturer" (in the list above) are not 

important for the chainlink trunking described earlier. 
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An assumption will therefore be made to simplify the apparently enormous task 

of classifying transferred components. It is proposed that a small subset of high

level properties will suffice to describe and categorise a potential transferable 

component. For example, the chainlink trunking might be categorised using the 

high-level descriptions in Table 5.4. A short list of headings under which these 

component properties are placed is also proposed. 

planar motion 

flexible 

low friction 

linkage 

durable 

machine tools 

smooth finish 

hollow square section 

extendible length 

hinge elements 

shield 

modular 

flexible cable shield 

black 

free form curve 

Table 5.4 : Example high-level descriptions for the chail1lil1k trul1king. 

Headings for describing transferred components 

Taking Hubka's "external properties" of a technical system [Hubka, 1980] as a 

basis, a potential list of categories is listed below with brief explanations. 

Function / behaviour 

This describes what the component does or could do in various situations. The 

description should be as independent of the original context (which is described 

later) as possible. 

Performance / reliability 

Here key parameters relating to the function and operating conditions are 

described. These might include strength, speed, power, temperature range, life 

and so on. 

Size / Shape 

An indication of the order of magnitude of the size or a comparative description 

such as "matchbox sized". Two kinds of shape descriptions are relevant: abstract 
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shapes like "hexagonal prismatic"; and relative descriptions such as "pen 

shaped". 

Context / use / application 

This section covers any uses past or predicted for the component and any 

associations related to use which can be seen. Is the component similar to 

another one, etc. 

Appearance 

This section includes aesthetic descriptions and visual properties where relevant. 

It is chiefly to answer the question "how will the component look in the new 

use?" Relevant sketches and diagrams may be included. 

Cost 

Overall cost and any constituent costs should be included. 

Weight 

Overall weight and any other important weights for example, any sprung 

masses, should be included. 

Points of interest 

Points of interest can be highlighted in a diagram or sketch and detailed data 

associated with each can be added. Interfaces are particularly important points of 

interest. 

Sub-headings 

Under each heading there are many possible sub-headings, only some of which 

are significant in any particular case. A series of these could be used as "triggers" 

to prompt the author when populating the database or the eventual user during 

selection. An example trigger list under "function" covers the type of physical 

phenomena involved (derived from [Pahl and Beitz, 1996]): 

Mechanical properties: friction, kinematics, wear, corrosion etc. 

Structural (statics) .... 

Hydraulic 

Pneumatic 
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Electrical 

Magnetic 

Optical 

Thermal 

Chemical 

Nuclear 

Biological 
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Example database record 

An example of how a database record for the chainlink trunking might look is 

shown in Table 5.5. The usefulness and completeness of the descriptions for 

selection depend on the quality of the data in the database. Clearly a wide breadth 

of experience will be useful. New experience, i.e. new uses and applications for 

components and the properties associated with these can be added as it becomes 

available. The database should support this updating procedure. 

5.6 Summary 

Transferred components offer designers an effective way of obtaining high 

quality, low-cost components and assemblies for use in new products, especially 

low-volume products where development budgets are small. However, finding 

the right transferred component for a particular application currently relies 

heavily on personal experience and can be extremely time consuming. 

In this chapter, a strategy for selecting transferred components for use in new 

ways and new applications has been suggested. High-level component 

descriptions are grouped under broad categories of component properties, 

together with key low-level properties clustered at points of interest. An 

associative search is proposed using a high level keyword description of the 

required component to yield a shortlist of potentially suitable components. 

Suitability can be verified by examining the component description in full. 

Although the proposed structure has not been validated, it appears to provide a 

simple, flexible structure for describing the important properties necessary for 

selecting a transferred component. A full system would give designers a 

powerful tool for accessing potential transferred components. 
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Name: 
Function / behaviour (What?) 

Performance / reliability (How much? How 
well? How long?) 
Context/use/ application (Where?) 

Appearance 

Shape 

Cost 
Weight 
Dimensioned diagram 
Showing points of interest and key dimensions 
only. 

Point of interest 1 

Point of interest 2 

Materials 
Tolerance 
Surface finish 

Chainlink trunking 
planar motion 
extendible length 
flexible 
chain 
hinge elements 
low friction 
shield 
linkage 
modular 
durable 

flexible cable shield 
machine tools 
black 
smooth finish 
free form curve 
hollow square section 
£15 
0.5 kg 

LS 
2 

End attachment 
Width: 25mm 
Depth:30mm 
Length: 50mm 

LS 

L 

Wall thickness: 2.5mm 
lIole diameter: 5mm 

LS 
2 

Distance of hole from end: 25mm 
Interface between links 
lIole diameter: 5mm 
Wall thickness: 2.5mm 
Link max. width: 25mm 
ABS 
Medium 
lOOllm 

Table 5.5 : Sample database record for a transferable component. 



6. Observations from case histories 

This chapter describes observations which test the hypothesis that: 

Increasing the proportion of pre-packaged technology in a low-volume product 

leads to a reduction in its cost. 

The hypothesis is tested using case histories of low-volume products which have 

undergone re-designs. Firstly it is tested at the product level through an analysis 

of the overall changes and the corresponding change in pre-packaged technology 

content. Secondly the hypothesis is tested by a more detailed analysis of the 

tactics employed to reduce the cost at the assembly and component level. 

Based on the design changes observed, re-design tactics are identified which can 

be used to increase the level of pre-packaged technology in a product. In Chapter 

7 these tactics are organised into a coherent re-design strategy for low-volume 

production. 

6. 1 The case histories 

Three rehabilitation products were chosen as typical examples of small scale low

volume products which have evolved and improved through two or three 

versions (Table 6.1). The first configuration of each product was the earliest 

"production" version. Each was similar to a pre-production prototype and 

therefore not necessarily designed for minimum cost. The re-designs all reduce 

cost. 
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Product Configurations Kin d of Number of Production 

analysed techn ology components batch size 

(approx.) 

Indispense 2 Electro- 66 10 

mechan ical 

Rolling Road 2 Mechan ical 170 5 

Wallbar Clamp 3 Mechan ical 10 10 

Table 6.1 : The three pr oducts analysed. 

Indispense drinks dispenser 

The Indispense is a table mounted drinks dispenser which pumps a controlled 

quantity of fluid on demand to the user's mouth. It is designed for people who 

are themselves unable to lift a cup. Users activate the device by gently pushing 

on the stalk with their mouths. The Indispense was designed by Jane Olivine 

and Bill Sharples of Indispense Ltd. Configuration 1 is shown in Plate 6.1. The 

product was subsequently re-designed and the "Indispense 2" (Configuration 2, 

Plate 6.2) has won two national design awards [Wilkinson, 1995]. 

Rolling Road Exercise Machine 

The Rolling Road Exercise Machine (Plate 6.3) was designed at the Bath Institute 

for Medical Engineering for a wheelchair user who wanted to exercise at home. It 

has since been in demand by wheelchair athletes for use in training. The device 

contains a flywheel to give a realistic "feel" and allows the level of loading to be 

adjusted. The product was re-designed in 1996 following feedback from users 

(Plate 6.3). 

Wallbar Clamp 

Originally designed in 1982, also at the Bath Institute for Medical Engineering but 

by a different designer, the Wallbar Clamp acts as an anchor for physiotherapy 

aids in a gym. The clamp has progressed through three configurations (Figure 

6.1). 
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Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3 

Figure 6.1 : Wallbar Clamp, Configurations 1, 2 and 3 (Bath Institute of Medical Engineering). 

6.2 Data collection 

Product data was collected between 1994 and 1996. Data on the Wallbar Clamp 

and Rolling Road were collected during two visits to the Bath Institute of 

Medical Engineering. Example versions of the Indispense were provided for 

analysis. Further data was obtained through interviews, correspondence and 

telephone conversations. The data is tabulated in Appendix l. 

Product data 

The main source of product data was a detailed examination of each 

configuration. For every component, a description of its material and processing 

was compiled. Drawings and data sheets were consulted when available. Further 

information on the processes and materials was provided in discussions and 

interviews with those who designed and manufactured the products. A list of 

design changes was compiled from the data for each configuration. 

Cost data 

Costs for key components and assemblies were obtained through interviews and 

telephone conversations with designers. As the companies did not keep 
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exhaustive records of the cost of each component, most of the cost figures are 

designer's estimates, notably the processing costs. 

Processing and assembly costs 

Estimates were obtained from designers of the product or those who actually did 

the work. If an absolute cost could not be obtained, an estimate of the processing 

time and an average hourly rate were used to calculate the processing cost. 

Where possible, data was cross checked to improve accuracy. The variation of 

costs over time has been assumed not to make a significant difference between 

configura tions. 

Estimates were provided on the basis that each configuration of a product 

was manufactured in the same sized batches (unless indicated) to make the costs 

comparable. Development costs not directly related to small batch production 

(such as unsuccessful prototypes) have been disregarded in making estimates. 

The estimated error on the processing cost figures is ±15%. This level of accuracy 

is regarded as acceptable for making relative comparisons, but obviously, 

variations of less than the error level cannot be regarded as significant. 

Bought-in component costs 

Records were usually kept of the costs of bought-in components and sub

contracted processing. The estimated error is ±5%. 

6.3 Summary of design changes 

The motivation for re-designing a product is usually to improve its function 

(including reliability), aesthetics, economy or a combination of these. This 

section examines these overall changes in the case histories and the associated 

changes in the Pre-packaged Technology Index for the products. 

In the case histories, the re-designs achieve a cost reduction of between 18% and 

50% whilst maintaining or improving the function and aesthetics of the product. 

The design changes are summarised in Table 6.2. 
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Product Impact of the design changes 

Function Aesthetics Cost 

Indispense re-design 5 new sub-functions Improved Reduced by 28% 

Rolling Road re-design Unchanged Improved Reduced by 36% 

Wallbar Clamp first re- New sub-function Unchanged Reduced by 50% 

design 

Wallbar Clamp second New sub-function Unchanged Reduced by 18% 

re-design 

Table 6.2 : SummartJ of design changes. 

Indispense drinks dispenser 

The Indispense 2 is a significant improvement on its predecessor in three areas: 

• Enhanced functionality; 

• Improved aesthetics; and 

• Reduced cost. 

Five new functional features have been added: 

• The quantity of fluid pumped is adjustable; 

• A peristaltic pump fully isolates the fluid from the pump mechanism (a 

displacement pump was used in Configuration 1); 

• The drinks container is separated from the dispenser allowing easy 

cleaning. 

• The dispenser can dispense drinks from other containers; and 

• Indispense 2 has a socket to allow remote operation. 

The casing of Configuration 2 has been styled by an industrial designer and gives 

the re-designed product a superior appearance. While achieving these 

improvements, the cost is reduced by 28%. 
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Rolling Road 

Configuration 2 of the Rolling Road achieves the same function as 

Configuration 1 but the aesthetic appearance of the product is improved. While 

the earlier version had a metallic "workshop" appearance, Configuration 2 has a 

more attractive smooth green finish. The cost of the product is also reduced by 

36%. 

Wallbar Clamp 

Each succeeding configuration contains a new sub-function. A latching hook for 

safety is added in Configuration 2 and padding on the clamp jaws to spread the 

clamping forces in Configuration 3. 

In both re-designs the aesthetic appearance remains similar but the cost is 

significantly reduced, in the first instance by 50% and in Configuration 3 by a 

further 18%. 

6.4 Change in pre-packaged technology content 

The change in the Pre-packaged Technology Index is shown in Table 6.3. In each 

re-design, reduced cost was associated with an increase in the proportion of pre

packaged technology. Figures 6.2, and 6.3 show the change in cost against Pre

packaged Technology Index; and Figure 6.4 shows the same costs as a percentage 

of the original costs. Although the data set is small, the curve for the Wallbar 

Clamp appears to follow the curve predicted by the theory in Chapter 4. 

Product Pre-packaged 

Technology Index 

Indispense Configurat ion 1 46% 

Configurat ion 2 56% 

Rolling Road Configurat ion 1 19% 

Configurat ion 2 29% 

Configurat ion 1 6% 

Wallbar Clamp Configurat ion 2 13% 

Configurat ion 3 53% 

Table 6.3 : Change in Pre-packaged technology content in the three case studies. 
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Indispense Rolling Road 
140 \nfig

.l 
800 +\,nfig.l 120 700 
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0 0 400 u u 
.- 60 .-
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40 

...., 
0 0 200 E-< E-< 

20 100 
0 0 

0% 50% 100% 0% 50% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.2 : Change in cost against Pre-packaged TechnologtJ Index: Indispense and Rolling Road. 
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Figure 6.3 : Change in cost against Pre-packaged Technology Index: Wallbar Clamp. 
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Figure 6.4 : Cost as a percentage of original cost against Pre-packaged Tec1mologtJ Index. 
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Chapter 6: Observations from case histories 

The case histories therefore support the hypothesis that an increase in the 

proportion of pre-packaged technology leads to a reduction in the overall 

product cost. In each of the four re-designs, the Pre-packaged Technology Index 

increased and the cost reduced. Two factors which may contribute to the cost 

reduction are the use of bought-in parts and a reduction in the overall number 

of components. These are discussed below. 

Bought-in parts 

The final configuration of each product contains a large proportion of bought-in 

components (Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7), and in each re-design the number of 

bought-in components increases. 

Indispense 1 

• Bought-in 

o Specially designed 

Indispense 2 

o 5 10 15 20 

Number of components (not including fasteners) 

Figure 6.5 : Indispense: nllmbe,. of bought-in and specially designed components. 

Rolling Road 1 

• Bought-in 

Rolling Road 2 
o Specially designed 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Number of components (not including fasteners) 

Figure 6.6 : Rolling Road: n1l111bCl" of bought-in and specially designed components. 
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Wallbar Clamp 1 

• Bought-in 

Wallbar Clamp 2 
o Specially designed 

Wallbar Clamp 3 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Number of components (not including fasteners) 

Figure 6.7 : Wallbar Clamp: number of bought-in and specially designed components. 

Transferred components 

A breakdown of the different kinds of component in each configuration (Table 

6.4) reveals that up to 20% of the bought-in components are transferred from 

another application. However, the number of transferred components does not 

change significantly in the re-designs. 

Number of components 

A 40% reduction in the number of fasteners in Configuration 2 of the Rolling 

Road clearly contributes to a reduction in assembly cost (Table 6.4). However, in 

the other two products, there is no appreciable reduction in the number of 

fasteners or the overall number of components. 

While these factors clearly have an effect, they do not fully account for the cost 

reduction observed in each re-design. The next section examines in more detail 

how the cost savings were achieved and whether an increase in the proportion 

of pre-packaged technology reduces cost at the assembly and component level. 
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.Product Specially Bou ht-in Faste ners 
de si ed Standard Transferred 

Indispense Confi uration 1 6 15 4 9 

Confi uration 2 9 15 5 6 

Chan e +3 0 +1 -3 

Product Specially Bou ht-in Faste ners 
de si ed Standard Transferred 

Rolling Road Confi uration 1 59 23 5 12 4 

Confi uration 2 53 29 8 7 2 

Ch an e -6 +6 +3 -5 2 

Product Specially Bou ht-in Faste ners 
desi ed Standard Transferred 

Wallbar Clamp Confi uration 1 4 0 0 1 

Confi uration 2 4 0 1 2 

Change 0 0 +1 + 1 

Product Specially Bou ht-in Faste ners 
desi ed Standard Transferred 

Wallbar Clamp Confi uration 2 4 0 1 2 

Confi uration 3 7 1 1 2 

Change +3 +1 0 o 

Table 6.4 : Changes in the numbers of components in each re-design. 

6.5 Observed re-design tactics 

nents In the three case histories, 8 assemblies and 14 additional individual compo 

were re-designed or changed. The re-designs were carried out by different 

designers using a process of trial and error. However, recurring themes can b e 

seen in the approaches taken. 

Ten specific tactics have been observed which were used to reduce cost whil 

maintaining or improving the function and aesthetics. They are: 

e 

• Substituting a specially designed component with a bought-in one; 

• Substituting a specially designed component with a bought-in compon ent 

plus some additional adaptation; 
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• Clustering parts together and replacing them with a bought-in assembly; 

• Eliminating unnecessary parts; 

• Eliminating unnecessary processing operations; 

• Obtaining parts from an alternative supplier; 

• Substituting a specially designed component with a standard section; 

• Substituting an alternative manufacturing process or material; 

• Decomposing a complex part into several less complex ones; and 

• Integrating several components into a single one. 

Table 6.5 shows where the tactics were observed in the different assemblies and 

components together with the effect on the function, appearance and cost. The 

design changes which did not contribute to the reduction in cost (labelled 

"Other" in the table) arose for three reasons: 

• A direct increase in function at increased cost (the clamp pads for the 

Wallbar Clamp and changes to the Indispense electronic circuit); 

• An improvement in aesthetics at increased cost (the change to the 

Indispense housing); and 

• A change in design to fit in with other cost saving changes at no change in 

cost (Rolling Road roller mounting assembly). 

Increases in the level of function or appearance would be expected to add to the 

cost. The focus of this work, though, is to identify changes which maintain the 

level of function and appearance but reduce the cost. The next section describes 

in more detail each of the ten tactics which did reduce the cost, using examples 

from the case histories, and analyses the change in pre-packaged technology 

associated with them. 
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Indispense 1-2 
Charger assembly • • 0 

Lead acid gel battery • 0 

Fuse holder • 0 

Stalk • 0 

Pump • + 
Stalk base • 0 

Microswitch • 0 

Container • 0 

Housing assembly • • • 0 

Electronic timer assembly • + 

Rolling Road 1-2 
Base and ramps assembly • • 0 

Tensioner assembly • • 0 

Flywheel assembly • • • 0 

Rollers assembly • • • 0 

Roller mountings assembly • • • 0 

Wallbar Clamp 1-2 
Shaft with hook • • • • + 
Upper damp • 0 

Lower clamp • 0 

Wallbar Clamp 2-3 
Upper clamp • 0 

Lower clamp • 0 

Handwheel • 0 

Clamp pads • + 

Table 6.5: Spread of re-design tactics. Legend: (+) better, (0) unchanged, (-) worse. 
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Tactic 1 
Substituting a specially designed component with a 
bought-in one 

Literature and the case studies strongly suggest that suitable standard or 

transferred parts, when they can be obtained, are cheaper than specially designed 

equivalents [Culley and Webber, 1992]. The original versions of both the 

Indispense and Rolling Road contain a high proportion of bought-in 

components (Figure 6.7 earlier). For this reason only a modest increase in the 

number of bought-in components is seen in the re-designs. However, there are 

examples of bought-in components replacing specially designed ones (Table 6.5). 

Rolling Road tensioner assembly 

The cost of the tensioner assembly on the Rolling Road was reduced partly 

through replacing specially designed parts with bought-in ones. Figures 6.8 and 

6.9 show the two configurations and Table 6.6 lists the design changes. The 

overall number of components remains the same but the cost is reduced by 

almost 20%. 

Component Design change 

1 Cable clamp Specially designed component replaced by 

transferred bicycle cable clamp 

2 Pivot axle and bolts Specially designed component replaced by 

standard bolt, nut and washer 

3 Housing New shape 

4 Return spring Tension spring replaced by torsion spring 

(both standard); two bolts eliminated 

5 Main axle Design simplified: circlip retainer instead of 

screw 

Table 6.6 : Design changes in the Rolling Road tensioner assembly. 
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-I.!) -

~\ 
\ v: 
\ 

-~ -

Figure 6.8: Design changes in the Rolling Road tensioner. (a) Configuration 1, (b) Configuration 2. 
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I Total cost: £26.00 

I 

I 

J 

2 4 6 8 10 

Number of components 

Total cost: £21.00 

2 4 6 8 10 

Number of components 

Figure 6.9 : Components in the Rolling Road tensioner. (a) Configuration 1, (b) Configuration 2. 

Bought-in unless otherwise stated. 

Wallbar Clamp shaft with hook 

The hook (Figure 6.10b) used in Configurations 2 and 3 of the Wallbar Clamp 

was originally designed as part of a climbing hook, but its function and shape 

make it suitable for transferring to the Wallbar clamp. It contributed to a 70% 

saving over the original cost. 
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(a) 

Specially designed component 

Total cost: £15.20 

(b) 

Climbing hook 

(transferred component) 

Shaft (specially designed) 

Roll pin (standard) 

Total cost: 

£0.70 

£3.85* 

£0.05 

£4.60* 

Figure 6.10 : Wallbar Clamp shaft with hook (a) Configuration 1; (b) Configuration 2. 

(*Cost includes assembly). 

Wallbar Clamp handwheel 

A standard handwheel used in Configuration 3 of the Wallbar clamp arguably 

looks better and is easier to use than the specially designed handwheel of the 

earlier configurations (Figure 6.11). A saving of 30% is achieved in this way. 

(a) 

Specially designed component 

(manually machined) 

Total cost: £7.13 

(b) 

Standard component 

Total cost: 

Figure 6.11 : Wallbar Clamp handwheel (a) Configuration 2; (b) Configuration 3. 

£5.00 
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Change in pre-packaged technology 

In each case, replacing specially designed components with bought-in ones 

contributed to an increase in the Pre-packaged Technology Index and a reduction 

in cost (Figure 6.12). 

30 

25 

20 -
g 
.... 
(fJ 

8 15 Wallbar Clamp shaft with hook 

10 -

5 
Wallbar Clamp hand wheel 

o +-----~--~-----+-----+----~ 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.12 : Reduction in cost against increase in proportion of pre-packaged technology where 

substitution with bought-in components was used. 

Specification issues with bought-in components 

In order to use bought-in components in a cost-effective manner, two questions 

must be addressed when specifying them: 

• Will the bought-in part compromise the function of the product or require 

excessive adaptation to become suitable? 

• Does the specification of the bought-in part greatly exceed the design 

requirement for it? 

If either of these situations applies, the bought-in part is unlikely to represent the 

most economical option as two examples from the case histories illustrate. 
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Over-compromised design 

The housing of the Indispense illustrates the first situation (Figure 6.13). The 

main part of the housing in Configuration 1 is an inexpensive standard 

enclosure. However, a significant amount of additional milling and drilling is 

required to accommodate the other components within it. 

In Configuration 2, the standard enclosure and its specially designed top are 

replaced by three specially designed components: two vacuum formings and a 

sealing ring. The sealing ring also eliminates the four self-adhesive feet used in 

Configuration 1. The re-design performs the same function and has improved 

aesthetics but costs only a little more (Figure 6.13). In' other words, the standard 

enclosure used initially compromised the design and was a false economy. 

(a) 

Enclosure (Standard) 

Housing top* (Specially designed) 

Feet (x4) (Standard) 

Roll pin (x2) (Standard) 

Additional machining 

(20 mins @ £IS/hour) 

Total cost 

Pre-packaged Technology Index: 

4.46 

3.50 

0.28 

0.20 

5.00 

13.44 

44% 

(b) 

Housing top* (Specially designed) 

Housing base* (Specially designed) 

Base ring (Specially designed) 

Additional machining 

(5 mins @£IS/hour) 

Total cost 

Pre-packaged Technology Index: 

Figure 6.13 : Design changes and costs in the Indispense housing. (a) Configuration 1, 

(b) Configuration 2. (*Material cost estimated at £1.00) 

4.10 

4.20 

4.98 

1.25 

14.43 

17% 

The issue is further complicated because Configuration 2 deliberately 

compromises low cost in order to achieve improved aesthetics. Consequently, 
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the Pre-packaged Technology Index for Configuration 2 is reduced. Trading off 

cost against appearance is discussed further at the end of this chapter. 

Over-specified bought-in component 

An example of the second case is the standard handwheel used in the Wallbar 

Clamp (Configuration 2). Although it improves on the previous, manually 

machined version, the handwheel is manufactured to a higher specification 

than the application justifies. A less highly specified standard handwheel could 

be considered (Figure 6.14). 

(a) (b) 

Standard handwheel Standard handwheel 

Total cost: £5.00 Total cost: £1.77 

Pre-packaged Pre-packaged 

Technology Index: 100% Technology Index: 100% 

Figure 6.14 : Alternative handwl1eels for the Wallbar Clamp. (a) Configuration 3, (b) Cheaper 

standard handwheel. 

Tactic 2 
Substituting with adapted bought-in components 

Often a bought-in component can be adapted to suit a requirement with a small 

amount of additional processing. For example, by drilling a hole for a tube in the 

lid of a transferred drinks container, it can be used as the container for the 

Indispense (Figure 6.15). A standard plastic ball (Figure 6.15) is similarly adapted 

for use as part of the tube holder in the Indispense. Clearly, the additional 

processing should be kept to a minimum or the adapted standard component 

becomes as expensive as a bespoke one - as happened with the Indispense 

housing discussed above. 
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, \ 
\ 

I 
I 
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~I\ 
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Component: Indispense container 

Adaptation: Hole drilled in lid for 

tube 

Indispense ball 

Holes drilled for tube and 

sucker 

Figure 6.15 : Standard and transferred components that have been adapted. 

Rolling Road flywheel assembly 

The flywheel assembly of the Rolling road contains two cases of re-design using 

adapted standard components (Figure 6.16). The flywheel itself in Configuration 

1 is a costly lead (Pb) casting fastened to a disc. In Configuration 2 this assembly is 

replaced by a standard trolley wheel machined flat on one side. 

The overall assembly is simplified further by adapting the standard drive gear. A 

milled profile on the gear eliminates the need for 6 threaded holes and bolts to 

grip the gear shaft. The alterations to the mounting are to allow for changes to 

the base of the device and do not contribute significantly to the change in cost. 

The cost saving for the assembly is 52%. 
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\ 

Figure 6.16 : Design changes in the Rolling Road flywheel. (a) Configuration 1, (b) Configuration 2. 
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Change in pre-packaged technology 

Where Replacing specially designed components adapted bought-in ones 

increased the Pre-packaged Technology Index for the assembly (Figure 6.17) and 

reduced its cost. 

180 

160 -

140 -

---- 120 
~ 

t; 100 o 
u 
~ 80 -
o 

~... 60 

40 

20 -

Rolling Road flywheel assembly 

o +-----+-----+-----+-----+---~ 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.17: Reduction in cost against increase in Pre-packaged Technology Index in the Rolling 

Road flywheel assembly. 
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Tactic 3 
Clustering parts and replacing with a bought-in assembly 

Clustering is an effective means for reducing assembly time. Rather than 

assemble a number of components, the whole assembly is procured as a 

"cluster". Specially designed components, bought-in components or both (as in 

the example below) can be clustered. Clustering differs from" part integration" 

of several components into a single one [Lucas, 1994] in that the cluster is a 

bought-in assembly rather than a specially manufactured component. 

Indispense battery charger 

In Configuration I, the components of the battery charger were bought in 

separately and assembled, but in Configuration 2 a charger unit is bought-in 

complete (Figure 6.18). This charger is a transferred component originally 

designed for charging batteries in portable flashlights. The reduction in cost is 

achieved through using less processing and less assembly (Figure 6.19). 

(a) 

Charger circuit (Specially designed)* 7.00 

(Proportion of whole circuit taken up by charger) 

Charging plug (Standard) 0.30 

Thermal fuse (Standard) 0.39 

Charger case (Standard) 1.34 

Transformer (Standard) 3.09 

Assembly cost 2.04 

Total cost (£): 14.16 

(b) 

Charger unit (Transferred) 

Charging plug (Standard) 

Assembly cost 

Total cost (£): 

Figure 6.18 : Design changes in the Indispense batter charger unit, (a) Configuration 1, 

(b) Configuration 2. (*Processing cost estimated at £3.00) 

9.46 

0.28 

0.35 

10.09 
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Configuration Configura tion 
1 2 

r.I Processing cost 

D Assembly cost 

• Bought-in material 
cost 

Figure 6.19 : Costs in the Indispense Charger. 

Change in pre-packaged technology 

Again, the design changes lead to an increase in the Pre-packaged Technology 

Index and a reduction in cost (Figure 6.20). 

16 

14 

12 g 
10 ..... 

Cl) 

0 8 u 
.-
<Il 6 ..... 
0 

E-< 
4 

2 

0 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.20 : Reduction in cost against increase in proportion of pre-packaged technology through 

clustering components. 
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Re-badging a product for a new market 

An extreme example of clustering is seen with the Ergorest arm support (Figure 

6.21). Originally designed for the large and growing market of computer users 

with Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSI), the Ergorest is mass-produced and 

available comparatively cheaply through computer accessory outlets. 

Its function, though, is identical to that of an arm support for a disabled user, for 

example, with Muscular Dystrophy. Rather than design a new arm support for 

this much smaller market, the Ergorest has been "re-badged" and is offered (at a 

premium) by suppliers of rehabilitation equipment. The product has thus been 

transferred as a whole to a low-volume application. Figure 6.21 (b) shows for 

comparison the retail prices of the Ergorest and the low-volume Spyder Arm 

Supporter which fulfils the same function. 

(a) 

(b) 
140 

____ 120 
4-1 
'-' 100 

Q) 

.~ 80 
0.. 60 ...... ..... 
~ 40 

• Spyder Arm Supporter 

Ergores~ 

~ 20 -

0 +------+--- - - ----1 

0% 50% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.21 : (a) Ergorest arm support - a transferred product, (b) Comparison with Spyder Ann 

Supporter. 
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Tactic 4 
Elimination of unnecessary parts 

Eliminating non essential parts is central to design for simplicity and economic 

manufacture [Miles, 1972; Boothroyd and Dewhurst, 1983; Bralla, 1986; Schey, 

1987]. This tactic is often used in conjunction with other tactics as a change in the 

design of one part allows another to be eliminated. However, if reducing part 

count adds significantly to the complexity of other components the economy can 

be outweighed by the additional processing required. 

Rolling Road rollers assembly 

Two components were eliminated from this assembly: the central rubber 

bushing and its locating pin. The flexible rubber element was found to be 

unnecessary in testing and was therefore eliminated. The end fittings could then 

be glued to the rollers without needing the pin. 

(a) 

7erbUShing 

~ Locating pin 

(b) 

Figure 6.22 : Rolling Road rollers assembly (Central section shown) , (a) Configurationl, 

(b) Configuration 2. 
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Change in . pre-packaged technology 

Eliminating the non-essential components in the rollers assembly resulted in an 

increase in the Pre-packaged Technology Index and a reduction in cost (Figure 

6.23) . 

50 

45 

40 Rolling Road rollers assembly 

35 
........ 
~ 30 .... 
<fl 
0 25 u -ro .... 

20 0 
E-< 

15 

10 

5 

0 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.23 : Reduction in cost with increase in proportion of pre-packaged technology in the Rolling 

Road rollers assembly. 

Eliminating bought-in parts 

Elimination of bought-in components will result in a decrease in the Pre

packaged Technology Index. However, this is thought to be rare because a 

bought-in component is usually the cheapest means for fulfilling a given 

function providing it is not over specified and does not require excessive 

adaptation. 

Bought-in components (especially fasteners) may be eliminated in order to allow 

a greater increase in pre-packaging elsewhere, for example through clustering or 

integration (Tactic 9) . 
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Tactic 5' 
Obtaining components from an alternative source 

An alternative supplier, if available, may offer a cheaper source of bought-in 

components. Three instances have been observed: 

• Obtaining exactly the same component from a cheaper source; 

• Obtaining a cheaper component which performs the same function; and 

• Obtaining a cheaper component which performs an enhanced function. 

In the first case, a new supplier may be found or an improved arrangement may 

be negotiated with an existing one. In the second case, a cheap'er component is 

found which performs the same function. Many transferred components from 

mass-produced products like automobiles, for example, perform the same 

function as a standard component but cost less, because they are produced in 

higher volumes. In the third instance, a component which performs a superior 

function at a lower cost is used. In the Indispense Configuration 2, for example, a 

peristaltic pump gives improved function (by isolating the fluid) and is cheaper. 

Table 6.7 lists components obtained from a cheaper source for the Indispense 2. 

Component Original cost New cost Cost 

(Configuration 1) (Configuration 2) saving 

Same component from new supplier 

Stalk 7.59 5.13 32% 

Stalk base 1.04 0.68 35% 

Different component performing same function 

Lead acid gel battery 11.30 8.83 22% 

Fuse holder 0.96 0.30 69% 

Microswitch 1.11 0.89 20% 

Different component performing additional function 

fumE 18.58 12.00 35% 

Container 1.63 1.41 13% 

Table 6.7 : Components obtained from alternative sources in the Indispense. 
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Change in pre-packaged technology 

Although "re-sourcing" components reduces cost, it does not increase the 

proportion of pre-packaged technology in the product. The Pre-packaged 

Technology Index is 100% for any bought-in component because the calculation 

of thEl Pre-packaged Technology Index assumes that the cheapest available 

bought-in components are obtained. The effect of a cheaper standard component 

is therefore to reduce the Pre-packaged Technology Index of the overall product. 

Tactic 6 
Eliminating unnecessary processing operations 

Any features which do not contribute to the function of a product or component 

should be omitted B [Miles, 1972; Bralla, 1986]. For example, loosening a 

machining tolerance may eliminate the need for a finishing cut. 

Wallbar Clamp jaws 

The rounded corners on the first configuration of the Wallbar Clamp do not 

contribute to the function and require an extra machining operation. They were 

eliminated in later configurations saving over 50% of the cost (Figure 6.24). 

(a) 

Upper jaw 

Lower jaw 

Total cost (£): 

3.41 

3.91 

£7.32 

(b) 

Upper jaw 

Lower jaw 

Total cost (£): 

1.41 

1.66 

£3.07 

Figure 6.24: Design changes to the Wallbar clamp jaws. (a) Configuration 1, (b) Configuration 2. 
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Of course, car~ is needed to tailor the shape of the part to the capabilities of the 

process being used. If the clamps above were machined using a CNC punch, the 

rounded corners would add very little to the cost and eliminating them would 

then be less important. 

Change in · pre-packaged technology 

Eliminating the unnecessary processing operation reduces the processing cost 

and so increases the Pre-packaged Technology Index as well as reducing the 

overall cost (Figure 6.25). 

8.00 

7.00 
Wallbar Clamp jaws 

6.00 

g 5.00 
.... 
(j) 

0 
4.00 u -ro .... 

0 3.00 E-< 

2.00 

1.00 

0.00 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.25 : Change in pre-packaged technologtj and cost through eliminating non-essential 

processing operations. 
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Tactic 7 . 
Substitution with standard sections 

Available standard sections can often be found which are close to the shape of 

the required component. By using them, the amount of processing can be 

reduced [Ashby, 1992]. It can be cheaper to use a larger number of simpler 

components of this kind rather than fewer more complex ones. This 

complements the tactic of "decomposition" (see below) of a complicated 

component into several simpler ones. A large number of components in the case 

histories make use of the pre-formed shapes afforded by standard sections (See 

Figure 6.26 for examples). 

( e (~) 

Rolling Road flywheel pivot pin Rolling Road tensioner spacer 

Indispense stalk sleeving Wallbar clamp jaws 

Figure 6.26 : Example components from the case studies that use standard section shapes. 

Wallbar Clamp hook and shaft 

The original "hook and shaft" component (Configuration 1) is formed from a 

standard section, a round bar, but little use is made of the pre-formed shape in 

the finished component. In Configuration 2, on the other hand, a piece of 

studding is used in a way that minimises the amount of extra processing 

required and contributes to the cost saving achieved (Figure 6.27). 
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Change in pre-packaged technology 

Use of the standard section contributes to the increase in the Pre-packaged 

Technology Index (shown earlier in Figure 6.12) which leads to a cost saving. 

(a) 

Cut to length 

Turn 2 diameters 

Turn two different threads 

Part off 

Heat to red hot and bend hook 

(two bends required) 

Total processing cost: £15.00 

(b) 

Cut studding 

Drill down shaft 

Assemble shaft and hook 

Drill and pin through shaft and hook 

Total processing cost: £3.75 

Figure 6.27: Processing and assembly operations for the Wallbar Clamp shaft and hook. (a) 

Configuration 1, (b) Configuration 2. (Material cost not shown) 

Tactic 8 
Substituting an alternative manufacturing processes or 
material 

Using an equivalent but cheaper process or material also leads to savings. 

Comparing alternative processes is particularly important for machining where 

a shape can often be realised in more than one way. Complex components may 

be cheaper to CNC machine particularly when the whole piece can be completed 

on one machine without being reoriented [Pitts, 1985]. Similarly, alternative 

materials may be cheaper to process. 
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Choosing an alternative (more economical) process is often used in conjunction 

with other re-design tactics particularly when components have to be re

designed to suit the new process. For example, integrating several components 

into one (Tactic 9) often requires an alternative process and an alternative 

material. This was the case with the base and ramps assembly of the Rolling 

Road which WaS re-designed from a welded steel fabrication into three glass fibre 

reinforced plastic (GFRP) mouldings. Depending on the chosen process, 

integrating parts or decomposing them may be required. These possibilities are 

discussed in the next two tactics. 

Wallbar Clamp jaws 

The latest versions of the Wallbar Clamp jaws are plastic powder coated rather 

than painted, saving two thirds of the cost (Figure 6.28). 

Processing cost per pair of jaws: 

Painting (Configuration 2): £1.62 

Plastic powder coating (Configuration 3): £0.40 

Figure 6.28 : Altemative finishing process costs for Wallbar Clamp jaws. 

Rolling Road rollers assembly 

The rollers in Configuration 1 (see Figure 6.22) were machined from mild steel. 

In Configuration 2 aluminium was used, contributing to the overall saving. 

Change in pre-packaged technology 

The changes of manufacturing process in the Wallbar Clamp increase the Pre

packaged Technology Index while reducing the cost (Figure 6.29). 
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3.50 

3.00 Wallbar Clamp jaws 

2.50 

§: 
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Ul 
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U 
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0 
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1.00 

0.50 

0.00 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.29 : Change in pre-packaged technology against cost through using alternative 

manufacturing processes. 

Tactics 9 and 10 
" 

Integration and decomposition 

Design for assembly (DFA) procedures advocate minimising the number of parts 

to be assembled by integrating several into one [Boothroyd, Dewhurst et al., 1994; 

Lucas, 1994] . This is especially effective for high-volume products because many 

casting, forging and moulding processes which are able to produce complex 

integrated parts can be justified. DFA procedures cite only three instances when a 

part cannot in theory be integrated and must be separate: 

• When relative movement is required between it and other parts; 

• When using a different material for the part is essential to its function; and 

• When the part needs to be separable for adjustment or replacement in 

service. 

However, even at high volumes, if the few integrated parts become too complex, 

the additional cost of producing the complex parts can outweigh the saving in 
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assembly costs from integration [Barkan and Hinckley, 1993; Williams]. This 

implies that there is an optimum range for the number of parts in a product, as 

illustrated schematically in Figure 6.30. 

Product 
cost 

Integration 

~ 
Decomposition 

~ 

Number of parts 

Figure 6.30 : Illustration of the effect of integrating parts on product cost. 

For low-volume products, the choice of economic processes is smaller. In 

particular, many of the processes suited to part integration have high tooling 

costs and are seldom justified. 

However, some processes are suited to integrated components even at low

volumes, for example, GFRP lay-up, vacuum forming and sand casting. On the 

other hand, an assembly of bought-in and simple specially designed components 

using standard sections can often be less expensive than a single more complex 

component. Thus in some cases integration of parts may be more economical 

while in others decomposition is indicated (See Figure 6.30). 

Since moulding and forming processes offer attractive finishes, integrated 

components may be considered when appearance is important. Conversely, if 

bought-in components can be found which achieve some of the function of a 

complicated component, decomposition into several simpler components may 

be beneficial. 

This is observed in the shaft with hook from the Wallbar Clamp. A single 

complex component in Configuration 1 is replaced in Configuration 2 by three 

new components (See earlier Figure 6.27). By decomposing one component into 

several, more bought-in material can be used and the cost reduced. Integration or 

decomposition should be considered when seeking alternative processes (Tactic 

8). GFRP moulding or vacuum forming, for example, suit larger integrated parts 

while manual machining and fabrication suit simpler parts. 
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Rolling Road base and ramps assembly 

Integrating several components into one is illustrated in the base plate and 

ramps of the Rolling Road (Figure 6.31). Configuration 1 is a fabrication of 29 

components involving numerous fasteners and joints, while Configuration 2 

contains less than half as many components. The total number of fasteners is 

reduced by 70% and the number of joints by 50% (Table 6.8), corresponding to a 

significant saving in assembly costs. The overall cost is reduced by a third, 

primarily through integrating components into three GFRP mouldings. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.31 : Rolling Road base and ramps assembly. (a) Configuration 1; (b) Configuration 2. 

Configuration 1 Configuration 2 

Components (not including fasteners) 29 11 + 3 moulded 

Rivets 77 0 

Bolts 13* 26* 

Welded joints 30* 8* 

Glued joints 12 12 

Brazed ioints 2 6 

Table 6.8 : Components and fasteners in the base assembly of the Rolling Road. (*Includes 

attachments to other assemblies.) 
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Indispense housing 

Although the re-design of the Indispense housing increased the cost slightly, 

integrating components contributed to a reduction in the number of fasteners in 

the housing from 12 (including 6 bolts in the standard enclosure) to none. This 

will tend to reduce the assembly cost. 

Change in Pre-packaged technology 

The design changes in the base and ramps, notably integrating a number of 

components into the three mouldings increases the Pre-packaged Technology 

Index (though only slightly) and leads to a reduction in cost (Figure 6.32). Other 

changes in the Indispense housing disguise the saving from integrating 

components (see earlier section on over-compromised design). 

400 

350 

300 Rolling Road base and ramps assembly 

Sl 250 
..... 
<JJ 
0 200 u 

..-< 
cO ..... 
0 150 E-< 

100 

50 

0 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 6.32 : Change in Pre-packaged TechnologtJ Index and cost in the Rolling Road Base and 

Ramps, chiefly through integrating components. 

6.6 Summary 

This section has described the design changes in assemblies and components 

observed in four re-designs of low-volume rehabilitation products. Ten re

design tactics that were used to reduce cost have been highlighted. Beyond the 
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general aim of reducing cost and improving the product, no specific strategy 

guided the re-designs. However, a common theme has been observed in the 

approaches taken by different designers: 

Every design change in a component or assembly which reduced the cost while 

maintaining or improving the function and aesthetic appearance of the product 

involved an increase in the proportion of pre-packaged technology, as indicated 

by the Pre-packaged Technology Index. 

The only exception is where an existing bought-in component is replaced by a 

similar one obtained at a lower cost. This reduces the overall Pre-packaged 

Technology Index. 

The case histories support the hypothesis outlined in Chapter 4 that an increase 

in the level of pre-packaged technology in a low-volume product reduces its cost. 

The evidence presented suggests that, to reduce cost in low-volume products, the 

proportion of pre-packaged technology should be maximised. 

The observations in this chapter also suggest that re-design tactics are best 

applied to assemblies first and then to individual components for the following 

reasons: 

• Clustering and integrating parts can only take place at the assembly level; 

• Larger savings result from clustering and integrating than from modifying 

single components; and 

• Substituting with bought-in components often requires changes in 

surrounding components which need to be considered at the assembly 

level. 

The design tactics that have been identified are summarised in Table 6.9 and 

form the basis of the re-design strategy for low-volume production described in 
the next chapter. 
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Tactic Brief description 

1 Buy-in Increases proportion of bought-in parts. 

2 Buy-in and adapt Increases proportion of bought-in parts. 

3 Cluster Reduces product complexity and number of 

in terconnections. 

4 Eliminate parts Reduces number of parts. 

5 Eliminate processing Reduces component complexity. 

6 Re-source Reduces cost of bought-in parts. 

7 Standard sections Reduces processing complexity. 

8 Change process or material Reduces component cost. 

9 Decompose Can increase proportion of bought-in parts or 

reduce complexity. 

10 Integrate Reduces number of parts and interconnections. 

Table 6.9 : Summary of design tactics. 
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Plate 6.1 : [lIdispellse drillks dispellser, COllfigllratioll 1 (b/dispellse Ltd.) . 



Colour Plate 

Plate 6.2 : lIzriispellse drillks dispellser, COllfigllratioll 2 (Illriispellse Ltri.). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Plate 6.3 : Rolling Road Exercise machi1le. (a) Early versio1l, (b) COllfiguration 2. (Bath Institute of 

M edical Engineering). 



7. Re-design strategy for low-volume 
production 

This chapter proposes a strategy for re-designing low-volume products using the 

theory of pre-packaged technology outlined in Chapter 4 and the re-design tactics 

identified in Chapter 6. The re-design strategy is tested in Chapter 9. 

7 . 1 Introduction 

With many low-volume products (especially rehabilitation products) a working 

prototype already exists but the product does not come to market because it is too 

expensive to manufacture in its current form [Grossfield, 1980]. The strategy 

described here is particularly suited to "productionising" such products to enable 

economic low-volume manufacture. Three stages are proposed (Figure 7.1): 

• Assessment 
Determine the overall scope for cost reduction by calculating the product's 

Pre-packaged Technology Index. Low scores indicate greater scope for further 

economy. 

Rank key assemblies and components by cost and level of pre-packaged 

technology to highlight possible areas for saving. Expensive parts with a low 

Pre-packaged Technology Index should be examined first . 

• Assembly level re-design 
Apply re-design tactics to reduce cost first at the assembly level, as this is 

where the largest savings can be achieved by considering several 

components together. 
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• Component level re-design 

Apply re-design tactics to further reduce the cost of individual components. 

Activities 

Assess scope for cost 
reduction 

Apply re-design tactics at the 
assembly level 

Apply re-design tactics at the 
component level 

Results 

Ranking of assemblies and 
components 

Fewer interconnections, fewer 
specially designed components 

Simpler specially designed 
components 

Figure 7.1 : Sllmmanj of re-design strategy. 

The method is aimed primarily at changes in the embodiment design and 

assumes that the concept is already determined. Clearly a change in design 

concept would open new avenues for economy, but that is outside the scope of 

this work. 

7.2 Assessment 

The first step is to evaluate the scope for cost reduction in the product. Good 

qualitative indicators of potential savings include: 

• Large numbers of specially designed components; 

• Complex specially designed components; and 

• Large numbers of fasteners (i.e. complex assemblies). 

The Pre-packaged Technology Index for a product gives a quantitative indication. 

It is calculated as follows: 
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Pre-packaged · Technology = Total bought-in material cost per unit (£) x 100% 

Index Total product cost per unit{£) 

Bought-in material includes standard and transferred components, assemblies 

and fasteners as well as raw and semi-finished material. It is the cost paid by the 

low-volume manufacturer for the parts or materials. The total product cost 

includes all the above and all processing and assembly costs. Costs for sub

contracted work should also be divided into material and processing / assembly 

cost. 

When calculating the index, the cost of key assemblies and components should 

be calculated as accurately as possible. If actual costs are not available estimates 

can be used. 

Potential for savings 

The actual scope for cost reduction depends on the type of technology and 

complexity of the product as well as the Pre-packaged Technology Index. 

Electronic products, for example, are likely to contain a higher proportion of 

standard components on average because most electronic components are 

standardised. However, in broad terms, a very low score for a product (perhaps 

less than 10%) indicates considerable scope for saving while high scores (perhaps 

greater than 60%) are difficult to improve. As the initial score increases, the task 

of cost reduction becomes increasingly more difficult. 

Dividing up the product 

Since the method is designed to be applied to assemblies and components, the 

product should be divided into appropriate assemblies and then into 

components. The nature of the breakdown is not significant, but a division 

according to the function or construction may clarify the process of re-design. In 

complicated products further layers of sub-assemblies may be required to divide 

the analysis into manageable chunks. 

Ranking according to scope for cost reduction 

The aim here is to determine which assemblies and components should be re

designed first. The theory suggests that expensive parts with a low Pre-packaged 
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Technology Index have the greatest potential for cost reduction. Both conditions 

are indicated by a high combined processing and assembly cost (because cost 

reduction is achieved by reducing the proportion of "non pre-packaged 

technology" i.e. the processing and assembly cost). The assembly with the highest 

processing and assembly cost has the greatest scope for cost reduction. This is 

used to rank assemblies and components. 

The processing and assembly cost can be obtained directly or by plotting values of 

cost and Pre-packaged Technology Index on a chart such as Figure 7.2 which 

shows assemblies from the Rolling Road (Configuration 1). Curves of constant 

processing and assembly cost are plotted to assist the ranking process. Their shape 

is calculated as follows: 

If the cost of an assembly or component, Cost = CM + Cp 

C 
and Pre - packaged Technology Index = M 

CM+Cp 

where 

CM = Bought-in material and parts cost 

Cp = Processing and assembly cost, 

then the processing and assembly cost in terms of the Cost and Pre-packaged 

Technology Index is given by: 

Cp = {1- (Pre - packaged Technology Index)}{ Cost} 

Therefore, on a plot of Cost against Pre-packaged Technology Index (Figure 7.2), 

contours of constant Cp are given by 

C 
Constant 

ost=--~------------------------~ 
1- (Pre - packaged Technology Index) 

where the constant is the processing and assembly cost, CP. 

Contours of high processing and assembly cost are towards the top left corner of 

Figure 7.2. Using the chart, the assemblies are ranked in the order in which the 

re-design should proceed (Table 7.1). 
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Figure 7.2 : Ranking chart showing assemblies from the Rolling Road Configuration 1. Lines show 

contours of constant processing and assembly cost. 

Assembly Pre-packaged Cost (£) Processing and 

Technology Index assembly_ cost (£) 

Base and ramps assembly 9% 380.00 345.00 

Flywheel assembly 10% 169.29 153.00 

Rollers assembly 10% 49.00 44.00 

Tensioner assembly 12% 26.00 23.00 

Roller mountings assembly 59% 56.48 23.00 

Speedo assembly 45% 36.50 20.00 

Wheelchair clamp assembly 97% 31.00 1.00 

Table 7.1 : Assemblies from the Rolling Road ranked according to scope for cost reduction. 
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7.3 Re~design 

The second part of the strategy aims to provide a structured way of applying the 

re-design tactics described in Chapter 6 to reduce the cost through increasing the 

proportion of pre-packaged technology. 

Structuring the tactics 

The theory and case histories appear to imply an order in which the tactics 

should be applied, although this has not yet been validated. Some tactics such as 

clustering and integration need to be applied to an assembly while others such as 

eliminating processing operations are best considered at the component level. 

For example, Culley et al. suggest that using standard components must be 

considered at the assembly level [Culley, Wallace et al., 1995] because their 

interaction with other components must be considered. Similarly, it is 

advantageous to consider bought-in components before making detailed changes 

to processing operations. 

The underlying approach can be summarised in this way. 

At the assembly level: 

(1) Minimise the interconnections (interfaces, joints etc. between 

components); and 

(2) Minimise the number of specially designed parts. 

At the component level: 

(3) Minimise the complexity of remaining specially designed components. 

This approach is used to structure the re-design tactics. 

Assembly level re-design 

The re-design strategy is applied first at the assembly level as this is where the 

largest savings can be achieved. Here the aim is to reduce the number of 

interconnections and the number of specially designed components. Figure 7.3 

shows a flowchart for re-design at the assembly level. Each stage in the chart 

suggests a re-design tactic. 
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Tactic 2 
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Eliminate unnecessary parts 

Cluster parts and replace with a 
bought-in assembly 

Use a bought-in component 
or assembly 

Use previous two steps with ' 
some additional processing 

Integrate several 
components into one 

For bought-in parts: 

Buy from a cheaper source 

Figure 7.3 : Assembly level re-design strategy. 

The flowchart is designed to be applied in the order shown to each assembly 

identified earlier in the ranking. The precise implementation of the tactics 

depends on the assembly or component in question. For example, replacing with 

a bought-in part may be suggested but such a part may not be available. The 

engineering judgement of the designer must be used in such cases. 

The objective of the re-design strategy is to trigger re-design ideas by suggesting 

tactics. If sufficient savings have been generated at the assembly level it may not 

be necessary to proceed to the component level. In addition, component level 

design changes are often triggered during the assembly level re-design. 
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Sub assembly layers 

The assembly level strategy should be used for additional layers of sub-assemblies 

in a more complex product. 

Bought-in components 

Bought-in components should not be over-specified. In such cases they may be 

more expensive than specially designed alternatives. Similarly, bought-in 

components which require significant adaptation may be a false economy. 

Component level re-design 

Having minimised the number of specially designed components and 

interconnections, the aim, at the component level, is to simplify the remaining 

specially designed components. 

The flowchart in Figure 7.4 suggests re-design tactics at the component level. 

This is designed to be applied to each component identified in the ranking, and 

any new components resulting from the re-design at the assembly level. 

Although these tactics apply primarily at the component level, interfaces with 

other components which may be affected should be considered. 

Tactic 5 

Tactic 7 

Tactic 8 

Tactic 9 

Eliminate unnecessary 
processing steps 

Use standard sections 

Use an alternative, cheaper 
process or material 

Decompose component into 
several simpler ones 

Figure 7.4 : Component level re-design strategy. 
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Eliminating processing operations 

For manual processes this equates to reducing the geometrical complexity. For 

CNC processes eliminating re-orientations of the workpiece and changeovers 

between machines reduces cost [Pitts, 1985]. 

Decomposing one component into several 

This tactic can also allow bought-in components and standard sections to be 

introduced. 

7.4 Adapting the strategy for aesthetic design 

A clear principle of economic design for low-volume production has been 

identified from the case studies analysed. However, when applying this principle 

in practice, trade-oHs must be made between the objectives of function, cost and 

appearance. This section describes a refinement to the strategy which appears to 

reach a successful compromise between minimising cost, achieving an acceptable 

level of aesthetic appearance and not compromising the function and reliability. 

Conflicting objectives 

Three conflicting issues arise when attempting to minimise cost and achieve 

acceptable aesthetic appearance: 

• The most economical way of achieving most functions is to use bought-in 

components; 

• Extensive use of bought-in parts can compromise the aesthetics of a product. 

A product's image needs to be unique, not a standard part; and 

• Bought-in components can often compromise the overall layout design to 

some extent, necessitating the use of additional interconnections. 

When using oH-the-shelf components, the exact sizes and specifications required 

are not always available and compromises in other parts of the design may need 

to be made, particularly at interfaces between components. To overcome this, 

further specially designed components are often required to interface between 
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the major bought-in components. To some extent the design is modified to fit 

round the bought-in parts. 

In addition, the looks of a product, especially a consumer product, are a crucial 

factor in sales. They provide the primary interface with the user and a distinctive 

image is required which standard components seldom confer. 

Viable trade off 

A practical solution is to specially design only the parts which provide the 

aesthetic functions and also use these same components to provide a mounting 

or connection for the bought-in parts. Ideally, all the non-aesthetic functions are 

provided by bought-in parts. 

Indispense drinks dispenser 

This trade-off is effectively carried out in the Indispense 2 (Plate 6.1, Chapter 6). 

Three specially designed components form the product's housing. These three 

components largely determine the appearance of the product and also provide 

the structure on which the other main components are mounted. Although 

more than 75% (by number) of the components are bought-in, over 95% of the 

visible surface area is accounted for by specially designed components. 

Furthermore, 82% of the "hidden" components are bought-in (Figure 7.5). In this 

way cost is kept to a minimum because the number of specially designed 

components is as small as possible. The refined approach when aesthetic 

appearance is important can be summarised as: 

• Use bought-in parts for "hidden" functions wherever possible (the re-design 

strategy assists here); 

• Use specially designed components only where an aesthetic function 

demands them (use the re-design strategy to minimise the required 

processing subject to aesthetic requirements) ; and 

• A void additional specially designed parts for interconnecting and mounting 

the bought-in parts by incorporating these functions into the components 

which fulfil the aesthetic function. 
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Bought-in components are likely to provide a cheaper way of achieving the 

aesthetic function, but only if the required shapes can be obtained. This is the case 

with Configuration 3 of the Wallbar Clamp (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 7.S : Visible and hidden components in the Indispense Configuration 2 (Not including 

fasteners or individual electronic components). 

Spyder Arm Supporter 

The design of the Spyder Arm Supporter (Plate 1.1, Chapter 1) also suggests the 

application of a similar design philosophy, but the embodiment strategy is 

different because the product is chiefly a mechanism rather than an enclosed 

electro-mechanical product. Again, bought-in components have been used 

where possible. However, most of the main components are visible and 

contribute to the aesthetics. The philosophy suggests that visible components 

should be specially designed to give a unique product image, while bought-in 

components should be used for hidden functions. This appears to be the case as 

Figure 7.6 shows. Although there are not many hidden components, three out of 

the five are bought-in. 

The style of embodiment differs to the Indispense because most of the 

components are visible and thus need to be specially designed. The approach 

taken focuses on fabricating the product from simple specially designed 

components (often standard sections) in order to minimise the amount of 
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processing. Again, bought-in components would probably be cheaper if 

appropriate ones could be found. 
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Figure 7.6 : Visible and hidden components in the Spyder Arm Supporter (Not including fasteners). 

Many of the Arm Suporter components fall neither into the class of fasteners nor 

into the class of machine elements such as gears, pulleys and motors which both 

of which are available off-the-shelf. There are so many possible combinations of 

sizes and shapes for components of this kind, that designing in-house is often 

cheaper than searching for appropriate standard parts. 

7.5 Summary 

In this chapter a three-stage strategy for re-designing low-volume products has 

been proposed. First the Pre-packaged Technology Index is used to assess the 

scope for cost reduction. The output from this assessment is a ranking of 

assemblies and components indicating where cost reduction techniques can best 

be applied. Flowcharts then provide a framework for applying the re-design 

tactics, first to assemblies, and then to components identified in the assessment. 

When the aesthetic function of the product is important, a refinement of the 

overall approach has been proposed. This suggests that to achieve the best trade

off between low cost and quality appearance, bought-in components should be 

used for hidden functions and specially designed components for visible, 

aesthetic functions. 
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8. Tools for low-volume design 

The theory proposed in this thesis suggests that bought-in components should be 

used wherever possible in a low-volume product. This chapter discusses tools 

which can assist designers of low-volume products in selecting components early 

in the design process. Existing commercial and academic systems for selecting 

standard components are reviewed and a new approach using design-led 

component selection charts is introduced. 

8. 1 Component selection tools 

The usual way of obtaining standard components is to manually search through 

suppliers catalogues. Culley and Vogwell have highlighted drawbacks in this 

approach: information is often poorly structured and in a variety of media; 

selection is generally tedious and time consuming; and objective information is 

difficult to obtain as each manufacturer has a different style of data presentation 

[Culley and Webber, 1992]. 

Increasingly, suppliers catalogues are being offered in electronic form (Figure 8.1 

shows examples) but similar problems can persist. This section reviews 

commercially available computer-based selection packages and alternative 

approaches proposed in literature. 

Commercially available component selection packages 

Recent years have seen a significant increase in component data being made 

available to designers on floppy discs, CD ROMs and more recently via the 
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Chapter 8: Tools for low-volume design 

World Wide, Web. The vast majority of currently available packages are specific 

to a single manufacturer. From a designer's point of view, this is a potential 

weakness, as a system dealing with only one manufacturer's components may 

not be completely objective or comprehensive [Culley and Webber, 1992]. 

A classification can be made according to how selection packages may be used by 

designers in comparison with paper-based catalogues. Three main categories can 

be seen (Table 8.3) and these are examined further in the following sections. 

Type 

1 

2 

Description 

Electronic catalogues - computerised versions ' of 

the paper based catalogue 

Promotional "selector" software designed to 

introduce a product range and narrow down the 

initial selection 

Examples in Table 8.1 

14,15 

1,2,5,6* ,8,9,12* 

3 Fully computerised component selection systems 3,4,7,10,11,13,16,18 

Table 8.3 : Categories of commercial component selection software (*also perfonns other functions). 

Electronic catalogues 

An initial step taken by some suppliers is to convert the contents of their paper 

catalogue into an electronic format (14,15 in Table 8.1). This is clearly convenient 

for designers who already work primarily on a computer. 

The RS Components Electronic Catalogue on CD ROM is an example of this kind 

(15 in Table 8.1). Introduced in 1995, a single CD contains all the component data 

previously in three large volumes (over 56,000 products) together with an 

extensive data library. Data can be accessed rapidly through keyword searches and 

photo images of each product can be viewed. The chief advantage of the CD is the 

sheer quantity of data in such a cheap and compact format. However, the 

electronic catalogue makes little use of the potential power of software for 

evaluating different alternatives. Designers are still left with the task of 

comparing alternative components in the light of their requirement. In practice 

it is sometimes quicker to use than the paper version, but for browsing it can be 

slower. 

Some electronic catalogues contain interactive tutorials, a potentially useful aid 

to inexperienced designers. The SKF Electronic Handbook (number 14 in Table 
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8.1)1 for example offers an extensive introduction to all kinds of rolling element 

bearings and their application, complete with examples and questions to test 

comprehension. 

Promotional "selector" software 

Many component suppliers advertise "component selectors" which provide 

information on the company's range of products and interactively allow the user 

to perform some degree of selection (1,2,5,6,8,9,12 in Table 8.1)). However, these 

packages serve primarily as an introduction to the product, and their scope is 

often too limited to make a final selection. They generally describe a single type 

of component from a single company which also limits their use for 

comparative evaluation. 

The Camloc selector for gas springs (number 1 in Table 8.1), for example, 

provides an introduction to gas springs and their applications, accompanied by 

an animated demonstration. The user is then asked to describe the basic aspects 

of their application and a suitable product (if one is available) is suggested. In 

common with many similar packages, the program then concludes by advising 

that the company is contacted for further information. 

A promotional package like this usually covers a relatively small range of 

components, typically less than 100. As a result, a failure to find any suitable 

component based on the user's input is common. The user can type in several 

pieces of information only to be told (with no additional explanation) that "no 

suitable component has been found" . 

National Instruments' program for selecting data acquisition systems (9 in Table 

8.1) overcomes this by presenting queries to the user as option lists wherever 

possible and providing comments to help the user correct an invalid input. 

Confidence in the results 

Designers may not have sufficient confidence in this kind of selector to send off 

an order without recourse to more detailed data. This credibility gap can only be 

bridged when designers know why the package has suggested particular 

components. Thus an important aspect of any selection package is transparency -

to help increase the users' confidence in the result. 
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It has been stated that customers want to use a computer-based system without 

recourse to paper-based support [Culley and Webber, 1992]. This is clearly 

possible, but currently not always achieved with promotional selector packages. 

Computer-based component selection systems 

The third type of commercially available package is a full selection system 

(3,4,7,10,11,13,16,18 in Table 8.1). These packages contain a database of products 

and interactively assist the user in finding the closest components to their 

requirement. Three spring selection packages, the SPEC, Lee Spring and Century 

Spring selectors (See Table 8.1) illustrate different app'roaches and problems 

encountered. 

The "SPEC" spring selector package (10 in Table 8.1), an early selection package, 

requires inputs of the spring type (tension, compression, torsion etc.), maximum 

dimensions and required force/extension operating point to be given. The 

program then supplies the results of a catalogue search on 7000 different springs. 

However, if the search fails, the user is not given any help to modify the input 

requiremen ts. 

An improvement on this text only system is the windows-based "Lee Spring" 

selector (11 in Table 8.1). Diagrams illustrate the selection parameters and context 

related comments are given to assist the course of the selection. If the search fails, 

the system suggests which selection parameters to change. 

Another selection problem occurs when the user does not specify the constraints 

tightly enough. Then a larger number of components satisfy the criteria 

(especially with large databases) than is practical to display or assimilate. The 

Century Spring selection program, another Windows package, offers the option 

of ranking successful choices by key performance characteristics like spring rate 

(but not cost). The SPEC program takes the "best" ten (those with closest free 

length, rate and load to the requirement). Other packages (including the Lee 

Spring selector) prompt the user to tighten the selection if more than a certain 

number of components pass. 

Selection at a more abstract functional level 

The starting point for each of these three spring selection packages is specifying 

the type of spring which is needed (compression, tension, die, torsion etc.). No 
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program compares the performance characteristics of the different types of 

spring. However, to incorporate off-the-shelf components during the early stages 

of a design it may be desirable to evaluate different kinds of spring in terms of 

higher level parameters such as energy density and cost. 

Cost and availability information 

The cost and delivery time of a component are often critical to a selection 

decision [Culley and Webber, 1992]. Both types of information date quickly and 

for this reason they are not always provided in computer-based selectors. 

One approach is for vendors to send out updated versions every few months on 

cheap, universal CD and floppy disc formats (an approach used by RS 

Components and Lee Spring for example). 

Availability information in selection packages is currently limited to indicating 

which items are kept in stock, but up-to-date stock levels are the kind of data 

which could readily be given over the World Wide Web (WWW). 

Selection from the World Wide Web 

The growth in use of the Internet has created a straightforward, powerful and 

very widespread medium for information transfer. Obviously this presents 

advantages for component suppliers who can provide information in this way 

directly to potential customers. 

"Part Net", developed at the University of Utah (16 in Table 8.1) was one of the 

first internet component selector packages. This offers mechanical and electronic 

components from a range of manufacturers. The selection interface is relatively 

unsophisticated, with no help when searches fail, but already the potential power 

of such a system is evident in enabling swift access to components from around 

the world. 

A different approach is taken by "Componet" (17 in Table 8.1) which provides a 

database of (chiefly German) component suppliers. The user navigates down a 

"tree" of mechanical components to the required component type where contact 

details for suppliers are given. The system covers a wide range of suppliers of 

many mechanical products including machine elements, pneumatic and 

hydraulic components, sensors and instruments. 
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The "Web" has many potential advantages which include being able to ascertain 

up-to-the-minute information about stock levels, delivery times and prices, and 

direct ordering. However, it is primarily a communication medium and 

improved underlying selection systems will still be required to make selection as 

intuitive and quick as possible. 

Summary 

The range and scope of commercially available component selection systems is 

set to increase and the World Wide Web presents additional opportunities. 

However, a number of drawbacks have been observed in currently available 

systems: 

• Most systems are specific to a single manufacturer; 

• Data presentation formats vary from company to company and from 

catalogue to catalogue; 

• Packages do not allow high level evaluation such as comparing different 

types of spring; 

• Null or "overload" results from searches are not always catered for; and 

• Designers cannot easily see the effect of changing the selection criteria. 

Faced with this situation, designers in small companies frequently use their 

suppliers as informal design "consultants" [Court, Culley et al., 1995], discussing 

their requirements on the telephone and obtaining expert information on 

suitable components. This was observed in a case study of a low-volume design 

project described in [Harmer, 1996]. This approach has similar problems, as 

suppliers only advise on their own product range and designers may not be 

aware of what other options are available. It can be tempting to accept the first 

satisfactory solution rather than looking further for a potentially better solution 

[Wood and Culley, 1993]. The next section reviews promising approaches in the 

literature which may address these issues. 

8.2 Academic component selection methods 

Component selection is essentially a matching process [Culley and Webber, 1992]. 

The best component is the one that most closely matches the requirements 
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specified by .the design. Thus, when selecting a catalogue component, designers 

are primarily interested in "what it does" rather than "how it does it". For 

instance, there are many types of battery with different chemical systems and 

enclosures, but the designer's primary interest is in the battery's properties such 

as energy capacity, power output level, cost and so on. It would therefore be an 

advantage to. match possible solutions to requirements at the functional level. 

However, the complex mapping between functions and components (or the 

means to fulfil the function) is not easily classified, and most approaches have 

only tackled a subset in a particular domain. 

Design catalogues 

Roth was one of the first to map functions to implementations using" design 

catalogues" [Roth, 1981; Roth, 1982]. These are classifications of possible 

implementations of a function. There are catalogues for different levels of detail 

from abstract principles through to embodied solutions ( For example Figure 8.1). 

Design catalogues encourage designers to consider every possibility systematically 

and simultaneously provide a reference of standard solutions. However, they do 

not offer any means for evaluating the best solution for a given application. 

Variant 
1 

Characteristic\ 
2 3 4 5 6 

Type e -
Shape 

" - e - - ~ 
Position e - -
Size e e 
Number - - 8 et 'it 

Figure 8.1 : A design catalogue for shaft - hub connections fRoth, 1982]. 
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Schemebuilder 

The Schemebuilder philosophy [Bracewell, Bradley et al., 1993] maps functions to 

working principles for mechatronic products using a "thesaurus" of working 

principles. Products are represented by a tree of functions. This is built from the 

top down by breaking down the primary function into sub-functions. Working 

down the hierarchy, successive levels of sub-functions are expanded. Possible 

components for realising a function are suggested by searching a list of working 

principles. The advantage of this approach is that the fundamental functional 

description encourages the user to consider a broad range of solutions prior to 

selection. However, the system does not select actual vendor's components, only 

generic representations. 

Within Schemebuilder, "function maps" [Widden, Oh et al., 1994], display the 

range of performance of competing types of component graphically. They show 

whether the required performance falls within the feasible performance 

envelope of a certain type of solution. For example, whether a potential drive 

could be powered by a diesel engine. Again, this tool, though based on real 

component data, does not show specific components. 

Mechanical design "compi/er" 

The mechanical design "compiler" [Ward and Seering, 1993] automatically 

"compiles" a design using standard components from a pre-defined database. 

The user provides a block diagram of the design layout and a set of performance 

parameters and the compiler selects an appropriate set of components. A 

shortcoming with the automated selection is its lack of transparency to the user. 

Confidence in the result may then need to be bolstered by reference to further 

information sources. 

CASOC and BUDS 

Research into selecting standard components at Bath University has led to the 

development of several computer-based selection packages [Vogwell and Culley, 

1987; Vogwell and Culley, 1991] and integrated systems for modelling 

engineering sub-assemblies (BUDS), and assemblies (BUDSA) [Culley, Corderoy 

et al., 1991; Theobald, Culley et al., 1993; Culley, Wallace et al., 1995] . 
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The CASOC system assists designers in directly choosing a catalogued component 

[Vogwell and Culley, 1991]. It covers products from a number of different 

manufacturers, enabling comparisons between them. Users must specify their 

requirements in terms of parameter ranges. CASOC searches a database for 

satisfactory components and offers an evaluation procedure to help choose the 

best component from a number of satisfactory alternatives. By using 

manufacturers catalogue numbers, the system speeds up the task of finding and 

ordering specific catalogue components. The system covers plain and rolling 

element bearings and springs. 

Resolving unsatisfactory search results 

In two cases mentioned earlier, a database search for components can fail. In the 

first case no suitable component is found, in the second a huge number, too 

many to display, pass the selection criteria. Webber has developed a number of 

techniques to deal with both these results [Webber, 1994] . 

The "Structured Input Method" elicits the selection criteria in such a way that 

compatibility with the database is guaranteed. This is achieved by presenting 

inputs as dynamically changing option lists. The range of options get successively 

narrower as more inputs are given. If no component matches all the 

requirements exactly, the "Closest Match Technique" uses a least error algorithm 

to rank components according to how "close" they are to the requirement. 

When a large number of components meet the criteria, Webber proposes a 

multi-criteria evaluation method to rank components [Webber, 1994]. The user 

first assigns a weighting to different objectives such as least cost and longest life, 

and the system then presents the weighted alternatives for comparison. This, 

like any weighting system, introduces an element of subjectivity which is not 

always desirable. 

Cambridge Materials Selector 

Ashby has pioneered the use of graphical selection charts for selecting materials 

by the function they perform in a particular application [Ashby, 1992]. This 

approach has parallels for selecting components because a functional description 

of the requirement is the starting point. 
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The performance of materials usually depend on more than one property and by 

plotting material properties on logarithmic charts, performance governing 

relationships can be seen clearly. Figure 8.2 shows a material property chart of E, 

the Young's Modulus against p, density. All engineering materials are covered in 

the single chart (a range of more than three orders of magnitude). Selection can 

be made on a primary constraint like E > 10 GPa - this is shown in the chart, but 

the real benefit of the charts derives from the material performance indices that 

can be added to them. 
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Figure B.2 : Materials selection chart showing guidelines for minimum weight design in bending 

(from [Ashby, 1992]). 

The lightest beam of a given stiffness in bending is the one with the maximum 

value of E 1/2/p. Contours of this performance index appear as lines of gradient = 
2 in Figure 8.2. Materials which lie on the same line will make beams of the 

same weight. This allows the performance of different materials loaded in 

bending to be compared and the lightest to be chosen. (The constraint is that the 

beam must have a certain stiffness, while the objective is minimum weight.) So, 

for example, in bending, woods and engineering composites give the best 

performance when low weight is important. The methodology allows the user to 

clearly see the effect of changing the input requirements, providing a satisfactory 
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solution to both the "null" and "too many" search failures. The methodology is 

implemented in the Cambridge Materials Selector (CMS) software [CMS, 1995]. 

Weaver and Ashby [Weaver and Ashby, 1996] have extended the methodology to 

cover selection of standard structural sections based on section properties as well 

as material properties. Shape selection differs from materials selection because 

scale is introduced to the problem: the same shape can be obtained in different 

sizes. 

To cater for this additional feature, the material and section properties are 

grouped into constraints and objectives, and a constraint (like bending stiffness, 

El) is plotted against an objective (like mass per unit length, Ap). This allows 

standard catalogued sections taken from several manufacturers to be plotted 

(Figure 8.3) [Weaver and Ashby, 1996]. 
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Figure 8.3 : Selection chart for stntctural sections, showing the ligl1test beam for given stiffness 

[Weaver and Ashby, 1996]. 

Selection is made by drawing a horizontal line on the chart for the required 

bending stiffness and a corresponding vertical line for mass. If minimum mass is 

the objective then acceptable sections lie in the top left-hand quadrant formed by 

these two lines. The acceptable mass can be reduced to find the lightest sections 

which have the required stiffness. A series of charts can successively select for 
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different mod~s of loading and different objectives, like minimum weight and 

minimum cost. 

summary of review 

The review of literature has highlighted a number of requirements and desirable 

features to be incorporated into a computer-aided component selection system: 

• Selection based on functional requirements and parameters (Observed in all 

systems reviewed); 

• Different concepts considered by abstracting the search e.g. select "spring" 

rather than" compression spring" (See Design catalogues, Schemebuilder); 

• Wide range of different components considered (See CASOC, CMS); 

• Actual manufacturer's data and components used (See CASOC, CMS); 

• Different manufacturers covered (See CASOC, CMS); 

• The effect of varying selection criteria clearly visible, "transparent" selection 

(See eMS); and 

• "Null" and "overload" search results eliminated (See Webber, CMS). 

A clear , intuitive user interface is obviously also a pre-requisite for effective 

functioning in an industrial context. 

Of the approaches to component selection reviewed above, the CMS approach 

appears to meet the requirements and address the problems of current 

commercially available systems most effectively. This methodology was chosen 

as the basis for a component selection tool to assist low-volume designers that is 

described in the next section. 
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8.3 Design-led component selection methodology 

When selecting a component, the starting point is a description of the desired 

performance, operating conditions and so on. In order to make a selection, these 

functional requirements need to be translated into a set of functions, constraints 

and objectives. Four stages can be identified which are illustrated in Figure 8.4 

with examples from electrical energy sources and structural sections. (Ashby uses 

a similar scheme for materials selection [Ashby, 1992]). 

• Identify the type of component of interest. This is indicated by the function, 

such as "supply electrical energy" e.g. electrical energy sources. 

• Identify constraints and objectives. Constraints are identified from 

functional requirements such as "supply electrical energy at 12V, l.5A for at 

least 45 minutes". The objective is often to minimise cost or mass. 

• Translate constraints and objectives into the required component properties 

and obtain a "property profile" of the desired component (Figure 8.4). 

• Use selection charts to identify a sub-set of suitable components by 

comparing graphically the desired property profile with property profiles of 

existing components in the database. 

Three types of selection chart can be plotted: 

• Constraint versus constraint (Figure 8.5a). Here, the constraints are plotted 

as fixed lines parallel to the x-axis and y-axis. These charts clearly show 

which components satisfy the constraints and consequently help to narrow 

down the selection. 

• Constraint versus objective (Figure 8.5b). In this chart a fixed constraint is 

plotted parallel to the x-axis and a line parallel to the y-axis indicates the 

objective. This objective line can be moved allowing the subset of 

components which maximise the objective to be chosen. For example, a 

chart of energy capacity, E (a constraint on an energy source required by the 

design), against mass, M (a common objective: minimum mass), enables 

the lightest available electrical energy source of the required capacity to be 

chosen. 

• Performance index versus performance index (Figure 8.5c). These charts can 

be used early in the design to trade off two design constraints against each 
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(a) Product Specification 

Table mounted drinks dispenser 

Power source 

• Supply electrical energy at 12V, 1.5A for at least 45 minutes . 

• Weight must be kept to a minimum 

(b) Product Specification 

(a) 

(b) 

Building Structure 

• Support load of 6000N over length of 5.5m with deflection less than 
30mm. Depth less than 300mm . 

• Minimise cost 

Function Constraints Objective 

(a) Supply electrical Voltage, V = 12V Minimum mass, M 
energy Current, I < 1.5A 

Time, t > 45minutes 

(b) Support load Load, W = 6000N Minimum cost 
Length, L = 5.5m 
Deflection, 8 < 30mm 
Depth < 300mm 

Constraints Relationships between Component Properties 
constraints and properties 

Voltage, V = 12V 

Voltage, V = 12V P=VI 
Max power output, 

Current, I < 1.5A P> 18W 

Time, t> 45 minutes E =VIt 
Energy capacity, - E > 48.6 kJ 

M =WL Failure moment> 4125Nm 
Load, W = 6000N 8 

Length, L = 5.5m El> 5WL3 Bending stiffness 

3848 > 4.8x105 Nm 2 

Deflection, 8 < 30mm 
Where 

Depth, D < 300mm 
E = Young's modulus, 

Depth < 300mm I = Second moment of area 

Desired 
Property 
Profiles 

Figure 8.4 : Converting functional requi1'ements into a required property profile (From [Harmer, 

Weaver et al., 1996J ). 
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other without introducing subjective weighting factors. They enable the 

selection to be narrowed down using only the most general design 

information. On these charts there is no measure of scale, so a final 

selection is made later using the constraint versus objective charts. For 

example, an electrical energy source may have constraints on both energy 

capacity and power output (and minimum mass as the objective) . Each 

constraint generates a performance index, in this case specific power (power 

per unit mass) and specific energy (energy per unit mass). A plot of these 

two performance indices shows which components maximise both 

performance indices under different operating conditions. This kind of 

chart is explained further in the case studies. 

In each case, the charts are plotted using logarithmic scales allowing a wide range 

of options to be considered. Using a series of such charts, designers can 

systematically eliminate components which are not feasible and select the best 

option in view of the design objectives. In general, the number of selection 

charts needed is proportional to the number of properties in the required 

property profile, since each chart contains two constraints or one constraint and 

one objective. As well as plotting the functional properties of a broad range of 

possible components, the charts give a design-led basis for comparison and 

selection. 

Boolean operations 

In addition to these three types of selection chart, yeslno selections can be made 

on certain properties. For example, for electrical energy sources, the user may 

only want to consider sealed energy sources. All unsealed options can be 

eliminated with a Boolean selection. 

Application 

The method can be applied to many different types of engineering component. 

The selection of structural elements and the selection of portable electrical energy 

sources is discussed in [Harmer, Weaver et al., 1996]. This chapter describes how 

to apply the methodology to the selection of standard and transferred 

components. The examples used are electrical energy sources and bearings. The 

use of the different types of selection chart is illustrated in the following sections 

by four case studies. 
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sources 

Constraint 2 
e.g. Largest dimension, 1 

Group of components which 
satisfies the constraint and 

minimises the objective function 

sources 
Decreasing __ Increasing 

objective Ob' t' objective Jec lve 
e.g. Mass, M 

Electrical energy 
sources 

Performance Index 2 
e.g. Specific Energy, ElM 

Selection region: 
components which pass 

both constraints 

A group of 
components 

Selection regions: components which 
maximise both performance indices 
under different operating conditions 

Coupling line: a function of 
the operating conditions (e.g. 
loading and geometry) which 
differs for each design 

Figure 8.5 : Three kinds of component property chart with example axes for electrical energy 

sources: (a) Constraint versus constraint, (b) Constraint versus objective, (c) Performance index versus 

performance index, 
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8.4 Selection charts for electrical energy sources 

A selection chart for electrical energy sources is shown in Plate 8.1 (Colour plates 

are at the end of the chapter). Energy capacity, a constraint, is plotted against 

mass, an objective. Various types of primary and secondary (rechargeable) 

batteries, solar cells and generators are plotted on the chart and fall into clear 

groups. The range of different types presented is not comprehensive, but is 

intended to be representative of common portable sources. 

The data is taken from manufacturers catalogues (See Appendix for list of 

sources) and covers five orders of magnitude in mass from batteries weighing 

less than a gram to petrol generators weighing several kilograms. A list of 

properties is given in Table 8.4. It should be noted that the total energy realised 

from a source is not always constant: many batteries become less efficient at 

higher discharge rates and the total energy output decreases. These sources are 

represented by a line joining maximum and minimum values. 

General Geometry Electrical Properties Environmental 
Properties Properties 

Cost Length Nominal voltage Max. storage 
temperature 

Mass Diameter (for Nominal Min. storage 
cy lindrical cases) (maximum) capacity temperature 

Shelf life Depth (for Current at Max. operating 
prismatic cases) maximum capacity temperature 

Breadth (for Capacity at Min. operating 
prismatic cases) maximum current temperature 

Case volume Maxim um current 

Self discharge rate* 

Recharging cycles* 

Table 8.4: List of properties for electrical energy sources (*Where applicable). 
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Energy source for the In dispense 2 drinks dispenser 

The Indispense 2 drinks dispenser (described in Chapter 6) is required to pump 

liquid from a glass up a tube to the user's mouth (Plate 6.1). A pump driven by a 

DC motor is used. The power rating for the motor is 1.5A at 12V on full load. The 

device is used intermittently, the pump running for an average of 15 minutes 

per day. At least three day's use is required at a time. The mass of the device must 

also be minimised. What energy source is recommended? 

Converting the energy constraint into a desired property profile as shown in 

Figure 8.4, the energy capacity required is 12 x 1.5 x 0.25 x 3 x 3600 = 48.6 kJ 

(Energy = voltage x current x time) or 13.5 Whrs* . The required subset of sources 

has Ec > 48.6 kJ and the lowest masses. 

In the chart (Plate 8.1) the sources with sufficient capacity and the lowest mass are 

lithium thionyl chloride, alkaline manganese, nickel cadmium and sealed lead 

acid batteries and solar panels. Any of these will meet the performance criteria. 

Lithium thionyl chloride and alkaline manganese are primary (non

rechargeable) battery systems and the cells would need to be replaced regularly, 

which would be impractical in the drinks dispenser. This leaves the solar panels, 

and rechargeable nickel cadmium and lead acid batteries as feasible options. 

In practice a sealed lead acid battery of energy capacity 52 kJ (14.4 Whrs) is used 

because the "memory effect" of the nickel cadmium is undesirable. The solar 

panels are a possible alternative but their large flat shape (with risk of damage) 

and greater cost preclude them here. A further chart using cost as an objective 

(Plate 8.4) reveals this. Further charts would cover selection for other constraints 

like operating temperature and shelf life and other objectives like minimum cost 

and minimum volume. 

The chart in Plate 8.1 also shows the comparative performance of sources in 

terms of least mass for a given energy capacity. The lightest source for a specified 
energy capacity is that with the maximum value of Ec/M. Where Ec is energy 

capacity and M is the mass of the source. This is a performance index [Ashby, 

1992] commonly called the Specific Energy of the source [Linden, 1984; 

Crompton, 1990] . Contours of constant EclM plot as lines of gradient = 1 in Plate 

8.1. Two performance indices are used in the next case study to combine two 

design constraints. 

* One Watt hour equals 3600 J. Watt hours are commonly used to describe battery capacities. 
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Combining two design constraints 

Often in a design, there may be more than one constraint to be satisfied. For 

example, electrical energy sources are required not only to have a given energy 

capacity, but also a specified discharge rate - or power output. If mass is to be 

minimised, a new performance index, Specific Power, must also be maximised 

(Specific Power = P/M, where P is power output and M is mass) This is seen in 

the selection chart in Plate 8.2. 

An approach based on Ashby's method for materials [Ashby, 1992] allows both 

constraints to be traded-off in a selection using a single performance index versus 

performance index chart and without introducing any subjective weighting 

factors. The method relies . on obtaining a single measure in which both design 

goals can be expressed. In this case, the constraints and objective are expressed as 

two performance indices. These are: 

Specific Energy = Ee/M, and 

Specific Power = P/M. 

Both have the mass, M, in common. Eliminating mass, and introducing the 

average discharge time of the source (t): 

t = Ee/P 

(power equals energy per unit time), gives an equation linking the two 

performance indices (assuming discharge at constant power): 

SpecijicEnergy= t(SpecijicPower) , 

or 

where t is discharge time, P is power, Ec is energy capacity, M is mass. This 

equation combines the two design constraints using mass as the common 

element. Taking logs of (2) gives: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Plate 8.3 shows electrical energy sources with Specific Energy plotted on the x-axis 

and Specific Power on the y-axis. The parallel lines of gradient = 1 correspond to 
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equation (3) for different discharge times. The two performance indices are 

coupled, enabling both design constraints to be satisfied without weightings. The 

chart can be used very early in the design process when constraints are still 

"fuzzy" to narrow down a selection involving two constraints and an objective. 

Unlike the selection charts in Plates 7.1 and 7.2, this chart has no scale factor 

(such as mass) and so only relative comparisons are possible. 

Usually, one constraint is active and the other is secondary. In other words, for a 

given selection, all the components satisfying the active constraint will also 

satisfy the secondary one. The chart indicates which constraint is active. If the 

selection lies above the coupling line (given by equation (3)) the x-axis constraint 

is active, if the selection lies below the coupling line, the y-axis constraint is 

active. The appropriate constraint versus objective chart can then be used to 

make a final selection. In this way different standard technologies can be 

compared early in the design process. 

It is interesting to note that a chart with similar axes is presented in battery 

textbooks [Linden, 1984; Adler, 1986] to illustrate the differences between battery 

technologies (Figure 8.6). However, its use as a selection tool for minimum 

weight design has been overlooked in these instances. Using the chart for 

narrowing down a selection is illustrated in the next example. 
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c 
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1 10 100 Wh/kg 

Energy density WE/m 

Figure 8.6 : Chart comparing battery technologies [Adler, 19861. 
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Energy source for a pocket calculator 

The selection procedures are also applicable to high-volume projects such as 

designing a pocket calculator. Early in the design of a pocket calculator, an energy 

source is to be specified. The requirement is for a low power delivered 

intermittently over a long period of time (years). Mass is to be minimised. 

If the calculator is used for a few minutes a day over a period of several years, the 

total "on" time could be estimated at 300 hours. This determines the coupling 

line. Equation (3) plots as a line in the lower half of the chart in Plate 8.3. The best 

sources are those furthest along this line, which fall in the selection region 

shown. For sources which lie above the coupling line energy capacity is the 

active (or limiting) constraint. For sources which lie below the line power output 

is active. 

The chart indicates that alkaline manganese, lithium thionyl chloride and 

lithium manganese dioxide are suitable battery systems, and solar cells are an 

alternative source. These sources can be taken forward to the next stage of the 

design. Others can be eliminated. 

In practice, both solar powered and battery powered calculators are 

commonplace. Most battery powered calculators use alkaline manganese 

batteries but lithium batteries with their superior performance are becoming 

more common. 

In summary, by using only approximate estimates of the functional 

requirements, the selection chart has led to a rapid narrowing of the design field 

at the earliest stage of design. 

8.5 Selection charts for rolling element bearings 

Rolling element bearings are used in a very wide range of engineering 

applications. For all but the most specialised or demanding applications, they are 

bought-in as standard components, and international standard designations and 

size ranges have been established. Currently, selection is accomplished manually 

using a combination of manufacturer's catalogues and calculations or 

nomograms [Neale, 1993; SKF, 1995]. Computer selection packages for bearings 

have also been developed (see Table 8.1). 
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Bearings database 

In order to demonstrate design-led component selection for bearings, a sample 

database of approximately 500 rolling element bearings has been populated using 

the CMS selection software. The data has been taken primarily from the SKF 

General Catalogue [SKF, 1995]. A small number of bearings from Ford vehicles 

have also been added to demonstrate the benefits of transferred components. The 

author is grateful to Ford Power Products (UK) Ltd. for supplying this data. 

Currently, the database contains the smaller bearings of each type. 

The database allows design-led selection charts to be plotted on screen and the 

selection to be made interactively. Constraints can be' altered dynamically and the 

results of changes can be seen easily. 

The bearings are structured into tree (Figure 8.7) which can also form part of the 

selection. For example, the first level divides the bearings according to the type of 

loading they can accommodate. Figure 8.8 shows an example record, and Table 

8.5 lists the properties currently stored in the database. Cost information has not 

been included in this version, but would clearly be beneficial in a full system. 

Rolling Element Bearings Thrust (T) , Ball (BA)LSingle Direction (SO) L Double Direction (DD) 

Roller (RO)T cylindrical (CY) 

CSPherical (SP) 

Needle (NE) 

Radial (R) L Ball (BA)--Self Aligning Double Row (SA) 

Roller (RO)L CYlindrical (CY) Single Row (SR) 

Combined (C) 

Needle (NE) LSingle Row (SR) 
Double Row (OR) 

Ball (BA)1Four Point Contact (FP) 
Angular Contact (AC)-CSingle Row (SR) 

Double Row (OR) 

Deep Groove (DG)-c::Single Row (SR) 
Double Row (OR) 

Roller (RO)~Tapered (TA) LSingle Row (SR) 
Double Row (OR) 

Spherical Double Row (SP) 

Crossed Cylindrical (CC) 

Figure 8.7 : Identifier tree for eMS rolling bearings database. 
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Short Name 
Designation 
Composition 

General 

Cost 

Dimensions 

Depth 
Inside diameter 
Outside diameter 

Perlormance 

Dynamic load rating 
Fatigue load limit 
Mass 
Speed raUng 
Static load rating 

Mounting 

Self-aligning 

References 
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Self Alligning Ball SKF 1200 E 

SelfAlign,006 

T.,.,. ItdUl..'f1ll 
\apet 1 : 1~O"'l di""',", 

Not Applicable 

8.91 
9.9 
29.7 

• 9 
- 10 
-30 

mm 
mm 
mm 

4.98E+3 - 5.53E+3 N 
57.95 - 61 N 
0.0323 - 0.034 kg 
2.40E+4 - 3.00E+4 rpm 
1.06E+3 - 1.18E+3 N 

SKF Roller Bearings Catalogue, 1995 

Notes 

Part Code 

1200 E 

RBASA_OO6 
Page 1 of 1 

• indicates estimated properties: see User Manual. 
Although every effort has been made to ensure that these data are correct, no warranty is given for their accuracy. 

Figure 8.8 : Example record from the eMS rolling bearings database. 

Plates 8.5 and 8.6 show example selection charts plotting Dynamic Load Rating 

against Speed Rating and Dynamic Load Rating against Mass respectively. Each 

bearing is represented by an oval and the different classes of bearing can be seen 

(examples are annotated), In order to make the ovals visible, artificial ranges 

have been added to some properties (Listed in Table 8.5). Clear general 

relationships can be seen in the charts (indicated by the gradients). The 
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theoretical basis of these is described in [Harmer, 1996]. Two case studies illustrate 

the selection procedure: bearings for a roller in the Rolling Road (see Chapter 6); 

and crankshaft bearings for a miniature aero engine. Annotated output from the 

eMS software is used to illustrate the selections. 

Properties Range (artificial range) 

Dimensions Depth (mm) (-1%) 

Inside Diameter (mm) (-1 %) 

Outside Diameter (mm) (-1 %) 

Performance Dynamic Load Rating (N) (-10%) 

Static Load Rating (N) (-10%) 

Fatigue Load Limit (N) (-5%) 

Speed Rating (rpm) Min.: Grease lubrication rating 

Max.: Oil Lubrication rating 

Mass (kg) (-5%) 

Mounting Self-aligning (Boolean) N/A 

Separable (Boolean) N/A 

Axial displacement allowable N/A 

(Boolean) 

Table 8.5 : Properties stored in the eMS rolling bearing database. 

Bearing for Rolling Road rol/er 

The Rolling Road exercise machine (described more fully in Chapter 6) is 

designed for wheelchair users who want to exercise at home. It is also used in 

training by wheelchair athletes. The wheelchair wheels run on two rollers 

(Figure 8.9). The rear roller is supported at either end by a bearing on a short axle. 

A suitable rolling element bearing is to be chosen. 

Although the load is supported by two rollers (a total of four bearings), it has 

been estimated that each bearing must be able to carry a maximum dynamic 

radial load equivalent to the whole weight of the wheelchair and user (1000 N). 

The long roller is free to move axially and therefore the bearings are not required 

to carry an axial load. During mounting and operation, the bearings need to 

accommodate possible misalignment estimated to be less than 2°. When in use 

by a wheelchair athlete, the wheelchair may reach speeds equivalent to almost 30 

km/hr. 
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Long roller 

Roller end cap Rolling bearing 

Roller 

Roller mounting 

Section through roller 

Figure 8.9 : Bearing configuration in the Rolling Road long roller. 

The bearing must fit within the diameter of the roller and accommodate a shaft 

of at least 10 mm diameter. The bearing should be as cheap as possible. The first 

step is to convert these requirements into constraints and objectives (Table 8.6). 

Requirement Constraint 

Maximum Radial load 1000N Static load rating> 1000 N 

Dynamic load rating - see life calculation later 

No axial load Bearing which takes radial or combined load 

Maximum wheelchair speed 30km/hr Speed Rating ~ 3200 rpm 

(from ratio of diameters 0.6m : O.OSm) 

Must fit geometry Outside Diameter < 47mm 

lOmm ::; Inside Diameter < 47mm 

Allows up to 2° misalignment Self-align}ng bearing 

Requirement Objective 

As cheap as possible Minimise cost 

Table 8.6 : Converting requirements into constraints and objectives. 

The selection 

To select for six constraints and one objective requires 4 charts. The choice of the 

axes is at the discretion of the designer, but a feasible set of charts is described 

here. The first chart shows the Static Load Rating (SLR) for bearings which can 
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accommodate a radial load (Figure 8.10). Those bearings which lie above the 

horizontal selection line have a SLR of 1000 N or more and pass this stage. 

z 
(J) 

pherical roller, Four 
_.point contact..ball.etc. __ -- - - _______ _ 

Cylindrical roll 

" .. 1 1 •• ,,11 
Angular conta t .".,,,,,, Needle roller 

c 0 

~ 1 .OE+3+-"';'~"""-""'''''''"~~--~o:--+-~''''"'~f"---------+ 
L ,-

'0 
ro 
o 
u 
:p 
ro ....... 
UJ 

I 
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Figure 8.10 : Rolling bearing selection chart. Bearings with SLR greater than 1000 N which can 

accommodate radial or combined loading pass. 

The second chart (Figure 8.11) plots Outside diameter (OD) against the Boolean 

identifier denoting bearings which are self-aligning. Three kinds of self aligning 

bearing can be seen: Self-aligning ball bearings, spherical roller bearings and 

spherical roller thrust bearings. In this stage only bearings with an OD < 47mm 

(below the selection line) pass the selection. 
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Figure 8.11 : Rolling bearing selection chart. Bearings with OD less than 47 mm which are self

aligning pass. 
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The third chart (Figure 8.12) plots Speed Rating against Inside Diameter (ID). 

Bearings which fall inside the box formed by 10mm :::; ID < 47mm and Speed 

Rating> 3200 rpm pass this stage. 
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Figure 8.12 : Rolling bearing selection chart. Bearings with Speed rating greater than 3200 rpm and 

ID greater than 10 mm pass. 

The final chart is to determine the cheapest bearing and what its life will be. 

Dynamic Load Rating (DLR) is plotted against Mass (Plates 8.6 and 8.7). Currently 

the database does not contain cost information. However, in general, for a given 

range of bearings of the same type, the lightest one will be the cheapest. 

A benefit of the software implementation is that bearings which pass every stage 

so far can be seen. They are highlighted in colour in the chart in Plate 8.7. 

Life calculation 

The rated life of a bearing is calculated as follows [SKF, 1995]: 

( )

111 

. 106 C 
Rated lIfe, L10h =-- - -

60N Feq 

where: 

LlOh = rated life in hours; 

N = angular speed (rpm); 

C = Dynamic Load Rating (N); 

In = exponent = 3 for ball bearings, 10/3 for roller bearings; and 
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Feq = equivalent effective radial load. 

In this case, the equivalent radial load equals the radial load (1000 N) as there is 

no axial loading. For the five lightest bearings short listed so far the life (at 

maximum speed) can be calculated (Table 8.7). Clearly, these values represent 

conservative estimates as most users would not run the machine at full speed. In 

addition, the median life quoted by SKF is five times the rated life [SKF, 1995]. 

Bearing designation DLR (N) Rated life (hours) 

Self aligning ball 1200 E 5530 880 

Self aligning ball 1201 E 6240 1260 

Self alignirlg ball 1202 E 7410 2100 

Self aligning ball 2200 E 8060 2720 

Self aligning ball 2201 E 8520 3220 

Table 8.7 : Shortlist of bearings for the Rolling Road roller. 

Postscript 

The bearing chosen in Configuration 2 of the Rolling Road was self-aligning ball 

bearing, designation 1200E (bearing properties shown in Figure 8.8). This is the 

lightest bearing found in the selection above and gives a rated life under the 

worst case operating conditions of 880 hours. 

Bearings for a miniature aero engine 

The design of a miniature 2-stroke aero engine used to power model aircraft has 

been the subject of a design project in the Cambridge University Engineering 

Department. Standard rolling element bearings are to be specified for the 

crankshaft of the engine. The author is grateful to Dr. Allan Organ for supplying 

data on the requirements. 

The arrangement of the engine is shown in Figure 8.13. Two bearings support 

the crankshaft. The configuration ensures that the outboard bearing carries any 

axial loading (from the thrust of the propeller) leaving the inboard bearing with 

a purely radial load. The inboard bearing will be selected first. 
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Outboard bearing 

Propeller shaft 

Inboard bearing 

Crankcase 

Connecting rod 
attaches nere 

Figure 8.13 : Bearing configuration for the miniature aero engine crankshaft. 

Inboard crankshaft bearing 

The radial loading on the bearing arises from a combination of the gas pressure 

in the cylinder and inertia in the moving components, and therefore varies 

cyclically. Peak loads will be used for calculation as they occur at the same angle 

in each cycle. In the configuration shown, for a 2.5 cc engine, the peak inboard 

radial load is 4800 N (data derived from [Organ, 1989]). A rated life of 50 hours at 

. an angular speed of 15,000 rpm is required. The bearing must also be able to fit in 

the crankcase. Clearly, for an aircraft, mass must be minimised. These 

requirements are translated into constraints and objectives (Table 8.8). 

Requirement Constraint 

Maximum radial load 4800 N Dynamic Load Rating: see life calculation later 

Rated life 50 hours. 

No axial load Bearing which takes radial load 

Max. propeller speed 15,000 rpm Speed Rating 15,000 rpm 

Must fit geometry Outside Diameter < 40mm 

5mm ::; Inside Diameter < 30mm 

Requirement Objective 

As light as possible Minimise mass 

Table 8.8 : Converting requirements into constraints and objectives. for inboard crankshaft bearing. 
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The selection 

Three selection charts are required to select for four constraints and an objective. 

The first chart plots the ID against Speed Rating (Figure 8.14). Bearings in the 

selection box pass this stage. The second chart (Figure 8.15) shows only bearings 

which can accommodate a radial (or combined) load. For each of these, Outside 

Diameter is plotted. Bearings below the selection line pass. 
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Figure 8.14 : Rolling bearing selection chart. Inside Diameter against Speed Rating. 
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The final chart (Plate 8.8) plots the last constraint, DLR against the objective, 

mass. At this point the required DLR must be calculated based on the required 

life and speed. 

Ufe calculation 

Plate 8.8 shows which bearings pass the first two selection stages (highlighted in 

colour). The lines of gradient = 1 are contours of constant DLR/Mass. Lighter 

bearings for a given DLR lie on contours towards the top left of the chart. The 

bearings furthest towards the upper left which also pass the first two stages are 

roller bearings. As the lightest bearings have rollers, the value of m can be taken 

as 10/3 and the required DLR can be calculated using the life equation: 

( )

111 
60NLlOh Fe 

Dynamic Load Rating,C=11 q 
106 

Values for N, LlOh and Feq come from the requirements. As the load is purely 

radial, F eq = radial load and the required DLR is then 15040 N. 

A horizontal selection line can be drawn and bearings above the line satisfy the 

constraint. Lighter ones lie closer to the left. Bearings which pass all three stages 

are marked on the chart and are short listed in Table 8.9. The lightest ones are 

needle roller bearings without an inner ring, but in order to use them the surface 

of the crankshaft would have to be specially ground which would add to the 

expense. The lightest suitable bearing otherwise is needle roller bearing 

designation NA 6901. It has an ID of 12 mm and an OD of 22 mm. 

Bearing designation Mass (kg) 

Needle roller without inner ring NK 18/20 0.032 

Needle roller without inner ring RNA 6901 0.032 

Needle roller NA 6901 0.046 

Needle roller NKI 15/20 0.049 

Needle roller NKI 20/16 0.049 

Needle roller NKI 17/20 0.054 

Needle roller NKI 20/20 0.061 

Needle roller NA 6902 0.064 

Needle roller NA 6903 0.072 

Table 8.9 : Shortlist of bearings for the inboard crankshaft bearing. 
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Outboard crankshaft bearing 

The outboard crankshaft bearing carries axial and radial loading (Figure 8.13). 

Combined loading makes the selection more complicated and a full selection is 

beyond the scope of the current software implementation. Some manual 

selection is also required. 

Design requirements 

The peak outboard radial load is 2600 N and other requirements are as for the 

inboard bearing. The primary axial load arises from the thrust of the propeller 

which is estimated from the power of the engine and the speed of the aircraft: 

p 
Thrust,F =

v 

where P is the power output of the engine, and v the airspeed of the aircraft. 

Thus for a craft with a cruising speed of 60km/hr powered by a 0.2 kW engine, 

the axial load is 12 N. Mass is again to be minimised. 

The selection 

Table 8.10 shows the requirements translated into constraints and objectives. 

Requirement Constraint 

Maximum radial load: 2600 N Bearing which takes combined load. 

Maximum axial load: 12 N 

Rated life 50 hours. Dynamic Load Rating: see discussion below 

Max. propeller speed 15,000 rpm Speed Rating 20,000 rpm (grease lubricated) 

Grease lubrication 

Must fit geometry Outside Diameter < 40mm 

5mm ::; Inside Diameter < 30mm 

Requirement Objective 

As light as possible Minimise mass 

Table B.l0 : Converting requirements into constraints and objectives. for the outboard bearing on the 

miniature aero engine. 
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The complication arises when attempting to calculate the equivalent effective 

radial load (Feq) required for determining the required Dynamic Load Rating 

(DLR) for the given axial and radial loading. The equivalent load is calculated in 

this way [SKF, 1995]: 

Effective equivalent radial load, Feq = X. Fr + Y. Fa 

where Fr is the radial load and Fa the axial load. The factors X and Y depend on 

the type of bearing and the magnitude and resultant of the two loads. A different 

relationship hold for each type of bearing. Example factors are shown in Table 

8.11. In order to select in software, the calculation factors need to be stored and 

the equivalent load calculated for each bearing in the 'database. The calculation 

would be different for each different application. This is beyond the scope of the 

current system and selection for DLR will therefore be left to the end of the 

selection. 

Bearing type Determination of X and Y factors 

Cylindrical and needle roller X= 1.0 

(not axially located) Y=O.O 

Tapered roller Fa/Fr::;; e: X= 1.0 

y=o.o 

Fa/Fr> e: X=O.4 

Y: tabulated for each bearing 

(e tabulated for each bearing) 

Deep groove ball Fa/Fr::;; e: X= 1.0 

Y=O.O 

Fa/Fr> e: X = 0.56 

Y: depends on ratio Fa/Co 

(e depends on ratio Fa/Co, where Co is 

the Static Load Rating) 

Table 8.11 : Calculation factors for rolling element bearings. 

Three selection charts will be required. In the first chart (Figure 8.16) only 

'bearings which can take a combined radial and axial load are plotted against 

Outside Diameter. Those below the selection line pass this stage. The second 

stage (Figure 8.17) plots Inside Diameter against Speed Rating. Those bearings 

inside the selection box pass. 
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Figure 8.16 : Rolling bearing selection chart. Bearings with OD less than 40 mm which 

accommodate combined loading pass. 
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Figure 8.17 : Rolling bearing selection chart. Inside Diameter against Speed Rating. 

The final chart plots DLR against Mass (Plate 8.9). The subset of bearings which 

pass both stages contains only deep groove ball and two angular contact ball 

bearings. The angular contact bearings are among the heaviest and therefore will 

be discounted for the moment. The required DLR can now be calculated for deep 

groove ball bearings. The factor e is derived from the data in Table 8.12 [SKF, 

1995]: 
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Fa/CO e 

0.025 0.22 

0.04 0.24 

0.07 0.27 

0.13 0.31 

0.25 0.37 

0.5 0.44 

Table 8.12 : Calculation factors for deep groove ball bearings 

In this example, the ratio of axial to radial loads (Fa/Fr) is 12/2600 = 0.0046. This 

value is much less than e regardless of the ratio Fa/CO. The factors X and Yare 

therefore X = 1.0, Y = 0.0 (from Table 8.13). Thus the equivalent radial load, Feq is 

equal to the radial load (2600 N). The life, L10h is 50 hours, m is 3 (for ball 

bearings) and N is 15,000 rpm. 

The required DLR follows from the life equation: 

( )

111 

60NLlOh Fe 
Dynamic Load Rating,C= 6 q = 9250 N. 

10 

This constraint is plotted on the chart (Plate 8.9) . A shortlist of the lightest 

bearings satisfying all the constraints is shown in Table 8.13. The lightest bearing 

is a double row deep groove bearing designation 4201 A. Single row deep groove 

bearings are generally cheaper for a given loading than double row bearings. At a 

slight weight penalty, the single row deep groove ball bearing (designation 6301) 

would therefore be cheaper. 

Bearing_ Desi~ation DLR (N) Mass (kg) OD (mm) 

Deep groove ball double row 4201 A 10,600 0.053 32 

Angular contact ball double row 3201 A 10,100 0.058 32 

Deep groove ball double row 4202 A 11,900 0.059 35 

Angular contact ball single row 7301 BE 10,600 0.06 37 

Deep groove ball single row 6301 9750 0.06 37 

Table 8.13 : Shortlist of suitable bearings for the outboard crankshaft bearing. 
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postscript 

The final combination of crankshaft bearings suggested by the CMS selection is a 

needle roller bearing for the inboard and a deep groove ball bearing for the 

outboard. This combination is commonly found in proprietary engines which 

have the same overall configuration [Organ]. An alternative is to use a 

cylindrical roller bearing instead of the needle roller bearing. Cylindrical roller 

bearings are rarely available with shaft diameters less than 15mm however (the 

smallest in this database), and a specialist supplier would have to be consulted. 

Where minimum cost is a more important objective, two deep groove ball 

bearings can be used. The additional axial force component needs to be 

considered in the layout design. 

Limitations of the current implementation 

The current implementation of the rolling bearings database runs on software 

designed primarily for material selection. This section discusses areas for further 

development in order to fully support engineering component selection. 

Oata requiring pre-processing 

Component selection differs from other selection problems because many 

selections rely on values calculated or "derived" from the input data [Vogwell 

and Culley, 1991]. Some selection properties, like bearing life depend not only on 

the input data but also on each component being considered. Vogwell and Culley 

describe these as "developed data". They suggest first selecting on direct 

properties (such as dimensions) and then on properties requiring "pre

processing" in order to save processing time. 

For example, in the miniature aero engine case study rather than being able to 

plot bearing life as a property on a chart the required DLR had to be derived using 

data on components in the database and requirements. 

A solution for the CMS software would be to allow algebraic expressions 

containing input requirements and database properties to be plotted as properties 

in a chart. For example, the expression for bearing life is: 

( )

111 

. 106 C 
Rated Life, L10h=-- --

60N Feq 
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The user would input the axial and radial loads (from which the equivalent 

effective radial load, Feq can be calculated) and the required speed, N. The 

database contains values for C and the calculation factors for deriving Feq. The 

system would then calculate life values for each bearing and plot Rated Life 

against other constraints or objectives. 

Clearly performing a calculation like this for every component in a large database 

would require considerable processing power and time. A more practical 

alternative, therefore is to select on "developed data" later in the selection 

process when the range of options has been narrowed down and limit the 

calculation to those components which pass other sele,ction stages. 

Relationships involving more than two variables 

Many component performance properties vary with a third (or fourth) variable, 

for example temperature. When this is the case each component on a selection 

chart "moves" along a curve as the third variable changes. The current 

implementation can only plot fixed ranges for the two properties on a chart. 

The improvement suggested above, to allow algebraic expressions to be plotted, 

would allow expressions for the change with the third variable to be 

incorporated into th~ selection. A selection could then be made for a given 

ambient temperature etc. 

Data ranges 

Currently, ranges for properties must be stored in the database. When the range 

is small (such as the tolerance on a dimension) or a single point such as the DLR, 

a artificial range has to be used to make components visible. Even so, 

components in some charts appear as very tiny dots. An improvement would be 

to use a visible symbol where the range is too small. 

Compiling component selection databases 

This section examines some of the issues to be considered when compiling a 

design-led component selection database. 
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Design-led properties 

The selection is driven by the design requirements. In order for this to be 

possible, the properties used for the selection need to be ones which designers 

use to specify their requirements. For example, when selecting a rolling bearing, 

the ideal selection would be made on the actual life and load rather than the 

Dynamic Load Rating (DLR) which is currently used. 

Rules for properties 

Cebon has identified three rules to which properties should conform to make the 

selection meaningful at each stage [Cebon, 1996]: completeness; 

comprehensiveness; and comparable properties. 

Completeness 

Each component in the database should have an entry for every property. 

Otherwise, selections become meaningless. 

Comprehensiveness 

The database should contain all the possible different types of component. For 

example, a rolling bearing database without tapered roller bearings would be of 

little use. 

Comparable properties 

The properties used for selection should apply to every component in the 

database. For example, the contact angle for angular contact bearings is not 

applicable to other types of rolling bearing and therefore is not useful for 

selection at this level. 

Hierarchy of databases 

In order to fully allow design-led selection given the rules above, a hierarchy of 

databases is required (Figure 8.18). The selection moves from generic to specific, 

becoming successively more detailed. When selecting a bearing, an early 

consideration is the class of bearing required: plain rubbing, hydrodynamic, 

rolling element, jewel, hydrostatic, etc. A generic bearings database with 

properties common to all these classes would be the first level of selection. Its 
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properties might include load (in terms of bearing pressure), angular speed, basic 

dimensions, mass and cost. 

Once a broad class of bearings has been selected, a more detailed database such as 

the rolling element database described in this chapter would be consulted to 

determine the particular component required. For specialised applications, a 

more detailed database again might be required. 

Hydrodynamic 
bearings 
database 

Generic bearings 
database 

ROI~~~r~~~ent [ .............. ] 

database 

High speed 
rolling bearings 

database 

Dry rubbing 
bearings 
database 

Figure 8.18 : Hierarchy of databases for design-led component selection using the eMS software. 

8.6 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed current commercial component selection systems and 

solutions proposed in literature. In order to support design-led selection, a 

system will ideally be: comprehensive; immune to "null" and "overload" 

results; transparent; and intuitive to use. In addition, it is desirable to compare 

different concepts (e.g. batteries, solar cells and generators) in the selection. 

Design-led component selection charts have been developed from the Cambridge 

Material Selector methodology to successfully meet these requirements. The 

resulting methodology is generic and can be applied to a range of engineering 

components. Selection charts for electrical energy sources and rolling element 

bearings have been demonstrated. A rolling element database running under the 

CMS software has been demonstrated. 

The selection charts offer designers a powerful, quick and intuitive tool for 

considering a wide range of different options early in the design process and 

selecting the most suitable based on the design objectives. 
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Colour Plate 

Plate 8.1 : Lightest electrical energy source for a given energy capacity. 
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Plate 8.2 : Lightest electrical energy source for a given power output. 
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Plate 8.6 : Output from eMS rolling bearings database. Dynamic Load Rating against Mass. 
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Plate 8.7 : Bearings for the Rolling Road roller, stage 4. Bearings in colour pass first three selection 

stages. Lightest bearings annotated. 
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Plate 8.8 : Bearings for the inboard crankshaft of the miniature aero engine, stage 3. Bearings ill 

colour pass first two selection stages. 
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Plate 8.9 : Bearings for the outboard crankshaft of the miniature aero engine, stage 3. Bearings in 

colour pass all three selection stages. 



9. Testing the method 

In order to validate the design for low-volume production method, it was 

applied to two low-volume rehabilitation products. The first product to be re

designed was a powered Mobile Arm Support (MAS) for a disabled person. The 

re-design method was used to assess the level of pre-packaged technology and 

suggest cost reduction measures. Most of the suggestions are to be incorporated 

into a forthcoming re-design of the product. The method was also applied to the 

Wallbar Clamp (described in Chapter 6) and further re-design suggestions put 

forward. The author is grateful to David Brandt for assistance in obtaining 

quotations used in this chapter. 

9.1 Mobile Arm Support case study 

The first configuration of the Mobile Arm Support (MAS I) was developed in the 

Cambridge EDC in 1992 [Bauert, 1993] in order to enable a person with Muscular 

Dystrophy to perform tasks such as eating, drinking and typing which would 

otherwise be impossible without assistance (Figure 9.1). There were four 

significant problems with this configuration: 

• The MAS forced the user's arm to move in an unnatural motion; 

• The arm protruded beyond the envelope of the wheelchair, preventing 

access through narrow doors; 

• The MAS was too heavy and looked "over-designed"; and 

• The cost (estimated at £6000) was extremely high for the proposed market 

[Bauert, 1993; Jackson, Chakrabarti et al., 1994]. 
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Figure 9.1 : Configuration 1 of the EDC Mobile Ann Support. 

As a result, Configuration 2 was designed involving a completely new concept 

(Plate 9.1). It performed much more successfully in user trials and BioRobotics, a 

local company, expressed interest in developing it commercially [Brandt, 1996]. 

In order to be economically viable, the cost of Configuration 2 (approximately 

£600) needed to be reduced even further. Configuration 2 had been designed with 

the assumption that a number of the parts would be injection moulded. 

However, a marketing analysis [Whittall, 1996] revealed that the MAS would be 

a low-volume product, and injection moulding would not be economic. 

The re-design method was applied in order to make the MAS economic to 

manufacture in a batch of 50. The first stage of the re-design method is an 

assessment of the scope for cost reduction. 

Assessment 

The overall cost and Pre-packaged Technology Index for Configurations 1 and 2 

of the MAS was first calculated (Figure 9.2). This indicates that while 

Configuration 2 is considerably cheaper than Configuration 1, the overall Pre

packaged Technology Index is still only 27% and further savings may be possible. 

This compares with Configuration 1 of the Indispense which had a Pre-packaged 

Technology Index of 2% . 
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6000.00 ~ Configuration 1 

5000.00 
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..... 
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.-
$ 
~2000.00 

1000.00 

\ 
Configuration 2 

0.00 +---+---j-- - t----j--_j_ 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.2 : Change of cost with Pre-packaged Technology Index for the Mobile Arm Support. 

The product was first divided into assemblies and components according to the 

structure used in the original design (Figures 9.3, 9.4). The cost and Pre-packaged 

Technology Index was calculated for each component based on a batch size of 50. 

As very few costs were recorded during the development of the prototype, most 

figures are quotations from local sub-contractors or estimates based on similar 

quotations. Cost data and sources are recorded in Appendix 3. 

The cost and Pre-packaged Technology Index for each assembly were plotted on 

the chart in Figure 9.5 to enable them to be ranked according to the scope for cost 

reduction. The contours are lines of constant processing and assembly cost. 

Higher processing and assembly cost indicates greater potential for cost savings. 

The chart suggests that the Positioning and Actuation Modules should be re

designed first because theyhave the greatest potential for cost reduction. These 

are the focus of the re-design together with the Control and Support Modules. 

The Power Supply and Interface Modules have less scope for cost reduction and 
are not analysed here. 
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Support Module 

Arm Sling 
Sling Frame sides and end 
Ellbow Stop (Rear pad) 

~
capscrews 

~~ ________ Spring Clips 
~ VVasher 
~ Machine Screw 

Push-On-Fastener 
Mirror Screw Dome 
Ball Bearing 
Cradle Joint Axis 
Bearing Housing - Cradle 

Bearing Housing - Arm 
VVasher 
Push-On-Fastener 

~~ VVasher 
~SpringPin 

Positioning Module <;:§~~---- Ball Bearing 
~ ____________ Ellbow Joint Bush (Long Arm Bush) 

Ellbow Pin and King pin 
Short Arm End Fitting 
Long Arm 
Short Arm 

End Stop 
Push-On-Fastener 
Self-Locking Nut 
Machine Screw 
Cap Screw 
VVasher 

~ 
Oldham Coupling X-Y series 
Ball Bearing 

Actuation Module G1~=----
~ 12V DC Motor 

~~ ~~~1~~~:be ~ Adaptor plate for motor 
Slider Block 
Base block - actuator 
Bearing Housing Top (Lead Screw) 
Bearing Housing Bottom (Lead Screw) 

Self-Locking Nut ~
vvasher 

Interface Module Cap Screw 
VVheelchair Clamp 
Attachment Bracket 

Battery (Lead Acid Cell) 
Power pack case 

Shelf ~ 
Cover plate 

~ 
Divider plate 

~ Switch plate 
~ Switch plate screws 

Power Supply Module ~===---- Rivets 

~~ ~;Z:;:c~:~upport 

Control Module 

~ Control socket 
Motor· lead 
On/Off switch 
Charger socket 
Relays 

~ 
Control plug 
Control lead 

~Body 
~Baseplate 

Side plate 
Body screws 
Micro switch 
Switch button 

Figure 9.3 : Assembly and component structure for the Mobile Ann Support Configuration 2. 
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Support module 

Control Module 

Figure 9.4 : Assemblies in the Mobile Ann Support Configuration 2 (Power Supply Module not 

shown). 
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Figure 9.5 : Ranking chart for assemblies in Configuration 2 of the MAS. 
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Re-design . 

The method is applied first at the assembly level. The flowchart in Figure 9.6 is 

used to guide the application of re-design tactics. 

Tactic 4 

Tactic 3 

Tactic 1 

Tactic 2 

Tactic 10 

Tactic 6 

Eliminate unnecessary parts 

Cluster parts and replace with a 
bought-in assembly 

Use a bought-in component 
or assembly 

Use previous two steps with 
some additional processing 

Integrate several 
components into one 

For bought-in parts: 

Buy from a cheaper source 

Figure 9.6 : Assembly level re-design strategy. 

Positioning Module - assembly level re-design 

The Positioning Module links the cradle, which carries the user's arm, to the 

actuator that provides the vertical motion. Its main components are shown in 

Figure 9.7. The ranking chart (Figure 9.8) shows that the components with the 

greatest scope for cost-reduction are the long and short arms and the short arm 

end fittings. 
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Long arm 

Kingpin 

Short arm 

Figure 9.7 : Key components in the Positioning Module 

1/ I £80.00 I 

arm 
~ 
I £60 .00 I 

I Positioning Module I 

70.00 

60.00 

g • Short arm 
..... 50.00 (/} 

0 
U 

40.00 
hort arm end fittings (x2) 

30.00 

20.00 

10.00 

0.00 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.8 : Components from the Positioning Module ranked according to scope for cost reduction. 
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Eliminate parts 

There are no obvious components which can be eliminated 

outright, but there appears to be potential for eliminating through 

integration or buying-in standard parts (see below). 

Cluster parts together 

The most promising area for clustering is in the joint between the 

long and short arms. Here, a standard hinge may perform the 

function. However, a suitable hinge could not be found. 

Substitute with bought-in parts 

Most of the key components in this assembly contribute to the 

aesthetics of the product and therefore bought-in parts must be 

chosen carefully to fit in with the appearance of the product. The 

king pins at either end of the short arm, however, are only slightly 

visible. A standard alternative is likely to be cheaper but a suitable 

one was not located. 

Substitute with adapted bought-in parts 

( Cluster) 

( Buyin ) 

( Adapt) 

( In tegra te ) 

( Re-source) 

( Integrate) 

( Re-source) 

(Eliminate ) 

( Integrate ) 

( Re-source) 

( Eliminate) 

( Cluster) 

No suitable bought-in parts could be found which would be suitable (Buyin) 

for adapting for use in this assembly. __ 

Integrate components 

In this assembly integration appears to be the best way of achieving 

the required aesthetic appearance and reducing the cost. In 

particular, the interface components can be integrated with the long 

and short arms to make two main components. 

( Integrate) 

( Re-source) 

( Eliminate ) 

( Cluster) 

( Buyin ) 
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Long and short arms 

The long arm in Configuration 2 (Figure 9.9) is a relatively complicated 

fabrication of aluminium sheet and angle with a Pre-packaged Technology Index 

of only 2%. The helically shaped short arm (Figure 9.9) was CNC machined from 

a large diameter tube. The set-up times for secondary machining were long (and 

therefore expensive) because the shape was difficult to locate. Costs for the long 

and short arms are shown in Table 9.1. 

Figure 9.9 : Long and short arms from Configuration 2 of the Mobile Ann Support. 

A number of alternative manufacturing methods were considered, including 

GFRP moulding and vacuum forming. The most promising one, however, was 

Reaction Injection Moulding (RIM). Although RIM can only achieve a 

dimensional tolerance of approximately 1% due to shrinkage, this is acceptable 

providing the pivot positions at either end are located in the mould. The 

breakdown of costs for both the long and short arms using RIM is shown in 

Table 9.2. 

Component long arm Short arm Short arm Bearings, roll pins 

end fittings and bearing housings 

Bought-in material cost (£) 1.50 3.38 2.62 8.36 

Additional processing cost (£) 88.50 51.00 40.50 11.77 

Total cost (£) 90.00 54.38 43.12 20.13 

Table 9.1: Costs for components from Configuration 2 of the Positioning Module. 

The RIM process allows bushings for the pivots to be integrally moulded in the 

arm, thus replacing the bearings and their mountings with inexpensive flanged 

PTFE coated bushes. The short arm end fittings can also be eliminated by 
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integrating bushings into the arm moulding. The proposed re-design is shown in 

Figure 9.10. 

Figure 9.10: Proposed long and short anns using RIM moulding. 

Item Cost (£) Cost per long & short arm 

pair (£) (100 units total) 

Tooling patterns 680.00 6.80 

Moulds (life> 100 pieces) 500.00 5.00 

Cost per pair (including bushings) 80.00 80.00 

Total: 91.80 

Of which: 

Material cost incl. bushings (estimated) 10.00 

Processing cost (estimated) 81.80 

Table 9.2 : Cost breakdown for alternative RIM processing for the long and short anns (Calculations 

assume tooling cost is spread over 100 units). 

Re-sourcing 

The loading and life required of the pivots do not justify the use of 

ball bearings. By integrating the bearings into the respective arm 

components, flanged PTFE coated bushes (Figure 9.11) can be used 

instead of ball bearings. Each bushing costs £0.541 which is less than 

one fifth the cost of the ball bearings being replaced. 

1Source: Bearing Services Ltd, Cambridge 

(Eliminate) 

( Cluster ) 

( Buy in ) 

( Adapt ) 
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Figure 9.11 : PIFE coated bushing as an alternative to ball bearings. 

For the remaining assemblies and components, only tactics which resulted in a 

feasible alternative will be described. 

Actuation Module - assembly level re-design 

The Actuation Module provides the vertical motion to lift the arm support. 

Power is derived from a dc motor driving a leadscrew. The key components are 

shown in Figure 9.12. They are ranked in Figure 9.13 according to the scope for 

cost reduction. 

Guide tube 

Actuator 
base block----~o 

Adaptor plate 
for motor 

Motor-----------
~o 

. :~ 
Lead screw 

Figure 9.12 : Key components in the Actuation Module. 
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70.00 

60.00 / 
1 £40.00 1 

50.00 

4i' 40.00 
'--" .... 
rfj 

0 
U 30.00 

Slider nut 

20.00 

10.00 

0.00 

Bea .' . housing 
• Actuator ase block ' I £5.00 1 

• Slider block 
1 £2.00 1 

• Guide.-9Jb ~ 
___ .ALiapter plate ~ 

for motor Z Bal earing. L----. Lead screw 

~======~======~~====~====:-:l~am~c~o~up~~~' ~ -J:: • 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.13 : Components from the Actuation Module ranked according to scope for cost reduction. 

Cluster parts together 

The option of using a standard linear actuator was considered in 

detail during the original design and discounted because available 

actuators did not offer a long enough stroke and could not carry the 

required bending moment without additional structural support. 

However, a cost saving would be likely to result if a suitable bought

in actuator fulfilling these requirements could be found. 

Re-sourcing 

The most expensive component in this assembly by a factor of three 

is the motor. The current motor is designed for robotic applications 

(itself a relatively small volume market) and may be over-specified 

for this application. 

Ford Power Products, for example, supply fan motors with similar 

( Adapt ) 

( Integrate) 

( Re-source ) 

(Eliminate ) 

( Cluster ) 

( Buyin ) 

( Adapt ) 
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torque and speed specifications at lower costs. However, the fan motors are not 

shielded and an enclosure may be required. A detailed investigation is beyond 

the scope of this work, but it appears likely that a suitable motor could be 

obtained for between £30 and £50. 

Control Module 

The handheld controller in Configuration 2 (Figure 9.14) is an assembly of 10 

parts (including a complex CNC machined housing) fastened together with 6 

screws. Comprehensive costs were not recorded for the prototype, but the author 

has estimated the cost at £54.00 if made in batches of 50. 

Figure 9.14 : The controller for Configuration 2 of the Mobile Ann Support. 

Cluster parts together 

The whole handheld controller can be clustered together and 

replaced by a bought-in control box. A suitable handheld controller 

designed for linear motion control can be obtained from "Abssac" 

for £33.54 (Table 9.3) [Brandt, 1996] . A compatible cable and plug 

could be obtained for £1.00 and £3.96 respectively. 

Cluster parts together and adapt 

( Adapt ) 

( Integrate) 

( Re-source) 

(Elimina te) 

( Cluster ) 

A further alternative to the bought-in controller above is to adapt a ( Buy in ) 

good quality computer mouse - a transferred assembly. The costs for __ 

this are shown in Table 9.3. Although much of the functionality of ( Integrate) 

the mouse is not used (the rolling and position sensing functions), ( Re-source) 

it is still less expensive than a specially designed controller because 

it is mass-produced. 
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Alternative: Abssac controller PC mouse (Source: RS) 

Bou ht-in material cost (£) 38.50 25.46 

cost (£) 1.50* 1.50* 

Total cost (£) 40.00 26.96 

Table 9.3 : Handheld controllers. (*Estimated assembly cost for plug = 6 mins at £15.00 per hour). 

Support Module - assembly level re-design 

The Support Module carries the user's forearm, and is free to rotate in two axes 

from the attachment to the long arm. In Configuration 2 (Figure 9.15), the frame 

is a welded fabrication of three bars. The arm rests in a fabric sling which hangs 

from the frame. An elbow rest is attached to the frame with two spring clips. The 

components are ranked by scope for cost reduction in Figure 9.16. 

Figure 9.15 : Support Module from Configuration 2 of the Mobile Arm Support. 
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16.00 

14.00 
- Sling fram~ 

Processing and 
12.00 assembly cost = 

10.00 

8.00 

6.00 

£10.00 

___ - Arm sling (fabric) 
4.00 ~ 

Cradle' . 

I Support Module I 

2.00 Ball bearing-

Various fasteFl~_ 
0.00 -!------!------I-- --I----+--,-----------' 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.16: Components from the Support Module ranked according to scope for cost reduction. 

Eliminate parts 

The elbow rest and its nine fastening components could be 

eliminated by extending the fabric sling to make a pocket shape 

(Table 9.4). The re-design would also have improved appearance 

and improved function (depth for safety and padding for comfort). 

However, this adds to the cost and the overall saving is therefore 

small. 

Cradle Confi uration 2 Re-desi n 

Number of corn onents 11 1 

Bou ht-in material cost (£) 2.06 2.40 

Processin cost(£) 10.85 10.00 

Total cost (£) 12.91 12.40 

( Cluster ) 

( Buy in ) 

( Adapt ) 

( Integrate) 

( Re-source) 

Table 9.4 : Support Module cradle, (a) Configuration 2, (b) Proposed alternative. 
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Integrate components ( Eliminate) 

( Cluster) 

The cradle (Table 9.5). frame can be integrated into a single ( Buy in ) 

component if CNC bending is used to form the shape from a ( Adapt ) 

stainless tube. A saving of 45% can be achieved in this way (Table I-MM". 
9.5). The re-design also allows an improved cradle shape to be made ( Re-source) 

(at little extra cost) which lowers the risk of the user's arm falling 

out. 

Cradle frame Confi uration 2 

Bou ht-in material cost (£) 0.82* 0.90 

Process in cost(£) 14.18* 7.35 

Total cost (£) 15.00* 8.25 

Table 9.5 : Cradle frame fo r the Mobile A rm Support (*Estimated cost ). 

Component level re-design 

The flowchart in Figure 9.17 is used to guide the application of re-design tactics to 

individual components. The purpose of the re-design strategy is to suggest 

changes and trigger re-design ideas. If sufficient changes have been generated at 

the assembly level, the second stage may not be required. However, if the 

assembly level yields very few alternatives, changes at the component level are 

more important. 



Tactic 5 

Tactic 7 

Tactic 8 

Tactic 9 
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Eliminate unnecessary 
processing steps 

Use standard sections 

Use an alternative, cheaper 
process or material 

Decompose component into 
several simpler ones 

Figure 9.17: Component level re-design strategy. 

Positioning Module - component level re-design 

In this assembly, a number of component level design changes have already been 

suggested in conjunction with other changes at the assembly level, for example, a 

change of process for the long and short arms. Further re-design at the 

component level is therefore unlikely to give additional benefit. 

Support Module - component level re-design 

The Bearing housing in Configuration 2 (Figure 9.18) is attached to the cradle 

frame with two bolts which screw into threaded holes in the frame. There are a 

number of these holes to allow the cradle to be positioned to suit the user. 

Eliminate processing operations 

If the bearing housing were threaded rather than the frame, then 

the number of threading operations could be reduced from seven 

to two. If a single larger diameter bolt were used instead of two 

smaller ones, a further threading operation could be eliminated -

Eliminate 

Standard sections 

Change process 
or material 

( Decompose) 

together with one of the bolts. This leads to a saving in the .cost of the frame 
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(included in the .costs in Table 9.5). The saving in the housing is balanced by the 

additional cost of threading over just drilling the hole and the overall cost is 

likely to remain the same. 

Figure 9.18 : Bearing housing for the cradle of the Mobile Ann Support (Configuration 2). 

Summary of design changes 

After applying the re-design method nine changes have been suggested which 

would lead to a saving of 27%. These are listed in Table 9.6. 

Assembly or component Design changes 

Positioning Module Reaction injection mould long and short arms. 

Integrate bushings into the mould, eliminating end 

fittings. 

Substitute polymer bushes for roller bearings. 

Actuation Module Obtain cheaper motor. 

Control Module Cluster components and replace with an adapted 

bought-in PC mouse. 

Support Module Eliminate elbow rest and fastenings by enlarging the 

fabric sling to form a pocket. 

Integrate cradle frame components into a single CNC 

bent tube. 

Cradle frame Eliminate threaded holes in frame by threading 

housing instead. 

Bearing housing Eliminate bolt and associated processing by using a 

single larger one. 

Table 9.6 : Suggested design changes to the Mobile Ann Support. 
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Change in pre-packaged technology and cost 

The proposed changes would increase the Pre-packaged Technology Index from 

29% to 38% while simultaneously reducing the cost by 27%. These changes are 

shown in Figure 9.19. 

A breakdown of the savings can be seen in Figure 9.20 where the changes in Pre

packaged Technology Index and cost for each assembly are plotted. The Pre

packaged Technology Index increases in each case except for the Actuation 

Module where a cheaper bought-in motor was obtained. This is because the 

theory assumes that bought-in components are obtained at the lowest possible 

cost. 

(a) 

(b) 

700.00 

600.00 

g:soo.oo 

~400.00 
u 
-;;;300.00 

~200.00 
100.00 

\onfiguratiOn 2 

<> Proposed re-design 

0.00 +---f----j----l----+---l-

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Pre-packaged Technology Index 

6000.00 Configuration 1 

5000.00 -

g:4000.00 \ ..... 
(J) 

83000.00 -Cl:! ..... 
~2000.00 

1000.00 Configuration 2 
<>-0 Proposed re-design 

0.00 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.19 : Change in Pre-packaged TechnologtJ Index with cost for the Mobile Ann Support. (a) 

Configuration 2 and proposed re-design f (b) All three configttrations. 
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/ 

I £200 I 

~tioning 
Module 

o 

Support Module 

/ 
1 £1 50 1 

ontrol Module 

• Interface Module 

Mobile Arm Support assemblies 

rI Actuation 

'I £25 1 

• Pow" su' 
Mule 

0.00 +-----+-- - - -+-- ---+-----t----------1 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.20 : Change in Pre-packaged technology against cost for assemblies in the Mobile Arm 

Support. 

Postscript 

The Mobile Arm Support was undergoing a major re-design as this thesis was 

being completed. Following user trials, a number of conceptual changes are being 

considered which are beyond the scope of the method presented here. However, 

most of the re-design proposals suggested in this chapter are to be incorporated 

into the new design. 
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9.2 Wallbar Clamp case study 

The Wallbar Clamp (Figure 9.21) provides a mounting point for physiotherapy 

equipment on wallbars in a gym (See description in Chapter 6) . Although now 

obsolete, the product provides a useful testbed for the re-design theory. The re

design commences with assessment of the scope for further cost reduction. 

Figure 9.21 : Configuration 3 of the Wallbar Clamp (Bath Institute of Medical Engineering). 

Assessment 

The Wallbar Clamp had already been re-designed twice. As the resulting Pre

packaged Technology Index is already 53% (Figure 9.22 =), the theory suggests that 

the scope for overall cost-reduction is small. 

30 I(onfig.l 
4.l 25 

Wallbar Clamp 

~ 20 C nfi 2 o ° g. 
u 15 3 10 _ --~O Config. 3 
o 

E-< 5 

0 +---- - --+-- - -----1 

0% 50% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.22 : Change in Pre-paclcaged Technology Index with cost in the Wallbar Clamp. 
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The product is .divided into two assemblies and then into 11 components (Figure 

9.23). As there are only two small assemblies, they are plotted together with their 

constituent components in the ranking chart in Figure 9.24. 

Wallbar Clamp 

Hook and shaft <CC Central shaft 
assembly Hook 

Roll pin 

~ 
Upper clamp 
Lower clamp 

Clamps assembly Handwheel 
Nut 
Clamp pad (x4) 

Figure 9.23: Assemblies and components in Configuration 3 of the Wallbar Clamp. 

The ranking of assemblies and components according to the scope for cost 

reduction is shown in Table 9.7. The re-design strategy is applied first to 

assemblies and then to components in the order identified in the assessment 

above. 

,.-.. 

~ 
..... 
rJl 
0 
U 

8.00 

7.00 

6.00 

5.00 

4.00 

3.00 

2.00 

1.00 

.Hook an 

• Shaft (+ ass ly) 

/ !mp!a sembly 

£4.00 

1 £3.00 1 

'---1 £2-----'. 0'------,0 1 

shaft assemb I 
Processing and 

assembly cost = £1.00 

bow 

1 £0 .50 1 

,.mp • .-uw'-~~ 
L--- - -- Climbing hook. 

Clamp pads Roll pin _______ 
0.00 +------!------+-----t------!I--Nu~ 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.24 : Ranking chart for assemblies and components from the Wallbar Clamp, Configuration 3 
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. Assembly / component Pre-packaged Total cost (£) 

Technology Index 

Hook and shaft assembly 18% 4.60 

Shaft (incl. assembly cost) 3% 3.85 

Clamps assembly 75% 7.51 

Lower clamp 21% 1.05 

Upper clamp 28% 0.80 

Clamp pad 23% 0.65 

Handwheel 100% 5.00 

Hook 100% 0.70 

Roll pin 100% 0.05 

Nut 100% 0.02 

Table 9.7: Assemblies and components from the Wallbar Clamp (Config. 3) ranked according to 

scope for cost reduction (Assemblies in italics). 

Hook and shaft - assembly level re-design 

Eliminate 

The best opportunity for eliminating components is through 

"clustering" - see below. 

Cluster parts together 

The whole assembly can be clustered together and replaced by a 

single "hookbolt" (Figure 9.25a). This reduces the cost by £4.40. 

However, the sub-function of locking the hook is lost (the function 

is then similar to Configuration I, see Figure 6.1). This can be 

regained through using a "eyebolt" and a carabiner hook instead 

(Figure 9.25b). The costs are compared in Table 9.8. 

Buyin ) 

( Adapt) 

( Integrate ) 

( Re-source ) 

( Adapt ) 

( Integrate) 

( Re-source) 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 9.25 : Alternatives for the shaft and hook assembly: (a) Hookbolt, (b) Eyebolt and carabiner. 

(bolt shields not required in Wallbar Clamp). 

Alternative Cost (£) 

Configuration 3 4.60 

Hookbolt 0.20 

Eyebolt (£0.401) and carabiner (£0.85) 1.25 

Table 9.S : Re-design alternatives for the shaft and hook assembly. 

Clamps - assembly level re-design 

Eliminate parts 

Relative movement is required between all the clamp components 

except the nut and the bottom jaw. Therefore only the nut could 

possibly be eliminated. The saving is limited to the cost of the nut 

its assembly and is therefore not significant enough to pursue. 

Clustering parts together 

The clamps that join fence sections on building sites (Figure 9.26) 

use a very similar principle to the Wallbar Clamp. Being mass

produced, these could be obtained inexpensively but they are 50mm 

too short. The fence clamp is not threaded and subsequent plastic 

powder coating would also be required. It is therefore, not a feasible 

alternative. 

Buy in ) 

( Adapt ) 

( In tegra te ) 

( Re-source) 

( Adapt ) 

( Integrate) 

( Re-source) 
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Figure 9.26 : Fence clamp. 

Substitute with bought-in parts ( Eliminate) 

( Cluster) 

The clamp jaws and pads are the only non-bought-in components. __ 

A standard alternative for the jaws could not be found. The pads are ( Adapt ) 

currently cut from a sheet of rubber and glued into place. Standard, ( Integrate) 

self adhesive rubber pads are an alternative but the saving would ( Re-source) 

again be small. 

Re-sourcing 

As discussed in Chapter 6, the handwheel on the clamp is over

specified for the requirement- A cheaper alternative can be obtained 

for £1.77. This is shown in Figure 9.27. 

Figure 9.27 : Alternative bought-in handwheel. 

Other tactics 

The other tactics could not be applied successfully in this assembly: 

( Elimina te ) 

( Cluster ) 

( Buy in ) 

( Adapt ) 

( Integrate ) 

-a'N"'" 

• Adapted bought-in components. Suitable shapes for adapting to form the 

clamp jaws could not be found. 
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• Integration of components. Integration is limited by the requirement for 

relative movement between the components as discussed under 

"Elimina tion". 

Re-design - component level 

The only remaining specially designed components in the Clamps assembly are 

the two clamp jaws and the clamp pads. There are no obvious processing 

operations which can be eliminated without compromising the aesthetics. 

Standard sections are already used and alternative processing has been discussed 

above. Further changes to the jaws are not therefore recommended. 

Similarly, having clustered and bought-in the whole Hook and shaft assembly, 

the level of pre-packaged technology in it cannot be further increased. This 

suggests that a cheaper alternative is unlikely to be found except through 

obtaining components from a cheaper supplier or through a fundamental 

change of concept. 

Summary of design changes 

After applying the re-design method two changes have been suggested which 

lead to a saving of 26% (Table 9.9). The re-designed Wallbar Clamp is shown in 

Figure 9.28 together with Configuration 3. By using the hookbolt, the locking 

sub-function is lost, however this was also absent in Configuration 1 of the 

clamp. Alternatively, by using the eyebolt and carbiner hook, the locking 

function can be re-gained at some additional cost. 

Assembly or component Design change 

Shaft and hook assembly Replace shaft, hook and roll pin with standard 

hookbolt. 

Handwheel Obtain cheaper, less highly specified alternative. 

Table 9.9 : Proposed design changes to the Wallbar Clamp. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9.28 : Wallbar Clamp, (a) Configuration 3, (b) Proposed re-design. 

Change in pre-packaged technology and cost 

The overall effect of the design changes is to increase the Pre-packaged 

Technology Index from 53% to 58% and simultaneously reduce the cost by 26% 

Re-sourcing the handwheel actually decreases the Pre-packaged Technology 

Index slightly, because the method assumes that bought-in components are 

obtained at lowest available cost. The changes in cost and Pre-packaged 

technology Index over the four configurations of the Wallbar Clamp (including 

the proposed re-design) are shown in Figure 9.29. 

30 

25 

g: 20 
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rJl 
0 15 u -ro ..... 
0 10 E-< 

5 

0 

0% 20% 40% 
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60% 80% 100% 

Pre-packaged Technology Index 

Figure 9.29 : Change in cost with Pre-packaged TechnologtJ Index hi the Wallbar Clamp. 
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9.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter the re-design method has been applied to two low-volume 

rehabilitation products. In Mobile Arm Support, the method led to nine design 

changes being suggested. This would increase the Pre-packaged Technology Index 

from 29% to 38% and lead to a reduction in cost of 27%. A further test was carried 

out on the Wallbar Clamp already described in Chapter 6. Two further design 

changes were suggested which would increase the Pre-packaged Technology 

Index from 53% to 58% and lead to a reduction in cost of 26%. Table 9.10 

summarises the re-design tactics which were suggested fo! the two case studies. 

In conclusion, the re-design tests show that the method can successfully be used 

assess the scope for cost reduction and then suggest re-design tactics which reduce 

the cost through increasing the proportion of pre-packaged technology . 
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Mobile Arm Support 2-3 
Positioning module • • • • 0 + + 
Actuation module • 0 0 + 
Control module • • 0 0 + 
Support module • • 0 + + 
Cradle frame • 0 0 + 
Bearing housing • 0 0 0 

Wallbar Clamp 3-4 
Hook and shaft assembly • • - 0 + 
Handwheel • 0 0 + 

Table 9.10 : Re-design tactics suggested by applying the re-design method. 
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Plate 9.1 : Mobile Arm Support Configuratioll 2. (Cambridge Ellgilleerillg Design Centre). 



1 o. Conclusions and further work 

10.1 Conclusions 

While high-volume manufacturers are able to offer high-quality, low-cost 

products by spreading costly investment in product development over a large 

production quantity, low-volume manufacturers often seem to offer inferior 

value for money. 

This thesis has described the development of a design theory for cost-effective, 

low-volume production. Its focus has been on small scale, low-volume products. 

The research has identified a link between value in low-volume products and 

the proportion of pre-packaged technology they contain. A measure of this 

quantity has been derived which allows products to be assessed and 

improvements to be evaluated. 

A fI design for low-volume production" method based on the theory has been 

proposed. The method is intended to be used to refine existing prototypes into 

products suited for low-volume production. In tests the method led to cost 

reductions of over 25%. Such savings could enable a previously uneconomic 

product to be produced viably at low-volumes. 

An examination of the economics of manufacturing showed that great 

economies are possible in high-volume production because the fixed costs are 

spread over large production quantities. Thus costly product development 

activities can be justified and the manufacturing system can be designed 

specifically for the product. In contrast, the development costs in low-volume 

manufacturing are spread over a small production quantity. The result is 

comparatively poor value in comparison with high-volume products. 
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Although the number of different low-volume products and small-volume 

manufacturers is large, a review of the literature suggested that few authors have 

addressed the area. While relevant techniques for economic low-volume design 

exist, no coherent "design for low-volume production" method was identified. 

Pre-packaged technology 

The concept of "pre-packaged technology" was proposed as an underlying basis 

for economic design low-volume production. Pre-packaged technology is: 

"High-volume systems, assemblies, components, materials, information or 

techniques which are subsequently incorporated into a low-volume product." 

By designing with pre-packaged technology the benefit of other companies' 

investment in design and development can be gained inexpensively. 

Hypothesis 

A hypothesis regarding the link between cost and pre-packaged technology was 

proposed: 

Increasing the proportion of pre-packaged technology In a low-volume product 

leads to a reduction in its cost. 

In order to test the hypothesis, a measure of pre-packaged technology, the "Pre

packaged Technology Index" was derived. This measures the proportion of the 

cost contributed by bought-in material, and is calculated for a product in this way: 

Pre-packaged Technology Index = CM X 100% 
CM+Cp 

where 

CM = Total bought-in material and parts cost for the product 

Cp = Total processing cost for the product (including assembly) 

Testing the hypothesis 

To test the hypothesis, three case histories of rehabilitation products covering 

seven different configurations were collected and analysed. By relating design 

changes which reduced cost to changes in the Pre-packaged Technology Index, 
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the validity of the hypothesis was examined both at the product level and at the 

level of assemblies and components. 

Each design change which reduced the cost of a product involved an increase in 

the proportion of pre-packaged technology, as indicated using the Pre-packaged 

Technology Index (except when a cheaper bought-in component was obtained). 

This supports the hypothesis. 

The research indicates that in order to reduce costs in a low-volume product, the 

proportion of pre-packaged technology in the product should be maximised. 

Furthermore, the Pre-packaged Technology Index gives an indication of the 

scope for further cost reduction in a low-volume product and its assemblies and 

components. Low values of the index indicate greatest scope for cost reduction. 

Re-design tactics observed 

By relating design changes in components and assemblies to changes in cost in 

the case histories, ten tactics for cost-reduction in low-volume products were 

identified (Listed in Chapter 6). Each tactic was observed to reduce cost (while 

maintaining or improving the level of function and aesthetics) through 

increasing the proportion of pre-packaged technology in the product. Obtaining 

components from a cheaper source is the only exception, as it reduces the 

proportion of pre-packaged technology in a product while reducing the cost. 

Re-design method 

Since most low-volume rehabilitation products (and many low-volume 

products in general) are initially developed as prototypes to prove the concept, a 

method was proposed which could be used to re-design an existing prototype for 

economic low-volume production. The method has three stages: 

• Assessment; 

• Assembly level re-design; and 

• Component level re-design. 
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Assessment 

First the Pre-packaged Technology Index is used to assess the scope for cost 

reduction. The output from this assessment is a ranking of assemblies and 

components indicating where cost reduction techniques should be applied first. 

Flowcharts then provide a framework for re-designing, first assemblies and then 

components identified in the assessment. The objective is to trigger ideas for 

design changes by suggesting appropriate re-design tactics. 

Assembly level re-design 

At the assembly level, the aim is to reduce the number of interconnections and 

the number of specially designed components. The greatest savings can be made 

at the assembly level, for example through clustering and integrating several 

parts and substituting with bought-in components. 

Component level re-design 

The aim, at the component level, is to simplify the remaining specially designed 

components. Component level re-design changes may also have been triggered 

in the assembly level re-design and this stage may therefore be unnecessary. 

Design for aesthetics 

When the aesthetic function of the product is important, a refinement of the 

overall approach has been proposed. This suggests that to achieve the best trade

off between low cost and quality appearance, only the parts which provide the 

aesthetic functions should be specially designed. These same components should 

also provide a mounting or connection for the bought-in parts. Ideally, all the 

non-aesthetic (or hidden) functions are provided by bought-in parts. 

Testing the method 

The proposed method was tested on two existing products to establish its 

validity. Results showed that in both cases the method highlighted areas with 

scope for economies and contributed to cost reductions through increasing the 

proportion of pre-packaged technology in the product. 
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The cost was reduced in the Mobile Arm Support by 27%, and in the Wallbar 

Clamp by 26%. This was achieved whilst maintaining or improving the level of 

function and appearance. 

Supporting work 

This thesis has also described research to support the selection and use of bought

in components, an important aspect of design for low-volume production. 

Transferred components 

Transferring components from existing high-volume applications offers 

designers an effective means for obtaining high quality, low-cost components 

and assemblies for use in new low-volume products. 

In this thesis, a strategy for classifying and selecting transferred components for 

use in new ways and new applications has been proposed. The selection uses 

high level descriptions of actual and potential functions of a component such as 

"contains fluid" , "vertical motion" and "cylindrical" to search for a shortlist of 

potentially suitable components. Suitability is verified by examining a more 

detailed component description. 

Validation of the proposed structure is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, 

it appears to provide a simple, flexib~e framework for describing the properties 

necessary for selecting a transferred component. 

Design-led component selection 

A methodology for selecting engineering components has been developed based 

on the existing Cambridge Material Selector (CMS) methodology [Ashby, 1992]. 

The method uses charts of component properties to support selection. 

The uniform style of presentation and broad range of these charts give designers 

a powerful method for comparing and selecting from competing technologies. A 

series of charts allow the user to identify quickly a shortlist of feasible 

components given the design specification. 

In this thesis, design-led component selection charts for electrical energy sources 

and rolling element bearings have been described. However, the methodology is 
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generic can be applied to a wide range of engineering components. A database of 

rolling bearings has been demonstrated using the eMS selector software. 

A full system, implemented on a PC, would offer designers a powerful, quick 

and intuitive tool for locating and selecting standard components, particularly in 

domains unfamiliar to the designer. 

Conclusion 

This thesis has established a link between the value offered by a low-volume 

product and the proportion of pre-packaged technology it contains in the form of 

high-volume materials, components, assemblies, systems, and techniques. To 

minimise costs in a low-volume product, the proportion of pre-packaged 

technology should be maximised. 

In order to assess improvements in low-volume products, a straightforward 

measure of pre-packaged technology content, the Pre-packaged Technology Index 

has been developed. 

A "design for low-volume production" method has been proposed and tested. It 

provides a strategy for increasing the proportion of pre-packaged technology in a 

low-volume product, enabling existing prototypes to be re-designed for economic 

low-volume production. 
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1 0.2 Fu rther work 

Three key areas for further research have been identified: 

• Relating pre-packaged technology to cost; 

• The use of transferred components; and 

• Design-led component selection. 

Pre-packaged technology and cost 

The precise nature of the relationship between pre-packaged technology content 

and cost is complex and has not yet been determined. However, it appears that 

the curves Pre-packaged Technology Index against cost fall into bands depending 

on the type and complexity of the technology e.g. simple mechanical, complex 

mechanical, electro-mechanical (Figure 10.1). The relationship could be verified 

by analysing a large population of low-volume products . 
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Figure 10.1 : Possible relationship between cost and Pre-packaged TechnologtJ Index (cost 

normalised by dividing by theoretical minimum cost). 
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Transferred components 

Two areas for further research into transferred components have been identified. 

Testing the classification 

In order to validate the proposed classification and its simplifying assumption, a 

representative database of transferable components would need to be populated. 

Testing could be carried out in two ways. Firstly using retrospective examples 

where the database is known to contain the previously used solution and then 

by designers who require new transferred components. 

Understanding transferred components 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that some classes of component are more easily 

transferable than others (Table 10.1). Further work to identify which kinds of 

components are actually transferred most often would lead to a better 

understanding of what makes a suitable transferred component and how they 

should be categorised for selection. 

Commonly transferred 

Functional units (like standard 

components) 

Self contained mechanisms 

Fasteners 

Rarely transferred 

Housings and enclosures 

Individual elements from mechanisms 

(tie bars, levers, pivots etc.) 

Frames and chasses, and mountings 

Table 10.1 

Design-led component selection 

Design-led component selection charts are a powerful aid to designers. If 

developed to cover a wide range of the most common mechanical standard 

components, the eMS implementation of the method has the potential to 

become an industry standard for component selection. In order for this to be 

possible, further work is necessary to identify the design-led properties and 

performance indices for a range of different engineering components. 
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Appendix 1 

Rehabilitation product data 

This appendix contains the following data sheets: 

Spyder Wrist Rest 

BIME Bottom Wiper 

Indispense Configuration 1 

Indispense Configuration 2 

BIME Rolling Road Configuration 1 

BIME Rolling Road Configuration 2 

BIME Wallbar Clamp 



Spyder Wrist Rest I I 
Sub-contract Material Processing (Processing 
I bought-in In-house In-house Total cost per cost per rate = 
component processing processing component arm arm 30 .5pence/mi 

Part No. Component Name Quantity Description cost time (m ins) cost cost support support nute) 

Primary arm' assembly 
WR001 Primary arm 1 MS 010mm briCiht bar, bent 6 £ 1.83 £ 1.83 0.07 1.76 
WR007 Arm support bush 2 019mm EN1A £ 0.50 £ 0.50 0 . 10 0.90 
WR016 Cage bearinCi 2 Standard 014mm needle bearinCi £ 0.98 £ 0.98 1.96 0.00 

Processingl assembly Weld (6mins), Shotblast (5mins) , Powder cost 
1 1(£0 .25), Assemble (4mins) 15 £ 4.58 £ 4.58 4.58 

Secondary arm 
assembly 

WR002 Secondary arm 1 MS 010mm bright bar, bent 6 £ 1.83 £ 1.83 0 .07 1.76 
WR007 Arm support bush 1 019mm EN1A £ 0.50 £ 0.50 0 .05 0.45 
WR016 CaCie bearing 1 Standard 014mm needle bearing £ 0.98 £ 0.98 0.98 0 .00 
WR015 Sec. arm spigot washer 1 Standard M10 £ 0.01 £ 0.01 0.01 0 .00 
WR013 Dowl pin 1 Ground bar 010mm £ 0.20 £ 0.20 0 .02 0 .18 

Processingl assembly 

Weld (6mins), Linish pin (6 mins), Shot blast (5 
1 mins) , Powder coat (£0.25), Assemble (3 mins) 20 £ 6.10 £ 6.10 6.10 

Clamps assembly 
WR008 Clamp bottom 1 MS plate 6mm thick £ 1.13 5 .5 £ 1.68 £ 2.81 0.30 2.51 , 

WR003 Guard tube, lower clamp 1 MS 01 1/8" x 14s\'igtube £ 0.40 3 £ 0.92 £ 1.32 0 .13 1.19 I 

WR004 Location Screw 1 MS M16 x 50 Hex head screw turned £ 1.20 £ 1.20 0 .17 1.03 
WR012 Threaded adiuster 1 Stainless M8, CNC machined £ 0.71 £ 0.71 0.06 0.65 
WR017 Handwheel 1 Standard, IM, M8 female hand £ 0.82 £ 0.82 0 .82 0.00 
WR018 Adjusting tilt/glide foot 1 Standard, IM £ 0.08 £ 0.08 0 .08 0.00 

Locking nut 1 Standard M8 £ 0.05 £ 0.05 0 .05 0.00 
WR009 Clamp (top) 1 MS plate 6mm thick £ 1.13 0.5 £ 0.15 £ 1.28 0 .30 0.98 
WR005 Top clamp bush 1 MS 07/8" bar EN1A?? £ 1.60 £ 1.60 0 . 12 1.48 
WR014 Starlock cap 1 Standard £ 0.03 £ 0.03 0 .03 0 .00 
WR006 Height adjusting screw 1 010mm Ciround bar, threaded £ 0.60 £ 0.60 0 . 10 0 .50 

WR010 Adiuster I lockinCi spacer 2 3mmMS £ 0.38 £ 0.38 0 . 10 0.66 
Processingl assembly Weld (8mins) , Clean (4mins), shot blast (5mins), 

Powder coat (£0.5) , Tap threads (5mins) , 
1 Assemble (15mins) 37 £ 11 .29 £ 11 .29 11 .29 

Channel assembly 

WR011 Arm support channel 1 AI alloy plate , 1.6mm thick, cut, linish, bend 9 £ 2.75 £ 2.75 0.40 2.35 
WR019 Arm support channel pin 1 AI alloy 012 bar, turned £ 1.00 £ 1.00 0 .20 0.80 

Cushioned pad 1 Fabric £ 2.00 £ 2.00 0.20 1.80 
Processingl assembly 1 Weld pin (3 mins) , Assemble (3 mins) 6 £ 1.83 £ 1.83 1.83 Total: 

Totals: 6.32 42.78 49.10 
-

15 / 11 / 96 



BIME Bottom Wiper \ 
Sub- In-house 

Material contract procesing 
Component name Qty Type Materials Processing steps cost per processing time Tooling cost 

unit (£) cost per (minutes) 
unit (£) (Est.) 

Configuration1 (19 2) 

Handle Standard Section 06mm stainless round 
Cut, red hot bend , notch end, silver solder 

Total: 
1 x2 

Head plate 1 Specially Designed Stainless sheet Cut, drill, silver solder 1.5 180 
Head back 1 Specially Designed Nylon bar Mill, drill, tap 
Screw 2 Standard M3 approx 

Configuration 2 
Handle 1 Standard Section 05/16" AI. round Guillotine, saw angle cut, bend, glue to head 0.225 4 Sending Jig £50 

Head plate 1 Specially Designed ASS sheet Vac. form, cut teeth' , glue 0 .5 10 For vac. form moulds: Estimate £50 

, to cut teeth 20 

Head back 1 Specially Designed ASS sheet Vac. form, glue x2 - 10 

ConfiQuration 2a 
As for 2 but punch tool used to cut teeth in head p'late to cut teeth 2 Toolinq desiqn and make: £175 

Configuration 3 (about 1986) 
Handle 1 Standard Section 05/16" AI. round Guillotine, saw angle cut, bend, glue to head 0.225 3 

Plastic powder coat 0.42 
Head plate 1 Specially Designed ASS Injection mould, glue r 0.47l Mould machined from AI. (lasted 2500 units) 

Head back 1 Specially Designed ASS Injection mould, glue x2 1 0.18 1 £ 1,200 
Quality control and packaging 25 

ConfiCluration 4 (about 1989) 
Handle 1 Standard Section 05/16" AI. rou nd Guillotine, bend , qlue to head 0.225 3 

Plastic powder coat 0.42 

Head plate 1 Specially Designed ASS Injection mould, glue r 0.47 l 
Mould machined from Steel and hardened (lasted 
15000+ units) 

Head back 1 Specially Designed ASS Injection mould , glue x2 ~ £ 2,000 
Quality control and packaging 0.1 0 .25 

ConfiQuration 5 (1996) 
Handle 1 Standard Section 05/16" AI. round Chamfer and part 0.225 0 .1 

Send in jig 0.16 

Plastic powder coat 0.42 

Head plate 1 Specially Designed ASS Injection mould (handle moulded into head) [ 0.53 I Tooling: £5400 I 

Injection mould, ultrasonically weld to head Head back 1 Specially Designed ASS 
Iplate Satch size: 1000 

Quality control and packaging 0.1 0.01 

QlH, /5/JJ/96 



Appendix 1 

Ilndispense 1 Drinking Aid 

Component Name 
Quantit Cost per 

Source Description Processing 
y Indispense 

Mechanical 'Que) (Italics indicate cost estimate from catalo 

Charger case 1 £ 1.34 Standard 
Transformer 1 £ 3.09 Standard Solder x4 
Thermal fuse 1 £ 0.39 Electromail 413-557 Standard Solder x2 
Charger cable 1 £ 0.30 Standard Solder x4 
Charging plug 1 £ 0.30 Electromail 317-897 Standard Solder x2 
Container 1 £ 1.63 Stewart Co. Transferred drill , glue, sealer 
Stalk 1 £ 7.59 Y.P.H. Transferred 
Mouthpiece 1 £ 1.04 Y.P.H. Transferred 
Stalk Base 1 £ 1.04 Y.P.H. Transferred 
Pump 1 £ 18.58 Evans Halshaw Standard 
Battery 1 £ 11 .30 Electromail 591-922 Standard Solder x1 
Microswitch 1 £ 1.11 Maplin Standard 
Container grommet 1 £ 0.01 Electromail 605-649 Standard 
Packing box 1 £ 0.24 Dorman Smith Standard 
Fuse holder 1 £ 0.96 Electromail 415-351 Standard Solder x2 
Charging socket 1 £ 0.68 Maplin Standard Solder x2 

~g 1 £ 0.65 Samco Speciall~ Designed Standard Section 
Sleevlng 1 £ 0.41 Electromail 392-292 Speciall~ Designed Standard Section, heat treat 
Biteable mouthpiece tube 1 Speciall~ Designed Standard Section, heat treat 
Stalk Plate 1 Speciallv Designed Cut & drill 
Formings: Housing top 1 £ 3.50 Hurst Green plastics Specially Designed Vacuum form, drill x4 
Housing box 1 £ 4.46 Electromail 505-577 Standard Drill x10, saw, glue 
Foot 4 £ 0.28 Electromail 223-815 Standard 
Stalk washer 1 Standard 
Battery securing IJlate 1 Standard Cut?, glue 

Electronic 
Whole circuit 1 £ 11 .03 Northern Hi Tec Solder: wires in x11 

Voltage regulator 1 1.99 (RS) Standard Solder x5 

Small transistor 1 .15 (RS) Standard Solder x3 
Preset potentiometer 1 0.17 (RS) Standard Solder x4 
Resistor (0.25W) 6 6xO.017 (RS) Standard Solder x2 each 
Resistor (4W?) 2 2xO.26 (RS) Standard Solder x2 each 
Capacitors 2 2xO.10 (RS) Standard Solder x2 each 
Diode 1 0.05 (RS) Standard Solder x2 
LED indicator 1 Standard Solder x4 
Rectifier 1 0.32 (RS) Standard Solder x5 
Rocker switch SPOT 1 £ 0.75 Maplin Standard Solder x3 
IQggle cover 1 £ 0.12 Electromail 317-689 Standard 
Fuse 1 £ 0.08 Electromail 416-382 
Heatsink 1 0.35 (RS) Standard 
PCB 1 £ 1.03 Specially Designed Standard section, etch (cost 
Wire 14 Specially Designed Standard Section, strip, solder 

Cost 3p approx 

Fasteners 
Bolt 3 £ 0.09 Standard 
Nut 3 £ 0.03 Standard 
Roll pin 2 £ 0.20 Standard 
Switch plate grub screw 1 Standard 

Joints 
Glue 3 
Nut and bolt 3 
Roll pin 2 
Sealant 1 
Assembly hand Solder 5 (69 in all) 
Spade terminal 5 

Processing and assembly 
Charger (Assembly cost) 1 £ 2.04 
Total Processing (4hrs) at £15/hr £ 60.00 



Appendix 1 

Indispense 1 Drinking Aid 

Component Name Version 2 same? Notes 
" yes, ·similar 

Mechanical 
Charger case Charger (Assembly cost) 
Transformer £ 2.04 
Thermal fuse 
Charger cable 
Charging plug --J 

Container · Stalk --J 

Mouthpiece --J 

Stalk Base --J 

Pump 
Battery 
Microswitch --J 

Container grommet 
Packing box --J 

Fuse holder --J 

Charging socket --J 

Tubing · Sleeving --J 

Biteable mouthpiece tube --J 

Stalk Plate · 
Formings: Housing top Housing and case processin~ 
Housing box 20min total (milled slot 10min) 
Foot Ilnot incl. assembling) 
Stalk washer 
Battery securing plate 

Electronic 
Whole circuit 

Voltage regulator ' Asterisk denotes Charger components 

, Charger compts total 34 solder joints out of 69 
Small transistor in whole circuit as supplied 
Preset potentiometer , 

Resistor (0.25W) , 

Resistor (4W?) 
Capacitors , 

Diode 
, 

LED indicator 
Rectifier , 

Rocker switch SPOT 
Toggle cover 
Fuse 
Heatsink 

, 

PCB 
Wire --J 

Fasteners 
Bolt · Nut · Roll pin 
Switch plate grub screw 

Joints 
Glue Pump inlet, batter~ , batter~ securing ~Iate , 

Nut and bolt u switch x2, stalk base plate 
Roll pin Case 
Sealant Container to case 
Assembl~ hand Solder 
~ade terminal 

Processing and assemb 
Charger (Assembly cost) 
Total Processing (4hrs) al 



r 
Appendix 1: Rehabilitation product data 

Indispense 2 Drinking ~ Ail 
Component Name Quantity 

Cost per 
Source Description 

Indispense 

Mechanical italics indicate cost estimate from cata/ogLe 

Charger 1 £ 9.46 Deben Industries Transferred 
Container 1 £ 1.41 Stewart Co. Transferred 
Stalk 1 £ 5.13 Innovators UK Transferred 
Mouthpiece 1 £ 1.42 Linear Tools Transferred 
Stalk Base (threaded connector 1 £ 0.68 Innovators UK Transferred 
Pump 1 £ 12.00 Williamson pumps Standard 
Battery 1 £ 8.83 ac Standard 
Microswitch 1 £ 0.89 Electromail Standard 
Charging plug 1 £ 0.30 Maplin Standard 
Stalk grommet (white ring) 1 £ 0.46 PDM Ud Standard 
Tube connectors 3 £ 0.14 Micro-plastics Standard 
Ball 1 £ 0.05 Euro-matic , Standard 
Sucker 1 £ 0.30 Moss plastics Standard 
Packing box 1 £ 0.30 Dorman Smith Standard 
Fuse holder 1 £ 0.30 ac Standard 
Adaptor 1 £ 0.58 Maplin Standard 
Remote socket 1 £ 0.40 Maplin Standard 
Charging socket 1 £ 0.68 Maplin Standard 
Tubing 1 £ 1.44 Samco Specially Designed 
Sleeving 1 £ 0.23 Hayward HoldinQs Specially DesiQned 
Biteable mouthpiece tube 1 £ 0.16 Bond-a-Band Specially Designed 
Stalk Plate 1 Specially DesiQned 
Switch Cover 1 Specially Designed 

Base ring 1 £ 4.98 Samco Specially Designed 
Formings: Housing top 1 £ 4.10 Hurst Green plastics Specially DesiQned 
Formings: Housing Base 1 £ 4.10 Hurst Green plastics Specially Designed 

Electronic 
Northern Hitec (whole 

PCB 1 circuit) Specially DesiQned 
Relay 1 Map/in: £1 approx Standard 
C 1 £ 7.31 Maplin: BOp Standard 

Maplin: 1 x res. @ 1. l p, 3 
x Cap. @ 10p, 1 x E/ee. 

Small discrete l2assive 1 1 Cap @15p Standard 
Maplin: 3 diodes @ 5p, 

Small discrete Semiconductor 4 transistor@ 15p Standard 

Wire 14 Speciallv Designed 
Timer switch / potentiometer 1 Standard 

Fasteners 
Bolt 2 £ 0.04 Standard 
Nut 2 £ 0.02 Standard 
Rivet 2 £ 0.05 Standard 

Joints: 
Hot glue 2 
Bolt and nut 2 Fastener 
Rivet 2 Fastener 
Solder 18 
Sl2ade terminal 2 

In-house processinQ time 2 hours @ £15/hr £ 30.00 

QJH . 15/11/96 



Appendix 1: Rehabilitation product data 

Indispense 2 Drinking Aid 
Component Name Processing Notes 

Mechanical 

Charger 
Container 
Stalk 
Mouthpiece 
Stalk Base (threaded connector 
Pump 
Battery 
Microswitch 
Charging plug 
Stalk grommet (white ring) 
Tube connectors 
Ball 
Sucker 
Packing box 
Fuse holder 
Adaptor 
Remote socket 
Charging socket 
Tubing Standard Section 
Sleeving Standard Section, heat treat 
Biteable mouthpiece tube Standard Section, heat treat 
Stalk Plate Cut & drill 
Switch Cover Vacuum formed 

Standard Section (SIC extrude 
Base ring and glue) In-house processing total 
Formings: Housing top Vacuum form, drill x5 6mins (not incl assy) 
Formings: Housing Base Vacuum form, drill x6 £ 1.25 

Electronic 

Standard section, etch (material 
PCB cost 27p) 
Relay 
C 

Small discrete passive 

Small discrete Semiconductor 

Standard Section, strip, solder 
Wire (material cost 3p each approx) 
Timer switch I potentiometer 

Fasteners 
Bolt 
Nut 
Rivet 

Joints: 
Hot glue 
Bolt and nut 
Rivet 
Solder 
Spade terminal 

In-house processing time 

QJH, 15/11/96 



Appendix 1 

BIME Rolling Road (Configuration1 ) 
Standard/ 

l=in Transferred/ 
both 

Component name Qty 
Specially 

Materials Processing steps 
cnfg designed/ 

s Standard 
Section 

Ramp side frame 4 S3 MS S~ tube Cut, drill, rivet (x7), weld 
Ramp side attachment 4 S3 MS S~ tube Cut, drill, rivet (xl), weld 
Large ramp base 2 S3 AI. 3mm(?) tread sheet Cut, drill, rivet lxlQL 
Small ramp base 2 S3 AI. 3mm(?) tread sheet Cut, drill, rivet1x~ 
Ramp outer hinge bracket 2 S3 MS sheet (3mm) Cut, drill, weld 
Ramp inner hinge bracket 2 S3 MS arlgle Cut, drill, weld 
Castor bracket 2 S3 MS angle Cut, drill, weld 
Frame rear cross member 2 S3 MS rectangular hollow (2"xl ") Cut, weld, (grind) + 6 rivets on one only 
Frame side 2 S3 MS rectangular hollow (2"xl ") Cut, drill, rivet (x6), weld 
Frame central parallel member 2 S3 MS rectangular hollow (2"xl ") Cut, drill , rivet (x6), weld 
Frame side spars 2 S3 MS rectangular hollow 12"xl '1 Cut, drill, riveUxl1 weld 
Frame front spar 1 S3 MS rectangular hollow (2"xl '1 Cut, drill , rivetJx~, weld 
Handle 1 St Steel U handle 
Main base 1 S3 AI. 3mrn{?l tread sheet Cut, drill, rivetJx3§1 bend 
Tensioner axle 1 S3 MS round 0l2mm Cut, drill, turn, t~ 
Tension angle spring 1 St Tension spring 
Tensioner mounting 1 Sp AI channel (2"xl ")? Cut, drill, tap 
Tensioner cable grip 1 Sp Brass round 06mmJ1l Cut, drill, t~ 
Tensioner pivot 1 Sp Brass round 0l2mm(?) Turn, drill, t~ 
Cable" collar socket 1 Sp Brass round 0l2mm(?) Cut, drill, tap 
Roller Bearing spigot 4 Sp MS round Turn, drill , t~ 
Gear mounting block 1 Sp MS rect bar Cut, drill, t~, loctite 
Flywheel hub 1 Sp MS round 02" Turn , drill, tap (x8) 
Flywheel 1 Sp MS sheet 3mm Cut, drill 
Flywheel mass 1 Sp Lead casti ll9. Cast, drill 
Small roller 2 Sp MS tube Turn , drill 
Long roller 1 Sp MS tube Turn 
Small roller outer cap 2 Sp MS round Turn 
Small roller inner cap 2 Sp MS round Turn 
Long roller outer cap 2 Sp MS round Turn 
Locating pin 1 SS MS round Cut 
Rubber bushing 1 Sp Rubber tube Cut, drill 
Small roller central axle 1 Sp MS round Turn, drill 

1 Castor 2 St Rubber / plastic 
1 Wheelchair clamp with base 2 Tr MS Zn plated, AI alloy Weld 

1 Wheelchair chock base 2 Sp MS plate 
Cut, drill, weld, plastic powder coat 

llAssembJyL 
1 Wheelchair chock side 2 S3 MS angle Cut, weld, bend, plastic powder coat 
1 Wheelchair chock endplate 2 SS MS angle Cut, weld, plastic powder coat 
1 Chock handwheel 2 St Steel and jJlastic 
1 Chock bolt 2 St Stainless 
1 Chock washer 2 St Stainless 
1 Speedo lever top limit stop 1 SS MS Angle Cut, drill,.Bastic Rowder coat 
1 Speedo lever bottom limit stop 1 SS MS Angle Cut, drill , plastic Rowder coat 
1 Speedo lever base bracket 1 SS AI channel Cut, drill 
1 Cable end collar 1 S3 Brass round Drill, tap 
1 Cable 1 Tr Bike brake cable 
1 Speedo lever top tube 1 S3 MS tube Cut, Jl.lastic J)owder coat _ (Assembly) 
1 Speedo lever vertical tube 1 SS MS tube Cut, drill , plastic powder coat 
1 Speedo lever lower tube 1 SS MS tube Cut, plastic powder coat 
1 Lever outer bearing 1 Sp Oil impreg. nylon round Turn 
1 Lever inner bearing 1 Sp Oil impreg. nylon round Turn 
1 Bearina collar 1 ~ MS round Turn 
1 Cable ties 2 St Integral adhesive pads 
1 Tube end caps 2 St Plastic 
1 Cable control 1 Tr Bike gear lever 
1 Speedo 1 Tr Bike computer 
1 Flvwheel aear 1 St Polymer spur gear Mill (or file?) 
1 Drive gear 1 St Polymer spur gear Drill? 
1 Top gear axle 1 S3 MS round Turn, loctite 
1 Centre bearing 1 St Deep groove ball (?) loctite 
1 Central small roller axle 1 Sp MS round Turn 
1 Outer bearing 4 St Self aligning ball Loctite 
1 Tensioner wheel 1 St Plastic / rubber wheel 
1 Tensioner in line spril]g 1 St Tension §]Jril]g 

QJH, 15/ 11/96 



Appendix 1 

BIME Rolling Road (Configuration 2) 
Standard! 

1=in Transferred! 
both 

Component name Qty 
Specially 

Materials Processing steps 
cnfg designed! 

s Standard 
Section 

Base plate 1 Sp GFRP Hand lay up, drill, cut (Tooling £900) 

Ramp 2 Sp GFRP Hand lay up, drill (lasts 100 pieces) 
Flywheel housing 1 Sp GFRP Hand lay up, drill 

Ramp mat 2 SS (Tr) Elastomer/ polymer Cut, glue 
(Yacht matting) 

Ramp hinge plate 4 Sp MS sheet 3mm Cut, drill, plastic powder coat 
Left castor bracket 1 SS MS channel Cut, drill, plastic powder coat 

Right castor bracket 1 SS MS channel Cut, drill, plastic powder coat 

Base hinge plate 2 Sp MS plate Cut, drill , plastic powder coat 

1 Castor 2 St Rubber / plastic 
1 Wheelchair clamp with base 2 Tr MS Zn plated, AI alloy Weld 

1 Wheelchair chock base 2 Sp MS plate Cut, drill , weld, plastic powder coat (~embly) 

1 Wheelchair chock side 2 SS MS anQle Cut, weld, bend, plastic powder coat I I 
1 Wheelchair chock endplate 2 SS MS angle Cut, weld, plastic powder coat U 
1 Chock handwheel 2 St Steel and plastic 
1 Chock bolt 2 St Stainless 
1 Chock washer 2 St Stainless 
1 Speedo lever top limit stop 1 SS MS Angle Cut, drill , plastic powder coat 

1 Speedo lever bottom limit stop 1 SS MS Allgle Cut, drill , plastic powder coat 

1 Speedo lever base bracket 1 SS AI channel Cut, drill 

Tensioner bracket 1 SS AI channel Cut, bend, drill 

1 Cable end collar 1 SS Brass round Drill, tap 

1 Cable 1 Tr Bike brake cable 

1 Speedo lever top tube 1 SS MS tube Cut, plastic powder coat (Assembly) r l 
1 Speedo lever vertical tube 1 SS MS tube Cut, drill, plastic powder coat I I 
1 Speedo lever lower tube 1 SS MS tube Cut, plastic powder coat U 
1 Lever outer bearing 1 Sp Oil impreg. nylon round Turn 

1 Lever inner bearing 1 Sp Oil impreg. nylon round Turn 

1 Bearing collar 1 SP MS round Turn 
1 Cable ties 2 St Integral adhesive pads 

1 Tube end caps 2 St Plastic 

1 Cable control 1 Tr Bike gear lever 
1 Speedo 1 Tr Bike computer 

Flywheel 1 St(adapt) Steel wheel Turn, drill, tap 
Flywheel spigot 1 Sp MS round Turn, mill 

1 Flywheel gear 1 St Pol~mer sIJur gear Mill (or file?) 

1 Drive gear 1 St Polymer spur gear Drill? 
1 Drive gear 1 St 

Gear mount block 1 Sp MS rect bar Cut, drill, tap 

1 Top gear axle 1 SS MS round Turn, loctite 
Top gear circlip 1 St External circlip 08mm 
Gear support block 1 SS MS strip Cut, drill, tap, fix into GFRP 

1 Centre bearing 1 St Deep Qroove ball (?) loctite 
1 Central small roller axle 1 SIJ MS round Turn 

Small roller centre cap 2 Sp AI round Turn, loctite, Anodise (Assembly) n 
Small roller 2 SS AI tube Loctite, anodise I I 
Small roller outer cap 2 SS AI round Turn, loctite, Anodise U 

1 Outer bearing 4 St Self aligning ball Loctite 
Outer bearing stub axle 4 SS MS round Turn (?), braze , Plastic powder coat ~bly) 
Roller axle mount plate 4 SP MS striIJ Drill, taIJ, plastic coat L---.J 
Long roller 1 SS AI. tube Loctite, anodise (Assembly) 
Long roller cap 2 Sp AI round Turn, loctite, Anodise 
Screw hole cap 4 St Black plastic cap 

Bike gear cable 
Cable to spring connector 1 Tr connector 

1 Tensioner wheel 1 St Plastic / rubber wheel 
Tensioner axle 1 SS MS round 012mm Turn, drill 

1 Tensioner in line spring 1 St Tension spring 
Tensioner circiip 1 St External circlip 06mm 
Tensioner torsion spring 1 St Torsion spring 
Flywheel housing bracket 1 SS AI anQle Cut, drill, tap 

QJ H. /5111/96 



Appendix 1 

BIME WallBarClamp Italics indicate estimate Labour rate (£Ihour): 15 0 .25 £/minute 

(/) 
Sub- Estimated Total in-

Total 
Total :=- ~ sub- Total 

~ Co Material contrac processing house part 
Component name (/) Materials Processing steps contract material 

'" ';:: cost (£) t cost time processing :J t: cost (£) 
cost 

0 (£) (mins) cost (£) 
proc. 

(£) (j) cost (£) 

Configuration1 (1982) 
Central shaft with 1 Sp 3/B' MS bar 

Turn shoulder, taper 
hook and two threads 

0 .09 60.00 15 .00 0 .09 15.09 

Red hot bend 
Upper clamp 1 SS MS strip 3Bx3mm Drill 0 .22 1.00 3 .13 0 .28 3.41 

Bend in flv Dress 0.50 

Cut radii 8.00 

Paint (£2.50 can does 0.06 3 .00 
40) 

Lower clamp 1 SS MS strip 3Bx3mm Drill 0.22 1.0.0 3.63 0.28 3 .91 

Tap 2 .00 

Bend in flv press 0.50 

Cut radii 8 .00 

Paint (£2.50 can does 0.06 3 .00 
40) 

Handwheel 1 Sp ~ 2' AI. bar Knurl 0.66 10.00 6.25 0 .66 6 .91 
Turn tap 15.00 

Nut 1 St 1/4' BSF 0.02 0.02 0 .02 

Configuration 2 (July 1985) 

Central shaft 1 SS M12 Ni. plated MS Cut, drill x2, pin 
studding 

0 .10 15.00 3.75 0 .10 3 .85 

Climbing spring hook Ni. 
Hook 1 Tr plated steel (straight Drill, pin 0 .70 0 .70 0 .70 

tang) 

Roll pin 1 St Steel 0.05 0 .05 0.05 
Upper clamp 1 SS MS strip 3Bx3mm Drill 0 .22 1.00 1.13 0 .28 1.41 

Bend in fly press 0.50 

Paint (£2.50 can does 0 .06 3.00 
40) 

Lower clamp 1 SS MS strip 3Bx3mm Drill 0.22 1.00 1.38 0.28 1.66 
Tap 1.00 
Bend in fly press 0.50 

Paint (£2.50 can does 0 .06 3.00 
40) 

Handwheel 1 Sp ~ 2' AI. bar Knurl 0.66 10 .00 6 .25 0.66 6.91 
Turn tap 15.00 

Nut 1 St M12 0.02 0 .02 0 .02 

Configuration 3 

Central shaft 1 SS M12 Ni. plated MS 
Cut, drill x2, pin studding 

0 .10 15.00 3.75 0.10 3.85 

Climbing spring hook Ni. 
Hook 1 Tr plated steel (straight Drill, pin 0.70 0 .70 0.70 

tang) 

Roll pin 1 St Steel 0.05 0 .05 0.05 
Upper clamp 1 SS MS strip 3Bx3mm Drill 0.22 1.00 0 .38 0 .20 0.22 0 .80 

Bend in fly press 0.50 
Plastic powder coat 0.20 

Lower clamp 1 SS MS strip 3Bx3mm Drill 0 .22 1.00 0.63 0 .20 0.22 1.05 
Tap 1.00 

Bend in flv press 0.50 

Plastic powder coat 0.20 

Handwheel 1 St Plasticl stainless 
(Rencol) 

5 .00 5 .00 5 .00 

Nut 1 St M12 0.02 0.02 0.02 
Clamp pad 4 SS Rubber strip cut, Qlue 0.15 2.00 0 .50 0 .15 0.65 

KEY: 
St.= Standard 
Tr.= Transferred 
SS.= Uses standard sectior 
So. - Speciallv desiqned 



Appendix 2 

Energy source data 

All the data for electrical energy sources is taken from manufacturer's and 

distributor's literature current in March 1995. 

Batteries 

Battery data is from the following catalogues: 

RS component catalogue, March 1995 RS data sheets K19638, K18786 

Farnell component catalogue, March 1995 Crompton Eternacell Lithium TCL data sheets 

Yuasa NP Lead Acid Battery Manual Eveready Zinc Chloride battery data sheets 

Panasonic Micro Batteries Technical Handbook Sonnenschein Lithium product data catalogue 

Varta Ni-MH Button Cells Tech. Handbook Varta Sealed Ni-Cd Cells Technical Handbook 

Varta Primary Button Cells Tech. Handbook Duracell Alkaline and Lithium battery data 

sheets 

Maximum energy capacity is the maximum value quoted by manufacturers. 

When not quoted directly, the minimum energy capacity and maximum power 

output are derived from manufacturer's discharge curves at maximum current. 

Solar panels and petrol generators 

Data for solar panels and petrol generators is taken from: 

BP Solar Product Catalogue, 1994 

RS component catalogue, March 1995 

Rolling bearing data 

Data for rolling bearings is taken from: 

SKF General Catalogue, 1995 

Drawings from Ford Motor Company, supplied by Ford Power Products (UK) Ltd. 

(1995). 



Appendix 3 

Sources for re-design data 

The following sources were used for quotations, estimates and re-design data: 

RS components, Corby, Northamptonshire 

Abssac Ltd, Evesham, Worcestershire 

ASPEC Precision Engineering, Sawston, Cambridgeshire. 

Engineering and Design Plastics Ltd, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge 

Last Engineering Ltd., Ely, Cambridgeshire 

Spyder Engineering Ltd., Whittlesey, Peterborough 

Robert Say le, Cambridge 

Cambsteel Ltd, Cambridge 

McKays of Cambridge, East Road, Cambridge 

ASC Metals Ltd, Cambridge 

UK Wire and Rope Ltd, Ronald Rolph Ct, Cambridge 

Tube Bending International Ltd, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 

Bearing Services Ltd, Cambridge 

Data sheets for Configuration 2 of the EDC Mobile Arm Support follow this page. 



MAS 2 Cost data 
Drawing I Component Material Processing 

Qty. Part Name Size Material Catalogue No. Quote cost cost Process Source Source 
Italics indicates an estimate Costs per arm support 

Support Module 50 off 50 off 50 off 

Material: Robert Sayle, deck chair canvas, 0.6m 
1 Arm Slina fabric £ 4.68 £ 0.68 £ 4.00 Estimate: M.R Huahes width £3.95/m 7 steel evelets @ 2.5D each 

.8mm bar x 270, 
1 Sling Frame sides and end .12.5mm bar x 135 aluminium £ 15.00 £ 0.82 £ 14.18 Cut drill Weld OH SeDt 96 

1 Ellbow Stoc (Rear cad) .100mm x 2mm TUFNOL 613-4880 £ 7.50 £ 0.65 £ 6.85 Hand cut drill OH Sept 96 

2 Cap screws and nuts M3 x 25mm Stainless 293-325 £ 0.40 £ 0.40 £ 0.00 Standard RS(June 96) 

2 Spring Clips 3/8 ' Coated steel £ 0.29 £ 0.29 £ 0.00 Standard RS(June 96) 

2 Washer M5 steel 525-903 £ 0.02 £ 0.02 £ 0.00 Standard RS(June 96) 

2 Machine Screw M4xl0mm steel 560-855 £ 0.03 £ 0.03 £ 0.00 Standard RS(June 96) 

2 Push-On-Fastener M1465/0050 (5mm) 172-341 £ 0.06 £ 0.06 £ 0.00 Standard RS(June 96) 

2 Mirror Screw Dome 5 BA lated brass £ 0.20 £ 0.20 £ 0.00 Standard ?? 

1 Ball Bearina 625-2Z 816-473 £ 2.34 £ 2.34 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 
Material:ASC metals .5mm stainless £4.85/3m 

1 Cradle Joint Axis 5 mm rod stainless steel 613-113-4880 £ 4.60 £ 0.15 £ 4.45 Mill Last engineerina (Dec 94) length 

1 Bearing Housing - Cradle 5x15x30mm block stainless steel 613-113-4880 £ 13.80 £ 0.12 £ 13.68 Mill Last engineerinq (Dec 94) 

Assemblv cost (£15/hour) £ 2.50 Estimate D. Brandt SeDt 96 (for 10 off) (RS) 

Positionina Module 

1 BearinQ Housinq - Arm aluminium 613-113-4880 £ 4.70 £ 0.25 £ 4.45 Turn Last enaineering (Dec 94) 

1 Washer M4 steel 525-896 £ 0.01 £ 0.01 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

1 Push-On-Fastener M1465/0040 (4mm) 172-335 £ 0.03 £ 0.03 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

2 Washer M4 steel 525-896 £ 0.02 £ 0.02 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

4 Spring Pin 4mm'20mm 374-042 £ 0.15 £ 0.15 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

4 Ball Bearina 624-2Z (B.S.L. Camb.) 816-445 £ 10.84 £ 10.84 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

1 Ball Bearing 625-2Z 816-473 £ 2.34 £ 2.34 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

2 Ellbow Joint Bush (Lona Arm Bush) stainless steel 613-116-4880 £ 7.46 £ 0.14 £ 7.32 Turn Last enaineerina (Dec 94) 

1 Ellbow Pin and King pin stainless steel 613-109-4880 £ 12.1 2 £ 0.40 £ 11. 72 Turn Last engineering (Dec 94) 

2 Short Arm End Filtina stainless steel 613-111-4880 £ 43.12 £ 2.62 £ 40.50 ONC Last enaineerina (Dec 94) 
Material : Canbsteel 2mm thick AI, 1 m x 2m, 

1 Lona Arm 14 SWG sheet AI. allov 613-4880 £ 90.00 £ 1.50 £ 88.50 Cut bend weld SDvder Enaineerina, Aug. 96 (£150 for 1 off) £24 .20 

Estimate CUED Workshops, June 96 (£112.51 
1 Short Arm tube section NYLON 613-110-4880 £ 54.38 £ 3.38 £ 51 .00 Mill & CNC Mill Last engineering (Dec 94)) 

Assemblv cost (£15/hour) £ 0.50 Estimate D. Brandt Se~t 96 (for 10 off) (RS) 

Actuation Module 

1 Push-On-Fastener M1465/0050 (5mm) 172-341 £ 0.03 £ 0.03 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

2 Self-Lockina Nut M5 steel 521-939 £ 0.16 £ 0.16 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

2 Machine Screw M310mm steel 560-760 £ 0.02 £ 0.02 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

2 CaD Screw M550mm steel 529-595 £ 0.22 £ 0.22 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

4 Washer M5 steel 525-903 £ 0.04 £ 0.04 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

1 Oldham CouDlina X-V series Shaft 5mm, OD 19mm 748-011 £ 3.85 £ 3.85 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

2 Ball Bearina 626-2Z (B.S.L. Camb.) 746-015 £ 7.00 £ 7.00 £ 0.00 Standard RS (June 96) 

1 12V DC Motor Cruzet 82 830 0 £ 64.31 £ 64.31 £ 0.00 Standard Cruzet Aug, 94 

1 Lead Screw Ml0 studding stainless steel 613-108-4880 £ 5.91 £ 1.34 £ 4.57 Turn Material cost RS June 96 (530-343) 
Material: E&D P 610xl000x20mm Acetal sheet 

1 Slider Nut 65 x 45 x 18mm DELRIN 613-107-4880 £ 11.34 £ 0.90 £ 10.44 Mill Last enaineerina (Dec 94) (for similar Diece) £156.78 

extruded tube OD 1 Last engineering £11.49 for machining only 
1/2', t=I/8 ' 372mm anodised (Dec 94) (for similar piece), Anodising cost Material: ASC Metals 1.5'xl/8 ' AI. tube 

1 Guidina Tube Iona aluminium 613-103-4880 £ 14.49 £ 1.80 £ 12.69 Cut&CNC Mill aDDrox £3 Der Diece £4 .80/ m 

1 Adaptor plate for motor 065mm x 13mm DELRIN 613-126-4880 £ 12.00 £ 2.00 £ 10.00 Estimated from other draw.1.!tQs E&DP 0100mm Delrin bar £133.63/m 

OJH 15/ 11 /96 
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MAS 2 Cost dat~ 
Drawing / Component Material Processing 

Qty. Part Name Size Material Catalogue No. Quote cost cost Process Source Source 

Material: E&D P 080mm OD, 050mm tD Acetal 
1 Stider Btock 070mm x 65mm DB..AIN 613-134-4880 £ 19.23 £ 4.16 £ 15.07 Turn & Mitl L~§! 2n~in22rins (Dec 94) (for simile~) tube £178.46 1 3m lenoth 

Turn (+mill for this Current version will be more expensive than 
1 Base block - actuator e100mm x 55mm DB..AIN 613-125-4880 £ 22.38 £ 8.00 £ 14.38 one) Iquote here Material: E&DP 0100mm Delrin bar E133.63/m 

1 Bearing Housing Top (Lead Screw) aluminium 613-104-4880 £ 10.83 £ 0.54 £ 9.34 Turn Last enQineerinQ (Dec 94) (for similar piece) 

1 Bearing Housing Bottom (Lead Screw) aluminium 613-104-4880 (pair) £ 0.95 (pair) Turn Last enQineerinq (Dec 94) (for similar piece) 

Assembly cost (E15/hour) E 3.75 Estimate D. Brandt Sept 96 (for 10 off) (AS) 

Interface module 

2 Washer M6 steel 525-919 E 0.03 E 0.03 E 0.00 Standard AS (June 96) 

2 Self-Locking Nut M6 steel 521-945 E 0.20 E 0.20 E 0.00 Standard AS (June 96) 

2 Cap Screw M6 x50mm steel 529-674 E 0.20 E 0.20 E 0.00 Standard AS (June 96) 

2 Wheelchair Clamp 40"20mm channel x 50 mild steel 613-101-4880 E 7.00 £ 0.25 £ 6.75 Cut & Drill Last engineering (Dec 94) 

250 x 150mm x 3mm CNC laser 
1 Attachment Bracket sheet stainless steel 613-119-4880 £ 15.33 £ 1.70 £ 13.63 cuUpunch, roll Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) 

Assembly cost (E15/hour) £ 0.00 Estimate D. Brandt Sept 96 (for 10 off) (AS) 

Power supply module 

2 Battery (Lead Acid Gell) Yuasa 4Ah, 6V 815-329 E 19.38 E 19.38 E 0.00 Standard AS (June 96) 

Cut, punch, bend, 
1 Power pack case 2mm Sheet AI £ 11.95 £ 1.50 £ 10.45 weld Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) 

1 Cover plate 1.5mm Sheet AI £ 2.40 £ 0.25 £ 2.15 Cut bend Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) 

1 Divider plate 1mm Sheet AI £ 2.35 £ 0.25 £ 2.10 Cut bend Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) 

1 Shelf 1mm Sheet AI £ 1.30 £ 0.20 £ 1.10 Cut Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) 

1 Switch plate 1.5mm Sheet AI £ 6.76 £ 0.25 £ 6.51 Cut drill Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) 

2 Switch plate screws M3 x 10mm Cr plated MS E 0.04 E 0.04 E 0.00 Standard 

6 Rivets E 0.06 E 0.06 E 0.00 Standard 

Power pack support 1.5mm Sheet AI £ 7.91 £ 1.50 £ 6.41 Cut bend Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) 

1 Motor socket 3 way DIN 486-101 E 1.34 E 1.34 E 0.00 Standard AS (June 96) 

2 Control socket 5 way 180· DIN 486-139 E 2.23 E 2.23 E 0.00 Standard AS (June 96) 

2 Aelay E 6.00 E 6.00 AS 

1 On/Olf switch Aocker £ 1.05 £ 1.05 £ 0.00 Standard Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) (AS) 

1 Charger socket Mini 4 way £ 2.26 £ 2.26 £ 0.00 Standard Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) (AS) 

Assembly cost (£15/hour) E 7.50 Estimate D. Brandt Sept 96 (for 10 off) (AS) 

Control Module 

1 Control plug 5 way 180· DIN 486-117 E 3.50 £ 3.50 £ 0.00 Standard AS (June 96) 

1 Control lead £ 1.00 £ 1.00 £ 0.00 Brandt June 96 (for 10 off) (AS) 

1 Body Delrin £ 33.00 £ 3.00 £ 30.00 CNC Machine 

1 Base plate 1.5mm sheet? AI £ 1.02 £ 0.02 £ 1.00 Cut drill 

2 Side plate 1.5mm sheet? AI. £ 2.04 £ 0.04 £ 2.00 Cut, drill 

6 Body screws M3? £ 0. 12 £ 0.12 £ 0.00 

2 Micro switch £ 2.40 £ 2.40 £ 0.00 

2 Switch button AI £ 6.30 £ 0.30 £ 6.00 Machine 
Assembly £ 3.75 Estimate D. Brandt Sept 96 for 10 off) RS 

TOTALS: £ 601.07 £ 171 .83 £ 429.24 
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